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Abstract
This thesis is a study of the large scale flows of water and heat which give rise to
the geothermal fields in the Taupo Volcanic Zone (TVZ), New Zealand. To carry
out this study, a super-critical equation of state module has been developed for
the geothermal simulator TOUGH2, which can describe the flow of water at the
conditions expected deep in the TVZ. The code is used to simulate the behaviour
of a range of idealised TVZ models in 2D and 3D settings.
Hydrothermal plumes which remain stable for periods comparable to the lifetime
of the TVZ can occur when there is a contrast between the high permeability of
the inner TVZ 'infill' region and the lower permeability exterior region. In this
case, downflows of cool surface fluid in the inner TVZ 'sweep' the geothermal
heat across the TVZ at depth to the permeability barrier, where the heated fluid
ascends to the surface in discrete plumes. This behaviour occurs in 2D models,
where separate plumes form at each side of the high permeability infill region,
and also in 3D models of caldera-like structures, where perhaps four hot plumes
can form around the perimeter of the caldera.
This notion is then applied to the complete TVZ hydrological system, where
a permeable 'envelope' is defined by the location of the Taupo Fault Belt and
the currently known volcanic centres in the TVZ. The permeability within this
envelope varies spatially according to the geothermal heat flux, and the region
outside has relatively low permeability. The spatial variation of the geothermal
heat flux is obtained by summing the measured heat flows from the geothermal
fields for a number of areas across the TVZ. In this model, the geothermal fields
form about the boundary of the envelope, as in the TVZ, and bear a striking
resemblance to the actual TVZ geothermal fields.
Finally, a new simulation code, NaC1-TOUGH2, is developed to provide a tool
for future modelling involving the commonest chemical species in the TVZ salt. The code incorporates the complete phase diagram for salt-water mixtures
and involves liquid, vapour and solid phases over a wide range of temperatures,
pressures and salt concentrations. The code is used to solve a number of simple
geothermal and mat hematical problems.
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The Legend of Ngdtoro-i-Rangi
Legend tells of Ng6toro-i-Rangi, tohunga and navigator of the Arawa canoe, who
explored the region frorn Maketu, on the Bay of Plenty coast, to Tongariro. After

many adventures, he reached the foot of Mount Tongariro and began to climb
its slopes. As he neared the top of the mountain, temperatures dropped quickly
and he wa's overcome by the cold. His desperate pleas for help were heard by his
sisters in Hawaiiki and they rushed to help him, bringing much needed warmth.

They travelled beneath the sea and the ground, surfacing from time to time
to get their bearings. Finally they reached Ngatoro-i-Rangi and revived him,
but they had left a permanent record of their flight of mercy. Wherever they
had broken the surface, they had left part of the life-giving warmth they were
carrying. The band of volcanic and geothermal activity extending from Mount
Ruapehu to White Island is the path taken by the sisters of Ng6toro-i-Rangi.
(Adapted from 'The Rotorua Geothermal Field', A Report of the Rotorua Geothermal Monitoring Programrne and Task Force, 1982-198b.)
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Miscellaneous
Volcanic and sedimentary rocks
In this thesis reference is often made to different rock types. To assist the reader,
brief definitions of these are listed here. The classification of volcanic rocks
according to SiOz content is taken from Wilson et al. (lggb).

Basalt

<53%SiO2

Andesite

53-63 % SiO2

Dacite

63-69 % SiO2

Rhyolite

>69%SiO2

Diorite
Granite

plutonic form of andesite
plutonic form of rhyolite
Greywacke sedimentary rock forming TVZ basement and axial ranges
Ignimbrite erupted volcanic rock

Permeabilities
In this thesis, a shorthand notation is used to denote the horizontal and vertical
comporents of rock permeability. For example, the components of permeability
for a particular rock type will be written in the form b0/5x10-rs m2, meaning
that the horizontal permeability is 50x10-15 m2 and the vertical permeability is
5x10-15 m2. For the 3D models presented in this thesis the two components of
horizontal permeability are always assumed to be equal, and the same notation
is used.

Figures
To improve clarity and readability, the figures associated with each chapter in
this thesis have been placed at the end of that chapter. The exception is Chapter
2, where the figures are included within the text.

Chapter 1

fntroduction
1.1 Aim and themes
This thesis describes a study of the large scale flows of water and heat that give rise
to the geothermal fields in the Taupo Volcanic Zone (TyZ), New Zealand. Much
geophysical and geochemical evidence has been gathered on individual geothermal
systems and on the TYZ as a whole, but many unanswered questions remain

concerning the exact nature of the geothermal fields and the heat source that
drives them. These and similar questions comprise the main themes of this thesis:

What is the nature of the TYZ heat source and how deep is it
What determines the number of geothermal fields in the TVZ
What controls the locations of the TVZ geothermal fields

?

Have the geothermal fields moved over the lifetime of the

Tvz

?
?

?

why is the heat flow from some geothermal fields only a few MW, but
several hundred MW from others

?

o Do large

scale topographical features influence the location of the geothermal fields ?

Numerous ideas have been proposed (for a summary see Simmons and Weaver,
1995) concerning the nature of the TVZ heat source and the geothermal fields,
but most of these have never been tested in a quanti,tati,ue manner. In this

thesis, a computer model of the entire TVZ hydrological system is constructed
for the first time. This model and simpler 2D and 3D versions are used to rest
speculative ideas concerning the heat source and other factors in the TVZ which
might influence the development and maintenance of the geotherrnal fields.

The aim of this thesis then, is to gain insight into the mechanisms by which
the TVZ geothermal fields form, and what controls their positions and other
properties. This is done by constructing and testing numerically new conceptual
models which describe the hydrology of the TVZ and are consistent with accepted
geological, geophysical and geochemical evidence.
Improved understanding of the mechanisms which control the large scale heat
and
mass flows in the TVZ will lead to a greater appreciation of the special qualities
of

this thermal region and the nature of geothermal systems in general. On a more
practical level, improved conceptual models of the geothermal areas will

allow
better management of those fields currently being exploited for energy generation,
and more effective guardianship of those which have important cultural,
spiritual

or recreational value for many New Zealanders.

L.2

Outline

In Chapter 2 the main geophysical, geochemical and geological data relevant to
the TVZ are reviewed in the context of the numerical models to be developed in
this thesis. These data define important input parameters for the models and the
main properties of the geothermal systems which the models should predict. The
principal topics covered include the TYZ geothermal fields, the physical
setting
of the TVZ, and heat and mass transfer within the TVZ. The chapter concludes
with a summary of the factors leading to the conceptual model for the TVZ which
is investigated in this thesis.
Chapter 3 contains a description of the simulation code EOSll. This is a newly
developed equation of state module for TOUGH2 which allows the modelling
of
heat and mass transport at the super-critical conditions expected deep in the
TVZ' EOSl1 is the main tool used in this thesis to investigate the properties of
the TYZ geothermal systems. The chapter also presents some simple problems

which demonstrate the application of the code to a nurnber of geothermal and
engineering problems and provides a comparison with previously published supercritical rnodelling results.

The first numerical models of the TYZ in this thesis are presentecl in Chapter 4.
These idealise the TVZ in a 2D setting. The model domain is 80 km wide x 8

km deep and represents a west-east slice across the TVZ and surrounding areas.
Various models explore the effects of changes in the permeability distribution
and the underlying geothermal heat source. The results from this chapter set the
stage for the 3D models presented in later chapters.

Chapter 5 introduces the first 3D models in this thesis. These models extend the
2D models of Chapter 4 to circular caldera-like structures which are associated

with the known volcanic eruption centres in the TVZ. The models explore the
nature of the heat and mass flows in caldera structures of different sizes, and also
the way in which the size of the underlying heat source affects these flows. These
models cover a domain 60 km x 60 km in area and 8 km deep, and contain about
an order of magnitude more elements than the models in chapter 4.

The first attempt at a realistic model of the complete TVZ hydrological system is described in Chapter 6. This is based on the concept of a permeable
'envelope' which is developed

in Chapters 4 and b of this thesis. The TVZ

envelope is associated with the Taupo Fault Belt and the volcanic eruption centres
within the TVZ. A number of possible heat source and permeability distributions

within this envelope are examined. The models cover a domain 80 km x 1b0 km
x 8 km in extent, and contain approximately 200,000 computational elements.
The simulation code NaCI-TOUGH2 is described in Chapter Z. This code includes
a description of the salt-water phase diagram and can handle the transport of salt-

water mixtures in liquid, vapour and solid phases for a wide range of pressures,
temperatures and salt concentrations. This provides a tool for further modelling

of the TVZ which includes the effects of the highly saline fluids expected near
the heat source.
Chapter 8 presents a number of simulations run with NaCI-TOUGH2. These
firstly show, using single block models, that the code can handle all of the changes
of state which can occur within its valid range of pressure, temperature and

salinity. Further

examples illustrate the flow

of brines in lD horizontal and

vertical settings which include several phase changes, including the precipitation
of solid salt. A 2D simulation then compares the distribution of temperature
and salt

in a'TYZ-like' situation. A final example

deals with travelling waves
(shocks and expansion waves) in high salinity two-phase flows and presents new
results for the characteristic speeds and pressure diffusivity in the case where salt

is present irr both the liquid and vapour phases.

Finally,

in

Chapters 9 and 10, the main conclusions from each chapter are
summarised and a number of possible directions for future work are cliscussed.

Chapter

2

The Taupo Volcanic Zone
2.L

Introduction

The Taupo Volcanic Zone (TYZ) is a region of enhanced volcanic and geothermal
activity stretching from Mount Ruapehu on the central plateau to the Bay of

Plentg in the North Island of New Zealand (Figure 2.1). The TVZ covers an
area approximately 30 km wide and 150 km long and has an estimated total heat
output of 4200 + 500 MW (Bibby et a1.,1995).
Volcanic activity is believed to have commenced in the TVZ about 2 Ma ago, but

the major rhyolitic volcanism for which the TVZ is best known began approximately 1.6 Ma ago. The volume of erupted rhyolites is estimated at ) 10,000
km3 (Hochstein, 1995), or 15,000 to 20,000 km3 (Wilson et a/., 1995). Rhyolitic
volcanism has continued sporadically with the most recent eruptions being from
the Whakamaru volcanic centre about 0.32 Ma ago, and Lake Taupo 1800 years
ago.

The geothermal and volcanic activity in the TYZ is associated with the subduc-

tion of oceanic crust on the Pacific Plate beneath the Indian-Australian Plate. As
the crustal rock descends it melts, and the molten material (magma) rises due to
buoyancy forces toward the surface (e.g. Elder, tg76; Stevens, 1930). The TVZ
is presently undergoing extension at a rate of approximately 8 mm/year (Darby
et a|.,2000).

It

is generally accepted that the volume created by this extension is

being replaced by the ascending magma at a rate of about 1 m3/s (Stern, 1987).

This magma supplies most of the heat for the geothermal and volcanic systems,
although there is some debate (e.g. Hochstein, 1995) whether this volume of

magma can in fact supply heat at the required rate (section 2.4).

The TVZ is unique on Earth in that it has a very high heat flow per unit length
(2600 MW/100 km) when compared to other volcanic arc settings such as NE
Japan (1400 Mw/100 km) and Kyushu in southern Japan, (g00Mw/100 km)
(Hochstein, 1995). Hochstein shows that the heat flow associated with basaltic,
andesitic and dacitic volcanism in arc settings worldwide is proportional to the
subduction speed (150 MW/100 km for each 10 mm/year), and thence derives an
expected heat flow for the TVZ due to these types of volcanism of 600 MW/100
km. He proposes that the extra 'anomalous' 2000 MW/100 km of heat flow in
the TYZ is associated with the extensive rhyolitic volcanism which occurs there.

In Hochstein's model, the production of this rhyolite is not directly controlled by
the subduction process itself, but by heat generated by plastic deformation due
to the 'significant crustal deformation', which occurs in the Tvz.
Heat and chemical constituents from the deep magma are transported to the
surface by convection of the groundwater in the upper few kilometres of the
Earth's crust. This water is ultimately derived from rainfall. The depth to
which the groundwater circulates is determined by the transition from brittle to
ductile behaviour in the crustal rocks, as ductile material is unable to support
the fractures and cracks which produce permeability. Convection of groundwater
above this level gives rise to the TVZ geothermal fields which are the main focus
of this thesis.
This chapter first discusses the TVZ geothermal fields. It describes the properties
of the individual fields and their distribution within the TVZ, both of which it
is hoped the numerical models to be developed in this thesis will explain. The

next section of the chapter outlines the physical setting of the TVZ and the
geothermal fields, which provides some of the basic input information
for the
models. The mechanisms for water and heat transport in the TVZ are then
described. The arguments in this section lead to the idealisation of the TVZ heat
source which is used in the models. Lastly in this chapter, numerical models
for
cooling magmatic intrusions, convection between horizontal surfaces and models
of individual geothermal systems in the TYZ are briefly described. All of these
have some relevance to the modelling described in this thesis.

2.2

The TVZ geothermal fields

The nature of the TVZ geothermal fields is the main theme of this thesis. In
this section the properties of the geothermal fields are described, with particular
emphasis on those aspects which later numerical modelling in this thesis
may
be able to predict' A good summary of the principal characteristics of the TVZ
geothermal fields can be found in Bibby ef a/. (19gb).

2.2.L Heat flows and spatial distribution
Bibby et al' (1995) list 23 geothermal fields within the TVZ. Heat flows from
individual fields range from < 1 Mw (Motuapa) to b40 MW (waiotapu). The
histogram in Figure 2.2 is based on figures from Bibby's paper, and shows
the
number of geothermal fields, grouped by heat flow into 100 MW bins. This
shows the preponderance of small fields

(<

MW). These fields (10 in number)
contribute less than L0% of the total TVZ heat flow. In contrast, over 40% of the
thermal output of the TVZ comes from just four geothermal fields with heat flows
greater than 400 MW' These fields are Wairakei, Waiotapu, Mokai
and Rotorua.
Some early estimates of the heat flows at Rotokawa (Fisher and Dickinson,
Lg60)
and orakeikorako (sheppard and Lyon, 1gg4) assigned values above 600 MW
to
these fields. Figure 2.1 gives the most recent figures for each geothermal
field, as
listed in Bibby et al. (7995).
100

The geothermal fields are distributed in two bands (Figure 2.3), roughly 20 km
apart, and parallel to the eastern margin of the TVZ. Currently T5% of the heat

output occurs in the eastern band and 2s% in the west (Bibby et al.,

1gg5).

The only known extinct geothermal fields (Ohakuri and West Rotorua), and six
low power (< 20 MW) fields, all lie in the western TVZ. Careful examination
of Figure 2.1 shows that many of the geothermal fields lie on the margin of the
Taupo Fault Belt (TFB). This observation provides a hint as to the origin
of the
fields which will be pursued further in chapters 4, 5 and 6.

High electrical resistivity in the regions between the geothermal fields indicates
that these areas have never undergone hydrothermal alteration. The implication
is that the geothermal systems have been confined to the present regions
of
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Figure 2.1: Location map for the TauJro Volcanic Zone in the North Islancl of
New Zealand. The known geothermal fielcls are shown in recl. The Taupo Fault

Belt is indicated by the grey lines extencling SW-NE in the western TVZ. The
numerical values indicate the totar,l heat flow from each geotherural field (MW).
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Figure 2.2: Histogram showing the number of geothermal fields in the TVZ,when
grouped into 100 MW bins.

tivity during the lifetime of the TVZ.It is thought ttrat the geotherrnal

systems,

once formed, are stable, long-lived features (Bibby et aI.,lggs).

2.2.2

Temperatures

The highest temperatures eneounterecl in geotherrnal wells in the TVZ are over
300"c - for example at vlokai (326"c), I(awerau (315 "c) and Rotokawa (330"c)
(e'g' Ellis and Mahon, Lg77). At Wairakei, the maximum temperature is about
265"C (Grindley, 1965)' The highest tenrperatures tend to occur in the
easterrr
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Figure 2.3: The distribution of heat flows (MW) from geothermal fielcls in the
Tvz, from Bibby et o/. (lggb). The heat flow is bimodal, with approximately
75% of the total florv occurring in the eastern TVZ.
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geothermal fields (t1'pically 310'C), rvhile 265"C is morc cornmon in t,he wesrern
geotlrermal fields. In subsection 2.4.2 ol'this thesis, the calculation of heat florv

to magnratic fluid in the TVZ assunres fluid enthalpies of 1a00 kJ/kg and 1160
kJ/kg in the east and west respectively, corresponding to these temperatures.
clue

Low temperature gradients

(-

20"C/km) are observed in the deeper geothermal
r,vells, for example at wairakei (e.g. McNabb, 1gg2). These gradients are
muclr
lower than those expected if heat transfer occurs by corrduction. For example,
conductive heat transfer with a ternperature gradient of 20"C/km and a thcrmal
conductivity of 3 W /m/K yields a heat flow of 0.6 MW for the area of a ,typical'
geothermal field, say 10 km2 (subsection 2.2.3). This is much less than the
heat
flow from a typical geothermal field and strongly suggests that convection is the

dominant form of heat transport in these systems. Extrapolating these ternperature gradients to a depth of 8 km, the estimated greatest depth of hydrothermal

circulation, suggests temperatures of the order of 350'C to 400"C occur at the
base of the convective zone (subsection 2.3.1).
Thus, magma-like temperatures (- 800.C to 1200"C) are not expected within the
convective zone' However, it should be remembered that no temperature data
has been obtained from deeper than about 2.5 kilometres within the TVZ.

2.2.3 Areas of the geothermal

fields

Shallow electrical resistivity studies show typical areas of 5 to 25 km2 for the
TVZ geothermal fields (Bibby et a\.,1995). These areas are measured at depths
between 0.5 km and 1 krn, and result from the interaction of the rising geotherrnal
plumes with surface groundwater ancl shallow geological capping

structures. A

good example of this is at IVIokai, where entrainment of geothermal fluid
into the
shallow groundwater system results in an area of low resistivity at least l0 km2

in extent (Bibby et a|.,1981).
These areas do not reflect the areas of the rising plurnes at greater clepths.
Data
from deep wells at a nulnber of geotherrnal fields (e.g. Wairakei, IMokai) show
tempc'rature inversions below a few hunclred metres depth, and the highest
ternperature rvells (and therefore presumably the upflow regions) are often confinecl

to regions of the order of one kilornetre

across.
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2.2.4

Ages of the geothermal fields

There is evidence that some geotliermal fielcls have lifetirnes of at least several
hundred thousand years. Grinclley (1965) gives 0.5 Ma as the minimurrr
age
for Wairakei, based on fragments of hydrotherrnally altered ignimbrite found in
younger sediments. Browne (1979) suggests that hydrothermal activity
has occurred at Kawerau for at least 0.2 Ma. This estimate is basecl on the presence

of greywacke fragrnents containing veins of hydrothermal minerals in strara at
least this old' At Rotorua, the presence of altered rock at the old, high level,
lake
shore shows that thermal activity has existed in the area for at least the last
22
ka to 50 ka (Wood, 1992).

It

is not known

if the present

heat flows from the geothermal fields are typical
of those over a longer period. However there have been changes in volcanic
activity in the TVZ in the last 2 Ma. Wilson et al. (Lgg5) suggest on this basis
that geothermal activity is probably also quite variable. However, individual
geothermal fields do exhibit some stability. For example, the Wairakei geothermal
field appears to have been active through the period of the Taupo eruption in

AD 186, and more recently, the Waimangu geothermal field did survive the 1gg6
eruption of Mount Tarawera (Keam, 1988), although with large changes in surface
activitv.

2.3

Physical settittg of the TVZ

In this section, the basic input information needed to define the size of the model
domains and the geological structures within the TVZ models is described.

2.3.L Horizontal and vertical extent
The onshore section of the TVZ which includes all of the geothermal fields is
about 30 krn wide and 150 km long (Figure 2.1), and is bouncled bo the nortSwest and south-east by greyrvacke ranges lvhich reach above 1000 masl on
the
Kaingaroa plateau to the east. The clonrains of the TVZ rnoclels presentecl
in
Chapters 4 and 6 have been rnade large enough to includc these ranges. This
is
necessary because thcse ranges define the railfall catchmelt tlat is
the source of
much of thc rvatel rvhich errters the TVZ hydrological svstern.
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For this reasoll the nrodel domains arc set to 80 km wicle in the 2D and 3D
rnodels presented in Chapters 4 ancl 6. In the 3D moclels in Chapter 6 t[e
lrodel
domain is 150 km long, which is sufiicient to cover the whole of the olshore region
containing the geothermal fields.

Bibby et al. (1995) show the depth clistributions for a number of earthquake
swarms with reliably determined depths, including the Edgecumbe aftershocks
and the 1983 Taupo swarm. A sharp reduction in the number of swarm evenrs
occurs below 8 to g km depth in most of these distributions, including that
at
Taupo- This is interpreted as being due to the transition between brittle and
ductile behaviour in the rocks at this depth. It is widely held that ductile rock
cannot sustain permeability (subsection 2.3.3), and so this depth is considered
to
be the lower limit for hydrothermal fluid circulation within the TVZ.
The lower boundary of all the models presented in this thesis is set at 8 krn depth,
the inferred depth of ttre brittle-ductile transition. The region above this clepth,
where permeability exists and groundwater can flow
'convective zone' in this thesis (Figure 2.4).

will be referred to as the

2.3.2 Geological units in the TVZ
The models in this thesis contain a number of idealised geological units. In this
section these units are described. The emphasis is on the geophysical results
which lead to the identification of these units, and their role in the hydrology
of
the TVZ.

Infill region
Long wavelength (tens of kilometres) gravity anomalies in the TYZ are. associated with a broad region of low density volcanic infill, overlying denser basement

material. The typical magnitude of these anomalies is about -3s0 pN/kg, and
leads to estinrates of the depth of the infill region of I to 2 kilometres (Modriniak
and Studt, 1959), or 2.5 kilometres (Bibby et a|.,1995). This picture is c6lsistent
rvith the lirnited drilling data available. Basement rock has been penetrated in
tlre eastern TYZ at Rotokawa, Ohaaki, I(arverau and Ngatarnariki, but has not
been found in rvells decper than 2 kilometrcs in the rvestern TyZ at lvlokai
ancl
elses'here (\\bocl, 1996), suggesting, lvithin the linitatiorrs of the clata,
that the
shallorv infill thickens towarcl the west.
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In this

thersis ther lon' density volcanic

infill is assumerl t9 be 30 km rvicle ancl 2
krn deep and is refcrred to as the 'shallorv infill' region. The underlying basement
rocks extend to 8 krn depth ancl will be referred to as the ,cleep infill'.

Exterior region
The region outside the TYZ infill region comprises greywacke ranges. To the
east, the I(aingaroa plateau extends to approximately 1000 masl and to
the lvest.
greywacke outcrops lvest of the Mangakino caldera.

In this thesis, the exterior region is treated

as a

distinct unit of low permeability

and porosity.

Faults
The major faults of the Taupo Fault Belt (TFB) are shown in Figure2.L.
o.
the basis of measured heat flows and temperature gradients within and near the
TVZ (studt and rhompson, 1969; Thompson tgrr,19g0), Bibby et a/. (lggb)
suggest there is a 'negative correlation' between regions of high heat flow
and
major faulting in the Tvz. This leads Bibby et at. (2002) to suggest that the
TFB is a region where major downflows of surface waters occur, and is the means
by which much of the meteoric water which comprises the geothermal plumes is
transported to the base of the convective zone. This is supported by inferences
made by Villamor and Berryman (2001), who conclude, based on fault geomerry
and extension rates, that extension of major faults in the TVZ occurs to depths
of 6 to 10 km' The importance of faults in providing conduits for cold
dorvnflows
in the TVZ was found independently in this thesis (section 4.5).

On a smaller scale, faulting is known to play a rclle in the hydrology of individual
geothermal fields' For example, at Wairakei, the highest temperature
fluids are
associated with the Waiora and Kaiapo faults. These are presumed
to act as
conduits for thc flow of this fluid from depth (Grindlev, lg65). At Rotopra,
tle
shallorv geothermal surface features are controlled by faults, although a
rnajor
fault associated rvith ttre southerrr edge of the Rotorua calclera (the Inner Caldera
Boundary Fault) apl)ears to provide a barrier to shallow flow of water (\\'oocl,
1ee2).

Latcr in this thesis, a key requirement is to iclentif;, regions of high pernreability

L4

irr the TVZ. lvlodelling in Chapters 4 trnd 5 rvill show that high perrneability
regions are associated rvith extensive clownflows of cool surface fluid and, in the
presellce of a lolv permeability barricr, lvith localised upflorvs of hot
fluid. This
concept is developed furthcr in Chapter 6, u,here the Taupo Fault Belt and
t6e
nrost recctrt caldera formations are assurrecl to be regions of highest permeability
in the TVZ. This area (the TVZ envelope) hosts extensive downflorvs of cool
water, and the TVZ geothermal fields occur around the boundary formed where

the TYZ envelope abuts the lower perrneability exterior region.

Calderas
Wilson et al' (Igg5) describe in detail the history and distribution of the rhyolitic
volcanism which has occurred in the TVZ. Central to this history are the
TVZ
volcanic centres, of which Wilson ed a/. list eight. These are Rotorua,
Okataina,
Kapenga, Reporoa, Ma'gakino, whakamaru, Maroa and raupo (Figure
6.1).
Following the eruptions which formed these calderas, they collapsed and
in the
present day TYZ they are filled with low density infill material.
The
associated

magnetic and gravity anornalies (e.g. Rogan, 19g2; Hunt, 1gg2) have led
to the
identification of these features.
Soengkono (1995) has pointed out that many of the TVZ geothermal fields
lie
close to the margins of these volcanic centres, and further suggested,
on the basis

of observed magnetic anomalies, that cooling plutonic boclies underly many of
these calderas.

The connection between geothermal activity and calclera margins is also
made by
Caldwell and Bibby (1992). They interpret a 'moat-like' area of low resistivity
around the Horomatangi Reefs in Lake Taupo as the signature of a hydrotlermal
system lying within the collapse structure formed after the Taupo eruption
1g00
years ago. In this system the hydrotherrnal fluid appears to
enter the lake in
an annulus surrounding the reefs. These authors suggest another structure of
this type ma-v exist in the Western Bay of Lake Taupo. This is believecl to
be associated rvith the Oruanui ignimbrite eruption 220,000 years
ago, althougl
both the heat florv frorn this area and the geological structure are rather less
s,ell
established,

The association bctlveen geothermal areas arrd caldera margins suggestecl
bv tlese
obserratiotts is an inrportattt clue to the nature of the TVZ geotlermal
areas, As
q'itlt the Taupo Fault Bclt, in this thesis the nrost recent
calclcra structures i' thc
'li
Lr)

TYZ ate assutned to be regions of high permeability u,hich host the rnljor dowlflorvs of cool surface lvaters. The association of geothermal activity lvith
caldera
rrtargins further suggests that the boundaries betu,een clifferent geological
units
may play a role in the hydrology of these systems. This is a major theme which
underlies the modelling of the TVZ hydrological systern presented in Chapters
4,
5 and 6 of this thesis.

2.3.3 Permeability
The flow of water through the TYZ is controlled by the permeability of the rock.
Permeabilities have been estimated in the production areas of geothermal

fields
by means of interference tests and knowledge of vertical rnass florvs (e.g.
Grant el
aL.,7982). Typically vertical permeabilities are of the order of 1- 10x10-r5m2,

and horizontal permeabilities are at least an order of magnitude greater. These
figures apply to the region of volcanic infill overlying the basement rock.

The perrneability in the basement rock has not been estimated directly, but is
expected to be somewhat lower. In the first attempt at large scale modelling
of
TVZ hydrothermal systems Kissling (1996) modelled single geothermal systems
frorn the surface to 8 km depth. Permeabilities of the order of l0-r5m2 were
needed within the basement to give fluid enthalpies and cross sectional
areas in
rough agreement with what is observecl in the TVZ geothermal systems. For
permeabilities less than about 10-16 m2 conduction becomes the
dominant
mocle

of heat transport.

Fournier (1991) suggests that rock becomes ductile above 360oC, resulting in
a
large decrease in permeability. In this thesis, a sirnple model for this
temperature
dependent perrneability reduction is used. This is shown in equatio n 2.1.
This
that the permeability remains constant below 360"C and reduces linearly
with temperature by a factor of 100 between 360'C ancl 400'C, and is thereafter
1/t69th of its low temperature value frs. The factor of 100 was chosen to ensure
that some fluid florr'alwavs retnains in the models. This is important near the heat
assumes

source where,

if the perrneability

was zero, it would be impossible to transport
magmatic fluid into the model donrain. The perrneability reduction is appliecl
to
all cornponents of the permeability.

l6

,t(T) :

T < 360"C
ao(1

- 99(T -

360)/4000)

ko/t00

360"c<T<400.c

(2.1)

T > 400'c

An assumption of the modelling in this thesis is that the lorv-temperature permeability is uniform within each of the major geological units. Little information
on pernreability otr larger scales in the TVZ is available, and this is the simplest
possible assumption. It is further assumed that there are no ,local' permeability
changes due to chemical deposition, dissolution or mineral formation
associated
with individual geothermal systerns (e.g. white and Mroczek, lggg). A conse_
queuce of these assumptions is that the stability of the geothermal
systems is
not maintained by local permeability changes or by purely hydrodynamic pro_
cesses (Wooding, 1963). In the TVZ models presentecl in this thesis,
stability of
the geothermal plumes is maintainecl by the permeability contrast which exists
between the high permeability geological units associated with calderas
and the
Taupo Fault Belt within the TVZ, and the lower permeability exterior region
which comprises axial greywacke ranges (subsection 2.3.2). This mechanism is
demonstrated by examples in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

2.4

Heat and mass transfer in the TVZ

The most recent estimate of the total heat flow from theTyZ is given in Bibby
et al' (7995)' This paper gives a compilation of the 23 known geothermal
fields
in the TVZ and give the total heat flow from these as 4200 + b00 IvlW. However,
there are a variety of different estimates. For example, earlier estimates
were
as

Iow as 3400

Mw (studt and rhompson,

Mw (Elder,
1976) or 5600 NIW (Hochstein, 1995). The range of these estimates
reflects the
difficulty of making the heat flow measurernents, a point notecl by Bibby et al.,
1995b). In this thesis a nominal total heat flow of 4b00 Mw will be
adopted.
1969) and as high as b000

Geophysical results provide sorne clues as to the nature of the T\/Z heat
source.
Soertgkono (1995) ltresents an analysis of aerornagnetic surveys which
show long
wavelength (10 to 25 krn) anomalies in tlie eastern TYZ. Modelling
of these
magnetic anornalies suggests t,hey are caused by a sequence of volcanic rocks
less

than 3 krn thick and cleeper normally rnagnetised boclies betrveen about 4
ancl
7 km depth. The dcep magnetisecl bodics arc interprertecl as plutols whicl
havc

I7

cooled trelow their Curie point ancl are several tens of kilometres in horizontal
extent. This interpretation is consistent with the heat source moclel shown irr
Figure 2-4, in lvhich magrnatic plutorrs occur in the TVZ between the surface ancl
15 km depth. The active geothermal fields of the TYZ lie. outside the
areas of
the cooled plutons delineated by this nragnetic moclel, rvhich suggests they are
associated

with parts of the plutons which are still hot.

Recently Bibby et a/. (2000) have used magnetotelluric data to investigate
the
deep structure of the TVZ. This study shows a 'significant conductive structure,

at l0 km depth below the Taupo Fault Belt, which is interpretecl as possibly being
due to magma in the crust. Another conductive body below 20 km depth lies
under the eastern TVZ, where present hydrothermal activity is highest, and is
interpreted as a zone of 'connected melt' in the upper mantle. These structures
are too deep to be of direct importance to the modelling in this thesis, which
extends only to the base of the convective zone at a depth of g km.

2.4.1 Heat transport mechanisms
On a very large scale , theTYZ consists of an approximately 8 km deep convective
zone overlying a 'ductile' region which extends to about 15 km depth (Figure

2.4). Below the ductile region seismic velocities are consistent with upper mantle
material (Stern and Davey, 1987), which is interpreted as indicating that this is
the source region for magma in the TVZ. There are four mechanisms by which
heat is transferred from this region into (or through) the TVZ convective zone:
Magmatic fluids
Heat conduction
Magmatic intrusions
Magmatic eruptions
These mechanisnrs need to account for the observed 'IYZ heat flow
of 4200 + b00
I\4W (Bibby et a\.,1995)' This is the heat transported to the surface by
copvccting
groundwater in the geothertnal fields, and it enters the TVZ hydrological
systenr

through the first three of these mechanisms. hrlergmatic eruptiorrs contribute
rorrghlv 20% of the long terrn heat flow in the TVZ (Wilson et al.,1gg5),
brrt do
ttot provide heat lbr tlic geotlterma,l systenrs. This rnechanism is incluclerl here
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Figure 24: Schematic showing the large scale strfcture in the TVZ region, Belo.w
the brjttle-duetile transition at 8 kna depth, heat transfer from the upper mantle

largely tal<es place by conduetion and uiagrnatic, intrusions. In the convettive
zone above I kn h-eat transfer oceurs b-y ,eonnreetionl sf groundwater, magmatic
intrrisions and magmatic fluid.
for complelene$s onl;r, In the following subsectionso erude estimates are made for

the heat transported by each mechanis'rm. A
by Weir (1997, 199i8),

rnrore oomplete

treatment is given

2,4.2 l\l[agmatic fluid
Isotope chemistry provides inforqation on the fraction of rnagmatic fluid in the
TVZ geothermal watere. Giggenbaeh (19.CI5) eugges,ts tha,t variations in drEO in
the geothermal fluids can be attr,ibuted to admixhrg of a conaponent of magmatic

19

rvater rvitlt rnetcoric u'ater. He obtains cstimates of 6

+

2% for the fraction of

rnagmatic rvater in the rvestern geothermal fields, and 14 + 5% for that in the
east.

By taking typical fluid enthalpies for the western ancl eastern fields (subsection
2.2.2), and considering the total known heat flow and its west to east distributiorr,
the total florv of magmatic fluid may be estimated. In the following, 4500 N{W is
adopted as the total heat florv, with 75% of this in the eastern geothermal fields
atrd 25To in the west (subsection 2.2.I). The total heat flows from the western
and eastern geothermal fields are therefore 1125 MW and 3375 MW respectively.
Taking the mean enthalpy of western and eastern geothermal fluids to be 1160
kJ/kg arrd 1400 kJ/kg respectively (subsection2.2.2), the total western and eastern fluid flows can be calculated as 11251I.16 kg/s:970 kg/s and 3375/1.4 kg/s

:

2400 kg/s respectively. Finally, using the proportions of magmatic fluid given

by Giggenbach, the actual flows of magmatic fluid may be calculated as 58
kg/s in the west and 337 + 120 kg/s in the east.

+
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The total flow' of magmatic fluid in the TVZ is then the sum of east and west components, 395 + 140 kg/s. Within this uncertainty, the total flowrate of magrnatic

fluid is about 0.1 kg/s/MW of heat flow into the TVZ. This figure is adopted in
the modelling carried out in this thesis.
The total heat entering the TVZ system associated with the magmatic fluid can
also be calculated. If the magmatic fluid is assumed to be pure water with a
temperature equal to that at the base of the convective regiorr (350"C to 400'C,
subsection 2.2.2), then the enthalpy is approximately 1700 kJ/kg. The heat flow

with the magmatic fluid flow of 395 + 140 kg/s is then 670
MW, wliich represents 15 t 5% of the total TVZ heat flow.

associated

+

240

2.4.3 Heat conduction in the ductile layer
By consideriug the tentperature difference across the ductile layer between 8 and
15 kilometres depth, the conductive heat flow into the base of the TVZ convective
zolle can be estimated. For eaclt 1oC of temperature diffcrence across the ductile
la1'er, the total heat flow is

Q,nna: t'C17000 rn x 3 !V/nr/K x

4500 krn2

:

1.9 MW/'C,

rvhere the therrnal conductivity has been assurned to be 3

20

W/rn/I(

arrd the total

area of the TVZ is 4500 km2.

Bibby et al. (7995) state that the temperature at the base of the convective zone
at 8 km is likely to be 350'C, while that at the base of the ductile region at lb
km may be as high as 1300'C. This implies a temperature difference of 9b0'C,

or, by the equation above, a total conductive heat flow of 1900 MW. However,
the temperature at 15 km might be as low as 800"C, which is approximately the
melting temperature of basalt at the pressure (a few kilobar) expected at that
depth (Elder, 1976). This is also close to the temperature expected at the base
of the crust at 25 km outside the TVZ, and which should be close to that under
the TYZ at 15 km. In this case, the total heat flow due to conduction is only
about 900 Mw. Adopting the mean of these estimates, 900 Mw and 1900 MW,
the conductive heat flow in the ductile layer is likely to be in the range 1400 +
500 Mw. This accounts for 3l + 1L% of the total rvZ heat flow.

2.4.4 Magmatic intrusions within the TyZ
In this section, the heat flow due to magma intruding into the TVZ is estimated.
According to the 'spreading model' (Stern, 1987, section 2.b), the volume rate of
magma intrusion is inferred from the spreading rate of the TYZ. This is taken to
be 8 * 2mmfyear (Darby et a1.,2000). Then, the heat flow available from this
magma.E is given by Weir (19g8) as

E:

SHup(L+C AT),

(2.2)

where ,S is the length of the TVZ (150 km), r/ the depth of the intruded layer
(8 km), u the spreading rate (8 mm/year), p the density of the intruded magma

kg/*t), ,

the latent heat of magma (3b0 kJ/kg), c is the heat capaciry
(1300 Jlkgl"C) and AT is the temperature difference between the molten and
fully cooled rock (450'C to g50"C, subsection 2.4.3). All of these parameters
except the length of the TYZ and the temperature difference are taken from Weir
(1998). The value for H is taken as 8 km rather than 15 km because, according to
(2600

some models, the region passively filled by magma is only g km deep. Evaluating
expression 2'2 gives 1300 MW for the heat transported by magmatic intrusions for
a temperature difference of 950'C. This figure is (at least) uncertain by *6b0 MW
because of the uncertainties in the extension rate and the temperature difference.
This accounts for 29 + L5% of the tot,al TyZ heat flow.
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2.4.5 Eruptions within the TVZ
Approximately 20To of the long term heat flow from the TVZ is in the form
of erupted material. Wilson et al. (1995) describe the volume and frequency of
eruptive events within the TVZ. Rhyolitic volcanism is most common in the TVZ,

with a total erupted volume of between 15,000 and 20,000 km3 during the last
1'6 Ma from the 8 known rhyolitic volcanic centres within the TVZ. The volume
of individual rhyolite eruptions from these centres ranges from less than 0.01 km3
to greater than 300 km3.

Other forms of volcanism are much less common in the TYZ. Andesites are the
next most common type, occurring in the volcano complexes of the southern (Ruapehu, Ngauruhoe, Tongariro) and northern (Edgecumbe, lllhite Island) TVZ.
Andesitic eruptions comprise no more than 10% of the total erupted material

from the TVZ, with the volumes of individual events being less than 10 km3
(Wilson et aL.,1995).
Dacite and basalt eruptions are the least common in the TVZ. The largest basaltic
eruption in the TVZ occurred at Mount Tarawera in 1886 and ejected less than
1 km3 of material (Keam, 1gs8). Both of these types of volcanism appear to be
evenly distributed over the TVZ (Wilson et al.,1ggb).

Individual eruptions are quite short-lived events cornpared to the time scales
relevant to the TYZ georhermal fields, say 105 to 106 years. Although these
events have some 'local' effect on the geothermal systems (subsection 2.2.4),, the
geothermal fields persist for much longer periods. For this reason the effect of
magmatic eruptions on the large scale hydrological system of the TVZ is ignored
in the modelling carried out in this thesis.

2.4.6 Heat budget
In the preceding

sections the heat flows

into the TYZ due to the four

mecha-

nisms listed in subsection 2.4.1 were estimated. Of these, the component due to
magmatic eruptions does not provide heat for the geothermal fields and will not
be considered further. The remaining contributions are summarised in Table 2.1.
These total 3400 + 1400 MW, or Ts * st% of the total TVZ heat flow of 4500

MW.
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it'Iechanisrn

Heat Florv (N4W) % of Total

Nlagrnatic fluicls

+ 240
1300 + 650
1400 + 500
3400 + 1400

I\'iagrnatic intrusions

Conduction
Total

670

15+5
29+15
31+11
75+31

Table 2.1: Summary of rnechanisms which provide heat to the TVZ. The percentages are calculated for an assumed totai heat flow of 4500 MW.

2.4.7

Conceptual model for the TVZ heat source

The heat flow mechanisms discussed above are sufficient to explain the observed
geothermal heat flow in the TVZ, although each is subject to quite a large uncer-

tainty. The uncertainties arise largely because of poorly known parameter values,
for example the spreading rate of the 'lYZ or the temperature at 15 km depth. In
addition, magnetotelluric observations of the heat source and the ductile region
are just starting to appear (e.g. Bibby et al., 2000) and do not yet give a clear
view of the processes occurring at depths below 8 km in the TVZ.
For these reasons, the detailed representation of the heat source according to
the above mechanisms was deemed unnecessary. Instead, a simple approach,
consistent with other simplifications used in the modelling has been used. This
involves adding together the contributions to the total heat flow from magmatic
fluid, magmatic intrusions and conduction in the ductile layer, and treating the
total as a steady effective heat source at the base of the convective zone. This
represents an effective heat source averaged over time and space, and is suitable
for the main purpose of this thesis, which is to identify the mechanisrns which
control the locations of the TVZ geothermal fields. The actual TVZ heat source
is highly variable in time and space, as shown by the sporadic nature of the
TVZ volcanism (e.g. Wilson et a\,,1995), but a more complete treatment of this
variability is too complex and not necessary at this stage.
The rnain features of the TVZ heat source used in the rnodelling may be summarised as follows:

the heat source is assurned to have a fixed spatial distribution and magnitrrdc during the 1>eriod coveled b)'the simulations.
the heat ttattspot'ted into thc TVZ by magnratic fluid, magnratic intrusions
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and conducticln in the cluctile layer is treated as being equivalent to that
coming frorn a single heat source lying at the base of the convective zone.
the flow of magmatic fluid associatecl with the heat source is 0.1 kg/s/MW.

the heat transported to the surface by magmatic eruptions is assurned to
have no effect on the geothermal systems and is not included in the idealised
heat source.

2.4.8 Water flow in the TVZ
The transport of water through the TVZ is central to this thesis. In this section,
aspects of the hydrology of the

TVZ are discussed which provide basic input

information for t,he models.

Meteoric water
Rainfall in the TVZ region is of the order of 1000 to 2000 mm/yr. At Rotorua, for
example, the average rainfall from 1979 to 2000 was approximately 1400 mm/year

(Gordon et a|.,2001). Over the area of the TVZ (about 4500 km2) this is equivalent to a continuous precipitation rate of about 2x105 kg/s.
Rainfall feeds the shallow groundwater, but only a small proportion of this circuIates through the deep hydrothermal system of the TVZ. This proportion can be
estimated by comparing the mass flow of geothermal water frorn the TVZ with
the total rainfall. Given the total geothermal heat flow from the TVZ of 4500

MW and a typical fluid enthalpy of 1200 kJ/kg (subsection 2.2.2), a total mass
flow of hot fluid of the order of 4000 kg/s is suggested, assuming that at a deeper
level most of the heat transport takes place by convection. The total rvater flow
from all of the TVZ geothermal fields therefore comprises only about 2% of the
total rainfall in the region. This means that sufficient water is always available
at the surface to supply the geothermal systems.
This has an inrplication {br the choice of boundary condition at the upper bouncl-

ary of the model. Because the precipitation rate is much greater than the infiltration rate into the deep TVZ, the upper boundary can be assumed to consist of
fullv saturated liquid rvater helcl al a pressure of 1 bar aud a temperature of 20'C.
This choice of boundarry condition avoids the need to presr:ribe infiltration rates
at the uppel' boundary. htstcad, thc water containeid in the bounclary elernents
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carl enter or leave the boundary in response to any pressure changes which occur

rvithin the rnodel domain.

Residence time of water
Stewart (1978) presents a study of stable isotope data from deep waters at
Wairakei. The deuterium content (dD) of the deep geothermal water is similar to
that of the present day surface waters, and shows that the deep water originated
as rainwater, probably to the west of the field, implying that circulation of meteoric water to depth is taking place at Wairakei. An upper limit of 12,000 years is
placed on the time this water is underground, based on the absence of a 'glacial'
signature in dD frorn the last ice age. Previously Wilson (1976, unpublished)
concluded that the deep geothernal waters must have been sub-surface for at
least 100 years, based on the non-observation of tritium, which could only have
been produced by atmospheric hydrogen bomb tests during the 1950s and 1960s.
In summary, isotopic data suggests the residence time of meteoric water in the
TVZ is between 100 and 12,000 years.
The total quantity of meteoric water stored within the TVZ, combined with
the above limits on the residence time, can provide an estimate of the average
porosity at depth in the TVZ- If the average porosity is assumed to be 0.01
and the total rock volume to the depth where water circulates is 36,000 km3 (8
kmx4500 k*t), the total water volume stored in the TVZ hydrological system is
360 km3, or approximately 60 times the annual rainfall. The time scale on which
water is resident in the TVZ is then 360 km3 divided by the known geothermal
outflow of 4000 kg/s (or 0.13 km3/year). This gives a characteristic residence
time of about 3000 years, which is consistent with isotopic data discussed above.
Because of this consistency, in the rnodelling presented in this thesis a porosity
of 0.01 is assigned to the deeper low permeability rock which constitutes the bulk
of the material within the TVZ.
Downflows
The upflorvs of hot fluid in the TVZ geothermal systems imply that sinrultaneous
downflows of cold water must occur elsewhere. Studt and Thornpson (1969)
present temperature profiles for 23 shallon' (< 200 rn), low temperature (20"C to
30"C) rvells in the North Islancl. Eight of thcse sites withirr or close to the TVZ
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shorv almost constant temperature with depth. These profiles are interprcted as

evidence for the downflolvs of cold water within and

to the imrne<liatc lvest of

the T\rZ. Additional data were presented by Thompson (1977) for 44 wells, and

for 67 drillholes. N{ost of these wells were either lvithin
or adjacent to the TVZ, and lie in the depth range from 100 m to 300 m. The
b-v Thompson (1980)

temperature gradients vary widely in this clata, frorn zero to more than 800'C/km,

and suggest a highly heterogeneous flow system across the TVZ, but the rvells
are too sparsely distributed to allow reliable mapping of regions of cold downflow

in the TVZ.

At sites rnore distant from the TVZ, all of the data is consistent with a vertical
temperature gradient of about 30"C/km. This is associated with a conductive
heat flow in non-geothermal areas of about 0.09 W/m2. The outer boundaries of

the models in this thesis are held at hydrostatic conditions consistent with this
temperature gradient. This also provides the initial conditions for the models,
except for those where there is an initial fluid flow, such as when topography is
present (section 4.6).

2.5

Models of the TVZ and related phenomena

2.5.t TVZ models
This thesis is concerned with developing a model of the TVZ hydrological system,
and is therefore limited in scope to the flows of water and heat in that part of
the Earth's crust where permeability is presumed to exist, above 8 km depth.
A number of other models have been developed which describe different aspects
of the TVZ system" Descriptions of the larger scale structure of the TVZ (e.g.
Stern, 1987; Cole, 1990; Wilson et al., 1995), form the basis of the current view
of the geological structure (section 2.3) and energy transport processes within
the TVZ (section 2.4) which are relevant to modelling in this thesis. Weir (1998)

has presented a quarrtitative model relating heat transport and the structural

evolution of the TVZ. Other models include the 'froth' model of Giggenbach
(1995), which addresses chenrical and spatial differences in the TVZ geothermal
fields (section 2.2), and that of Hochstein (1995), which attempts to explain the

T\/Z (section 2.1). N4cNabb
'hotplabe' rnodel for the TVZ heat source.

anomalous heat flow into the
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(1992) proposes a saline

This sectiott contains a brief revier,\, of each of these 'nrisccllaneous' moclerls. Eletrtents of sorne of these models are usccl irr the moclellirrg carried out in Chapters
4, 5 and 6. Others are inclucled sirnply for complcteness, lnt are not necessarily
consistent rvith each other, or with the ideas proposecl in this thesis.

Spreading model
Stern (1937) proposed the 'spreading' model of the TVZ, in which the volume
created by the observed extension of the TVZ is filled with intruded rnagma. The
cooling of this magma by convecting nreteoric water provides the heat source
for the TVZ. Stern suggests that hydrothermal circulation to a depth of 1b krn,
coupled with a TVZ extension rate of 20 rnm/year, mav be sufficient to explain
the heat flow to the TVZ by this nechanism. Heat and mass balances show that
this idea can explain the TVZ heat output - but only just. If the extension rate
is lower, or if the heat output greater, then an additional heat source is required.
Recent geophysical evidence suggests circulation occurs to only 8 km (Bibby
et
a/., 1995), and rnodern data on the extension rate of the TVZ (g + 2 mm/year,

Darby et a1.,2000) suggests that an aclditional heat source is required.
The calculation of heat florv due to magmatic intrusions in the convective zone
above 8 km depth was described in subse ction 2.4.4. This suggested ttrat
approximately 29 + 15 To of the TVZ heat input comes from this source. This figure
is consistent with modern geophysical data, as described above. The remaining
heat flow, due to conduction (subsection 2.4.3) and the flow of magmatic fluid
(subsection 2.4.2), comes from magma emplaced below 8 km in
the ductile region. In Stern's model, the high heat flow in the TYZ can be accounted for
by
magmatic intrusions only because of the high extension rate and greater
depth
of hydrothermal circulation that he aclopted. Despite this, the basic iclea
of the
spreading model is widely accepted, and is incorporated in most other
models of
the TYZ.

Rifting model
Wilson ef

a/'

(1995) examine the structural evolution of the T\rZ under the
assumption that rifting has taken place in the voung TVZ <luring t[e last
0.g NIa.
Thc'y argue that rifting, the extension of the basemcnt by rcpeated faulting,
is
occurrittg in the TYZ. This must be distinguished lrorn the s7n'eading aclvocatecl
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by Stern (1987), where the shallow crust is assumed to be partially cornposed of

intruded volcanic material. Starting with a pre-rifting crust 25 km thick, rifting
rates are calculatecl rvith and without the contribution of magma to the thinning
crust. Wilsorr et al. obtain rifting rates comparable to those actually obscrved
in the TVZ, and suggest that the present rate of rifting has occurred for only 0.9
Ma, or, if longer, that the rifling rate has increased r,vith time. This model is of
little relevance here because it attempts to explain the long term evolution of the
crustal thickness and width of the TVZ. but this evolution is not included in the
nrodels presented in this thesis.

Plasticity model
Hochstein (1995) proposed a model to explain the anomalously high heat florv

from the TVZ compared to other volcanic arc settings around the world. This
model invokes the idea of 'endogenous heating', the conversion of mechanical rvork
causing plastic deformation of the subducted Pacific Plate into heat. This mechanism cannot explain the anomalous heat flow from the TVZ, although several
model parameters are not well defined. Again, this model is of little relevance to

the work here because

(-

it

deals with processes which occur at much larger scales

1000 km) and greater depths

(-

100 km) than the models considered in this

thesis. In particular, Hochstein's rnodel deals with the generation of the heat for
the TVZ at depths well below those considered in this thesis, whereas this thesis
deals with the transport of this heat

to the surface by convecting groundwater

from a depth of 8 km.

Fboth model
Giggenbach (1995) attempts to explain the chemical differences between the west-

ern and eastern TVZ geothermal fields. He suggests that a magma and water
froth rises from the subducting Pacific Plate. The more volatile components of
this froth ascend in the east because they are relatively rnore buoyant, aud give
rise to the gas-rich fluids of the eastem 'andesitic' geothermal fields. The remaining volatile-poor melt flows to the west giving the geotliermal flrrids there a
gas-poor chloride-rich'rhyolitic'signaturc. Heat input into the TVZ in this moclel

is assutned to occur through magnratic irrt,rusions t'hich are coolud by circulating

groundlvater, so this lurs sonre sirnilarity to the spreacling rnoclel of Stern, ancl is
of interest lrcre becausc the frac[ionatior of thc frot]r rnay also bc rclevant to the
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observed west to cast asymmetry in the

TVZ

heat, output.

Transtensional model
Cole (1990) proposes a structural rnodel of the TVZ rvhich attributes the volcanic activity in the TYZ to the simultaneous presence of back-arc spreacling
(the 'spreading model'), and movement of strike-slip faults (the North Island
Shear Belt) across the

TVZ.It

is proposed that these faults extend through the

basement rock of the TVZ, and the resulting 'transtension' provides a favourable

setting for the large volume caldera forming eruptions which occur in the TVZ.
The model can explain the composition of magma types in the TVZ.In particular, the source of rhyolitic magma for the eruptions in the TVZ is partially rnelted
andesitic material from the southern end of the Coromandel volcanic zone, which
was active between 23 and 0.8 Ma ago, and which extends beneath the region of

tlre present-day TVZ.

Enhanced conduction model
Weir (1998) proposes a mathematical model rvhich couples the heat flou'into the
TVZ directly with the evolving thickness and spreading rate of the crust in the
'tVZ. The model gives approximately 1200 MW for the heat transported to the
TYZ by cooling intrusives (subsection 2.4.4, equation 2.2). In this model there
are two additional processes which transport heat into the TVZ. The first is an
'enhanced'conductive heat flux which occurs in the ductile zone between 8 and 15
km depth. This arises because of the combined effect of magmatic intrusions and
heat conduction within the ductile zone. These modify the usual heat conduction
equation, and result in an exponential temperature distribution across the ductile

flux. This process can account for 1900 XtlW
of heat flow to the TYZ. Secondly, a flow of water through the ductile region
belorv 8 km is invoked to transport additional heat. This amounts to 1100 ivlw,
and can occur if a very lorv permeability (- 1g-ts-2) is created in the ductile
regiott due to ther extensiorr of the TVZ. This rnoclel can also explain the observecl
NaCl flux frorn the T\IZ if this additional water flux has an NaCl concentration
siniilar to that from the TVZ volcanoes.
zone, leading to the enhanced heat

In this

thesis, a sirnpler description of the rnechanisrns which transport hcat
irrbo the TVZ is given in subsections 2.4.2 to 2.4.5. Thcse calculations assurrle
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a simple, fixecl gconretry for the TVZ, whcreas Weir's nroclel attempts to relatr:
the evolution of the TVZ geologic:al structure to the hcat flolv caused by intlrclecl
magma and the other necltattisms discussecl above. The calculations in this thesis
give 2700 + 1150 N,IW for the combineci heat flow due to magmatic intrusions
and concluction within the cluctile zone, cornpared to the 1900 MW derived by
\Veir. The heat florv due to magmatic fluid is 670 + 240 NfW, compared to the
1100 N4W from Weir's paper. Given the many uncertainties and the clifferent
approach taken in both sets of calculations, these results may be considered to
be consistent.

Saline hotplate model
\'IcNabb (1992), proposed a'hotplate' model of the TYZ to address the apparent
discrepancy betrveen extrapolated temperatures at the base of rvz (- 3b0.C,
subsection 2.2.2) and much higher magmatic temperatures. The key feature
of
this model is a layer of heavy liquid-phase brine, which occurs at a depth of
perhaps 5 to 8 km. This layer is very thin (- 250 m), and forms
as a conse_
quence of the phase properties of H2O-NaCl mixtures at elevated
temperatures
and pressures. In this model, meteoric water can circulate to the depth of the
brine layer, which acts as a buffer between the underlying ,magmatic' temper_
atures (perhaps 1200"C), and the cooler groundrvater above (3b0"C to 400"C).
Heat transfer across the brine layer is assumed to be dominatecl by conductiorr.

In this thesis, Chapter 7 deals with the transport of brines in porous media,
and a model of a TVZ-like system is presented in chapter g. However, McN_
abb's hotplate model is not specifically investigated because the simulation
code
NaCI-TOUGH2 described in Chapter 7 cannot yet handle the high pressures and
temperatures needed to form a hotplate at the base of the convective zone.

2.5.2 Cooling intrusives
In this thesis, the modelling does not extend to the level of detail where inclivid'al
magmatic itttrusions are considered. Instead a sirnple representation of the
TVZ
heat source is used (subsection 2.4.7). Nevertheless, the idea of a cooling bodv
of magtna providing the heat source for each geothermal {ielcl has been proposed
by sorrre geochemists, attd fol this reason some discussion of this is no.w giyel.
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Intrusives in the TVZ
The only known exarnple of an intrusive body in the TVZ is a diorite intnrsion at

Ngatamariki. This is penetrated by the rvell NM4, and lies at a depth of about
2700 n. The estimated age of the intrusion is 700,000 years (Arehart et al.,
1997). This indicates that

system

it cannot

be the heat source for the present geothermal

at Ngatamariki. Adopting figures of

1260 kJ/kg for the heat released

from a kilogram of magma which is cooled by 700"C, and a magma density of
2500 kg/m3 (Weir, 1997), the period for which an intrusion can supply heat at
a specified rate can be calculated. For example, a small magmatic intrusion of
I km3 contains some 3x1018 J of available heat. If this is cooled to maintain
the present day heat flow at Ngatamariki (40 MW, Bibby et a|.,1995), then the
intrusion will be cooled in only about 3000 years.
Other evidence for magmatic bodies in the TVZ comes from Christensott et al.
(2000), who suggest the presence of a shallow (perhaps four kilometre deep) de.
gassing intrusion at Ohaaki, based on compositional differences in apparently
separate upflows in that field. Christenson (1997) also suggests a possible mag-

matic source beneath Kawerau, based on its proximity to Putauaki volcarro.
The calculation above makes it clear that very large volumes of magma are required to fuel even a modest geothermal field like Ngatamariki. For a field like
Wairakei, where the heat output is ten times greater, the above argument indicates that perhaps 2000 km3 of magma is required over its (at least) 0.5 Ma
lifetime. Such large volumes indicate that single intrusions cannot sustain the
necessary heat supply for even small geothermal fields over periods comparable
to the age of the TVZ.

Numerical models
Cathles (1977) and Norton and Knight (L977) used finite difference techniques
to model the cooling of finite intrusive bodies by circulating groundwater, in the

context of both geothermal systems and porphyry ore deposits. These authors
investigated ttre effects of permeability, depth and volume of the intnrsion. Another study by Norton (1978), using similar techniques, helped to establish the
idea that fluid movenent in hydrotherrnal systems can be cxtrernely lvidespread^
These sturlies tvere Irecessarily limited bv the computing resources of the tirne.
This meant, for examplc, that only crude a1>proxirnertions to thc tlierrnodynarnic
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alld transport properties of lvater could be used, and spatial resolution iu the
models was poor'.

Idore recently Hayba ancl Ingebritsen (1997), have published an ext<lnsive stud-v
of cooling plutons by groundwater using the code HYDROTHERN,I. TSeir paper
addresses many of the shortcomings of the earlier work,

in particular b.v including
two-phase and super-critical fluid transport. In addition to the parameters considered by Cathles, Hayba and Ingebritscn also examine the effects of a capping
structure and simple topographical features on the hydrothermal system formed
by a cooling pluton. In common lvith the earlier work of Cathles and Norton ancl
Knight, the computations were carried out in a 2D setting.

2.5.3 convection between horizontar boundaries
It has been noted that the TVZ geothermal

systems appear to be regularly spaced,

with an average separation of about 15 km (e.g. wooding, 197g; NIcNabb, 1gg2).
This has lead to the idea that the geothermal fields might be modelled as a single
large convective system, with heat being supplied isothermally at the base ancl
fluid being free to escape through the upper boundary.
The problem of convection in a porous medium between two horizontal boundaries
was first examined in classic papers by Horton and Rogers (1ga5) and Lapwood

(1948)' These authors derived critical wave numbers and Rayleigh numbers at
the onset of convection (where the conductive solution becomes unstable), for a
number of different upper and lower bounclary conditions. The analyses assumed
constant fluid properties and the Boussinesq approximatiou. Linear stability

theory predicts the critical wave numbers, but makes no prediction about the
horizontal (plan) forrn of the convection, as
by Nield and Bejan (1ggg).

'oted
In this case, the Rayleigh number is given by

Ra: sBkLTLf a,,u,

(2.3)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s2),
,6 is the coefficient of
thernral expansion of the fluid, A is the permeability, A? is the temperature
difference between the bounclaries, .L is the distance betlveen the
bounclaries. z
the kinematic viscosity ancl o- the therrnal diffusivitv of the matrix.
Robinson (1975) first exantined the notiou of corrvection between horizorrtal plates

in relation to the TVZ geothermal systems. He estimated a Rayleigh number of
1600 for the TVZ convective system, assuming the depth to the bottom, heated
boundary is 5 to 10 km. By assuming that the heat flux is proportional to the
conductive heat flux and to the ratio of this Rayleigh number to the critical
Rayleigh number (4n'), the bulk permeability of the TVZ can be calculated.
Robinson gives a figure of 4x 16-15-2 for this, although he gives no details of the
calculation.

Wooding (1978), proposed that low Rayleigh number and Nusselt number convective systems with low aspect ratio (height/width) are relevant to the TVZ
geothermal systems. This required that the horizontal permeability was ten times
greater than that vertically. However, this work assumed that fluid circulation
occurs to 3 km depth. Today this would be regarded as being too shallow, with
8 km being the generally accepted depth to which fluid circulation takes place.
Also, the TVZ geothermal systems are not closed systems, as Wooding assumed.
Rather they are 'once through' systems, through which meteoric water passes
only once before being discharged through the upper boundary (Bibby et al.,
1ee5).

Nield and Bejan (1998) give mitical Rayleigh numbers and wave numbers for a
number of different upper and lower boundary conditions. The case most relevant
to the TVZ is where the upper boundary is permeable (thus permitting fluid
flow) and conducting, md the lower boundary is irnpermeable and conducting.
In this case, the critical wavelength is 2.7 times the depth of the source. This
would imply, for a mean spacing between the geothermal fields of 15 km, that
the depth of the heat source lies at approximately 5.6 km depth. This is a
reasonable estimate given that this calculation applies strictly only to the onset of
convection, and implicitly assumes both constant fluid properties and an isotropic

permeability, neither of which are realised in the TVZ.

Critical Rayleigh numbers and wave numbers for other boundary conditions (for
isotropic media) are also given in Nield and Behan (1998). In general, the
Rayleigh number and wave number decrease as the boundary conditions are relaxed. For example, for the classical Lapwood problem, the Rayleigh number is
4tr2

(x

40) and the wave number is z'. For the case relevant to the TVZ mentioned
above, these quantities are 27.1 and 2.33 respectively, and for the limiting'free-

insulating'case where both boundaries have specified pressures and constant heat
flux, both the Rayleigh number and the wave number are zero, implying the flow

is always unstable. For each of these cases in succession, the cell width/plume
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spacing increases fronr 2, 2.7 and infinitely many tirnes the clepth of thc convective
lay'er.

In the TVZ the permeability is not isotropic. In most models presented in this
thesis the ratio of horizontal to vertical permeability within the convective region

is assunred to be 10. In this case, the plume spacing/cell width is increasecl l:y
a factor of 10i x 3.2 relative to that calculated for an isotropic porous medium.
This is a general result, which arises from the natural non-dimensional form of the
conservation equations where the coordinates are scaled according to the square

root of the permeability in each direction. This scaling applies equallv to both
the onset problern and finite amplitude convection, allowing results derived for
isotropic porous media to be applied to more general non-isotropic cases. As
already mentioned, Wooding (1978) effectively used this result to explain the 15
km spacing of the TVZ geothermal fields for an assumed depth of convection of
3 km.

The above work is based on linear stability theory, and assumes constant fluid
properties, apart from the density, which is a linear function of temperature. This
is a poor assumption when depths of 8 kilometres are considered, as temperatures
may be up to 400"C, or even greater. For exarnple, at this temperature, the viscos-

ity of water is about four times srnaller than at 100'C. Straus and Schubert (1977)
presented an improved treatment of the onset of convection between horizontal
boundaries with full temperature and pressure dependence of the properties of
water.

Linear stability theory applies strictly only to the onset of convective flow, where
temperature perturbations with respect to the purely conductive state are small.

This is not the case in the TVZ, where temperature differences on the order of a
few hundred degrees are expected between 8 km depth and the surface (subsection
2.3.1). A number of authors have examined finite amplitude convection, where
the assumption of small temperature changes is relaxed.
Elder (1963) performed experiments with Hele-Shaw cells, and characterised the
development of finite amplitude convective flows. He ollserved the initial developmeut of convective motion in a thin 'sub-layer', where diffusion of heat and
vorticit.v dominatc. The wavelength clf the initial disturbance is srnall conpared to
the width of the flolv domain, but as the amplitude of the disturbance grows, the
eddies combine to forrn unstable, largcr rvavelength structures. This bchaviour is
seen in some examples in Chapter 4.
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Straus (1974) examilted stea<ly finite corrvection irr a two dimensional isotropic
tnedium, lvitlt cottstant temperature, irnpermeable boundaries, and found tlat
stable flolv can only occur for Ra < 380, but only for a liurited range of wave
numbers (i.e' plume spacings) for a given Rayleigh number. The range of possible
wave nunlbers is greatest for Rayleigh numbers in the (approximate) range 100
to 300, and decreases for either higher or lower Ra. Straus and Schubert (1g7g;
1981) extended this work to finite arnplitude convection in cubic and rectangular

boxes. They found non-unique solutions in many casesl for the sarne geometry
and Rayleigh number. Caltagirone et al. (1981) performed similar experiments

to Straus, for Rayleigh numbers up to 300. They found that stable convection
occurred for 4trz < Ra < 240, but that unstable flows occurred at higher Rayleigh
numbers.

Given these results,

it

is instructive to estirnate the Rayleigh number for the TVZ
hydrological system. This can be found from equation 2.3, using a temperature

of 200'C and a pressure of 500 bar to evaluate the 'typical' fluid properties. This
gives B : 10-3 K-l and u : L.6xl0-7 m2
/s. Thence, using ft - 10-14 m2, LT :
200"C, .L : 8000 m and ern:1.6x 10-7
/", the Rayleigh number is about 1000,
^,
indicating that the flow should be unstable at this permeability, and indeed that
all the examples presented in later chapters of this thesis should exhibit unstable

flow. Little work on finite amplitude convection appears to have been carried out
with Ra - 1000 in finite domains such as the TVZ. In this thesis, the importance
of finite amplitude convection in a flow domain with an impermeable barrier is
identified as the mechanism which controls the location of the geothermal fields
in the TVZ.

A further simplification in the linear theory is that the flow domain is infinite in
horizontal extent, and is heated uniformly along its lower boundary. O,sullivan
and McKibbin (1986) examined the effect of small perturbations from uniform
heating, and generally found only a small effect on the convective system, except
for when the wavelength of the perturbation was close to the critical wavelength

at the onset of convection. Elder (1967), considered the case where only a portion
of the lorver boundary is heated, as will be the case for the TVZ moclels in chapters
4, 5 arrd 6. Elder found that fluid circulation occurrecl at the ends of the heat
source

at early times, as many of the examples in Chapter 4 confirm. Horne

and O'Sullivan (1974) demonstratecl both stcady and oscillatory solutions for a
sirnilar problem, with oscillatory behaviour occurring at high Rayleigh numbers.
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2.5.4 Models of TYZ geothermal

systems

This section contains a brief sunlrnar)' of the modelling of individual geothermal
systems lvithin the TVZ. The rnodels listecl here are all concerned rvith geotherrnal
fielcls that have been exploited for energy production. In some cases (for example
\4okai, Rotokawa) models are known to exist but details of these are not in the
public domain. These models represent much smaller scale features than those to
be presented in this thesis, but nevertheless many of the techniques are similar,

and the papers are of interest for this reason.

Wairakei
Wairakei was the first geothermal reservoir exploited in New Zealand, and there
have been numerous modelling studies of this system, probably because of the

large amount of data which is available. Early 'lumped parameter' models included the McNabb fracture-block 'fruitcake' model (Fradkin et a\.,1981), which
successfully matched the pressure drarvdown from 1957 to 1981. Early numerical
models were published by Mercer and Faust (1979), Donaldson and Grant (1979)

and Pritchett et o/. (1980). Most modelling work since the 1980s has been car-

ried out by O'Sullivan and co-workers. Of those papers appearing in the public
domain, Yang et al. (1997) modelled the increase in heat flow u'hich occurred,
due to pressure drawdown at Wairakei, in the Karapiti area. Details of the 3D
Wairakei-Tauhara model are presented by O'Sullivan et al. (Lgg8), and the latest version is described by Manningtorr ef al. (2001). In related studies, Hunt
and Kisslirrg (1994) used simple numerical models to deterrnine reservoir parameters at \lrairakei from microgravity changes rneasured during a reinjection test.

I(issling et aI. (1996) added chloride and CO2 chemistry to O'Sullivan's current
model to demonstrate the use of the chemical transport code ChemTOUGH2
(White, 1995), and to further calibrate the model against measured chloride and
COz data.

Ohaaki
The Ohaaki geothermal field is used for electricity generation, with a 108 IVI\\I
power station beginning operation in 1988. The rescrvoir is characterised by its
very high CO2 corrtern (4t/o). The earliest model of Ohaaki was by Grant (1977),
u'lto clcvelopecl a lrtnrpecl paranreter rnodel rvhich successfully tlescribed the prcs-
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sure history in the reservoir. Results from this lvork were later confirrled by
Z.vvoloski and O'sullivan (1978) using a geothermal reservoir simulator. Blake-

ley et a/' (1983) presented a 1D model of the Ohaaki geothermal resel,oir, and
more recently, Nervson and O'Sullivan (2001) described a 3D TOUGH2 model of
Ohaaki which was used to investigate recent well testing and production periods.

Kawerau
Karverau geothermal field provides heat for kiln drying of timber. The earliest
numerical model of the field was by White and McGuinness (lgg1), who presented

a 7000 element MULKOM model. White (1995) later used inverse modelling of
the Kawerau system, based on an expanded rnodel with more elements, to obtain
good matches to natural state pressure an<l temperature data. The most recent
version of the model is summarised in White et aI. (IggT).

Rotorua
Models of the Rotorua geothermal system have been aimed at understanding
the relationship between shallow exploitation and the important natural surface
features at Rotorua. The earliest mathematical model of Rotorua was by Grant ef
a/, (1985), and more recently, Burnell (1992) has developed a MULKOM model

of the Rotorua system which also includes the transport of chlorides.
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2.6

Chapter summary

This thesis is concerned vi'ith modelling the large scale heat ancl mass florvs in
the TVZ, and in particular rvith predictiug the locabions and properties of the
TVZ geothermal fields. This chapter has summarisecl the knon n properties of
the geothermal fields insofar as they might be predicted from the models to be
presented in this thesis. In summary, these are:

o Approximately 23 geothermal fielcls occur around the margins of the TVZ,
with little or no activity in the interior.

o The heat flow from the geothermal systems is bimodal in the west to east
direction across the TYZ, with 25% of the heat flow in the west and 7b%
in the

east.

o The areas of the geothermal plumes should

be in the range b km2 to 2b km2

near the surface, and narrower at depth.

o There is a preponderance of small geothermal fields with heat flows < 100
MW, with a few in the range > s00 MW. The small geothermal fields
contribute less than L0% of the total TVZ heat flow, while 40% comes from
just four large fields.

r

Typical fluid enthalpies are - 1160 kJ/kg for the western geothermal
tems, and - 1400 kJ/kg for those in the east.

o The temperatures in the upper I to 2 kilometres of the geothermal

sys_

systems

are in the range 250'C to J30.C.

o The ternperature at the greatest depth to which water circulates is 400"C,
consistent with the low vertical temperature gradients which occur witlr
convective flow, and is less than typical magma temperatures ru g00"c to
1200"c.

Individual geothermal systerns persist for periods of at least several hundred
thousand years.

The geothermal systems form a ,once through' convective system, with the
residence tirne of water below ground between 100 and 12,000
.\,ears.
The q'ater that fbrms the geothermal systems is mainly of rneteoric origil,
with a srnall contribution (- 1g7o; being of magmatic origin.
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This chapter has summarised the mtrin geophysical, geological and geochernical
results which 1>rovide input data for the rnodels in this thesis. The rnost important
of these results are:

o Heat is transferred into the TVZ hydrological system by three main mechanisms: inflorv of magma associated with the spreading of the TVZ, magmatic fluid and conduction frorn the underlying'ductile' region.

o The principal

geological units in the models are the shallow infill region (to

a depth of 2 km), the deep infill region (to 8 km), and an 'exterior' region
outside of the TVZ.

r

The model domain is considered to be an ideal porous medium where large
scale permeabilities and other rock properties are uniform within individ-

ual geological units. The flow of heat and water in the TVZ is modelled
assuming that Darcy's Law applies in the model domain.

o The'convective zone,' where meteoric water is able to circulate, lies above
the brittle-ductile transition at 8 km depth. This defines the base of the
models in this thesis.

o The heat source of the TYZ in the models can be idealised

as an extended

source lying at the base of the convective zone.

o The total geothermal heat flow in the models is approximately 4500 MW.
This remains constant for the 2 I\{a lifetime of the TVZ.

o Magmatic fluid enters the TVZ convective

zone with the heat at a rate of

0.1 kg/s/MW.

o The upper boundary of the models is assumed to be a fully saturated liquid
at a pressure of 1 bar and a temperature of 20"C.
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Chapter

3

Super-critical TOUGH2
3.1

Introduction

The exploitation of geothermal fields in New Zealand has until now been confined

to relatively shallow levels, say less than two kilometres in depth.

Recently,

however, there has been interest in deeper exploitation of these geothermal fields,

to run out. Temperatures in excess of 350'C
rnay be expectecl in some of the high temperature fields (for example at Mokai
or Rotokawa) at depths of 3 or 4 kilometres, and this provides one of the main
rnotivations for the work described in this chapter.
as the shallow reserves of heat begin

In this thesis, the focus is on the hydrology of the whole '[VZ, rather than any
individual geothermal field. The temperature in the lower convective region at
8 kilometres depth is believed to be 350"C to 400"C (Bibby et al., 1995) and
the pressures will be in the order of 1000 bar. This relatively low temperature
at depth (compared to magrna) is a consequence of the convection which must
be the dominant means of heat transport in the geothermal systems (subsection
2.2.2). Despite this hypothesised low temperature, much higher temperatures
are expected to occur in sorne simulations, for example when the permeability
at depth is very low, and for this reason an extension of simulation capability to
c:over thcse conditions was deemed necessary.

A number of super-critfual simulators are described in the geothermal literature.
Hayba and Ingebritsen (1994) describe a super-critical code GEOTHER2. A
feature of this cocle is that it uscs pressure and enthalpy a^s independent variables.
This has the advantage that the density and enthalpy of both single- and two-
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phase fluids can brr uniquely defined by these variables. The main disadvarrtage

of

this approach is that the thermodynamic and transport properties of water must
be reformulated in terms of pressure and enthalpy. This process either requires
an iterative calculation or, if this is to be avnided, some approximation to these
properties which entails a loss of accuracy.
Hanano and Seth (1995) describe the code SIM.FIGS which they used to model
deep, high temperature geothermal reservoirs. SIM.FIGS uses bilinear interpo-

lation to derive the properties of water within a rectangular 'patch' surrounding
the critical point. This patch extends from 370'C to 375oC, and from 2I8 to 223
bar. The code also uses look-up tables to calculate the density and enthalpy of
water in similarly defined patches in the immediate super-critical region where
the water properties change rapidly with respect to pressure and temperature.
This approach results both in greater speed of execution and numerical stability,
but this is obtained at the expense of some accuracy near the critical point.

Pritchett (1995) describes a general purpose geothermal reservoir called STAR.
This is a fully implicit finite difference code which uses pressure and internal
energy as the unknown variables. STAR also features a second order difference
scheme in space to reduce numerical dispersion in convection calculations. STAR
has options for multi-component systems involving air, salt and COz. A supercritical extension to STAR,, called HOTH2O, is described by Pritchett (1994;
1995). This code has a range of validity up to 800"C and 1000 bar.
This chapter describes an 'Equation of State' module for the simulator TOUGHZ
which can harrdle flows of super-critical water in a porous medium. The module
has been named

EOSll. This allows

simulations of flows with temperatures

and pressures up to 2000"C and 2000 bar respectively. The first section of this
chapter describes the TOUGH2 code, and following sections describe the EOS11
extension and give some examples of its use.

3.2

TOUGH2

TOUGH2 (Pruess, 1991) is the latest in the MULKOM farnily of geothermal
simulation codes which f<rllows MULKOIVI (Pruess, 1982) and TOUGH (Pruess,
1986). TOUGH is an acronym for Transport Of Unsaturated Groundwater and
Heat. The TOUGH2 codc, in various forrns, is used extensively for geotherrnal,
grouttdwater retnecliation, mining and nuclear waste disposal applications (see,
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for cxarnple Pruess, 1995; 1998).

TOUGH2 is a fully implicit integrated finite difference corle which solves the
equations of mass and energy conservation in a porolls medium, supplemented
with appropriate constitutive relationships for the clensity, enthalpy and dynamic
viscosity of water. The transport of water is described by Darcy's law, which is
a linear relationship between the volume flux of fluid and the pressure gradient.
The coefficient of proportionality in this relation depends on the rock permeability
and the reciprocal of the dynamic viscosity 1/p.

TOUGH2 is written in a highly structured manner, so that both the number of
conserved species and the number of phases can be very easily changed. This can
be done because the mathematical structure of the conservation equations is the
same for all species. This feature means that the code is relatively easy to adapt
to new multi-pha^se, multi-component systems, with only an additional equation
of state (EOS) module being necessary to describe the thermophysical properties
of the system.

In the integrated finite difference scheme used by TOUGH2, the model domain is
divided into a mesh of computational elements, or grid blocks. The conservation
equations, in integral form, are approximated using the properties of this mesh,
assuming that the conditions within each element are constant during each time
step. A feature of TOUGH2 is that the mesh is described without reference to
any coordinate systenr. This has the advantage that problems of any geometry
(e.g. rectangular, radial, cylindrical) or dimension are treated in exactly the same
way.

The discretised conservation equations give rise to large systerns of nonlinear
equations which are solved by a Newton iteration at each time step. Each Newton
iteration involves the solution of a sequence of linear systems of equations. Several
solvers are available in TOUGH2, with the latest conjugate gradient methods
enabling large problems to be solved. For small problems however, the direct
solvers are still available.
TOUGH2 comes with several 'Ecluation of State' modules. For example EOSl
is for pure water, EOS2 for water and COz mixtures, EOS3 fbr water and air,
ancl so on. Each of these morlules uses different 'primary variables' to describe

the fluid state. For pure water (EOSI) the primary variables are pressure ancl
temperature for single-phase fluids, ancl pressure and vapour saturation for twophase systems. For two component systems such as water and CO2 an additional
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variable is lrecessary to give the concentration of the second species.

3.3

Super-critical TOUGH2

The original version of MULKOM (and TOUGH, TOUGH2) used the thermodynamic properties of water (i.e. density and enthalpy) as defined in the United
Kingdom Steam Tables (Arnold, 1970) (henceforth UKST), and was valid only for
regions 1 and 2 of this formulation (see Figure 3.3). Region 1 represents the liquid

state with pressure and temperature limits of 350"C and 1000 bar respectively,
while region 2 represents sub-critical steam and part of the super-critical region.
Outside regions 1 and 2, the UKST define fluid properties up to 800'C and 1000

bar pressure (regions 3 and 4, Figure 3.3), but these were not implemented in
TOUGH2 by Pruess. Subroutines describing these extended properties formed
the basis of the first super-critical version of MULKOM (Kissling, 1995). These
subroutines have been largely retained

in the implementation of super-critical

TOUGH2, except in the irnmediate vicinity of the critical point and outside the
800'C and 1000 bar lirnits of the UKST, where the equation of state formulation
of Haar, Gallagher and Kell (1984) (henceforth HGK), has been used.
A major problen associated with the extension of TOUGH2 to super-critical conditions is that the properties of water vary rapidly with respect to both pressure
and ternperature near the critical point, 374.15'C and 22L.2 bar (Johnson and
Norton, 1991). For example at 222 bar, the density (Figure 3.1) and enthalpy
(Figure 3.2) of water change rapidly with temperature near the critical point.
This behaviour can affect the stability of computations near the critical point,
The philosophy adopted in EOSII is to approximate the density of water only
in the immediate vicinity of the critical point where the UKST formulation fails,
as will be described in subsection 3.3.2. The calculatiorr of the enthalpy and
dynarnic viscosity both involve the density, so the approximation is also implicit
in these quantities near the critical point. Using this approximation, it has been
founcl that EOS11 is robust enough to deal with problems in the near-critir:al
region such as those presented in section 3.4, and the TVZ models in Chapters
4, 5 and 6.
The following set:tions describe in detail the new features of super-critical TOUGH2

which have been tleveloped to ensure that the code runs correctly and reliably.
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3.3.1 Density calculation
For regions 1 and 2 (see Figure 3.3), the density is calculated directly from the
UKST forrnulation. For pressure-temperature (P-T) values in regions 3 and 4,
the pressure is defined irnplicitly as a function of temperature and density,

P

:

f (p,T).

(3.1)

Because the primary variables

in TOUGH2 are pressure and temperature, this
rneans that a Newton iteration is necessary to determine fluid density in regions
3 and 4. To implement this iteration, the derivatives of pressure with respect
to density are cak:ulated analytically frorn their defining equations in the UKST
formulation. While this implicit calculation is rather inefficient, it works well and
is used everywhere in regions 3 and 4 except for a small area near the critical
point, as described in section 3.3.2. The additional effort required for this iteration is not a serious problem because evaluation of the thermodynamic functions
comprises only a small fraction of the total computational time, especially for
large problems.

In some

urultiple solutions for the density exist for a given pressure. This
occurs because the function / contains high order polynomial terms in the density.
The correct root can be obtained by carefully choosing a suitable initial guess for
the density in the Newton iteration. To do this, regions 3 and 4 are divided
into a number of smaller regions (Figure 3.4) and an initial guess for each of
cases

these small regions is determined bv experiment. In each region, many thousands

of function evaluations were made at randorn to ensure that the correct root is
always returtted. Once satisfactory initial values were obtained for each region,
they were hard-wired into the code.

3.3.2 The near-critical region
Close to the critical point, the rnultiple roots are particrrlarly troublesome, and

the Newton itelation can sontetinres fail to converge at all. This is found to
occur within the region + 0.005'C and * I bar of the critical point. This region
is divided into four areas, which are rnarked A - D in Figure 3.5, to aid the
calculation of accurate densities.
Outsicle of this region, and on its bouudarics, the clensities can tle calculated
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reliably using the Newton iteration alrea<ly tlescribed. To avoid the multiple roots,
inside this region the phase densities are calculated using a bilinear interpolation

scheme. This scheme uses the densities on the region boundaries, calculated
iteratively, and densities on the four lines separating the regions A - D, which
are calculated using power law approximations, as will now be described.
Referring to Figure 3.5, along the saturation line (separating regions A and C)
and its extensiorr from the critical point to T : 3Z4.1bb.C ancl p : 22L.2 bar
(separating regions B and D), the phase densities are represented by relationships
of the form

P:

Pc+alT -T"lu,

(3.2)

where ?. is the critical temperature (374.15'C). a and D are constants which are
found by matching ttre known critical density (p" :1/0.00J12 : BI5.4|T kg/*r),
and the density 0'005'C removed from the critical point either on the saturation
line (T'P) : (374.L45oc, P"or(T)) or on rhe region boundary, (T,p) : (324.1bb.c,
22I.2 bar)' Note that on the saturatiorr line there are two separate relationships
of this type, one for the liquid and one for the vapour phase, but there is only one
above the critical point because there is no such phase clistinction in that region.

Similarly, along each of the vertical (constant temperature) lines which intersect
the critical point and separate regions A and B (liquid) and regions c a.d D
(vapour) in Figure 3.b, the density is represented by

p:pc+clP-P"lo.

(3.3)

Here P" is the critical pressure (22I.2 bar) and c and d are constants which are
found by matching the density at the critical poirrt p" and the liquid density at

either 1 bar above (374.1b"c, zzz.z bar) or the vapour density
critical point (374.15"C, 220.2 bar).

I

bar below the

In summary, the phase densities in the near-critical region shown in Figure 3.5 are
calculated using a bilirrear interpolation scheme in each of the regions marke6 A
D. Densities on the outer boundary of this region are calculatecl using the UKST
iterative schettre described in subsection 3.3.1. On the four lines separating the
regions A - D, the pha*se densities are obtained using power law approximations.
An exarnple of one of these power law fits is shown in Figure 3.6, together with
clensities calculated by the iterative scherne. The
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fit is good away from the critical

point, but the scatter in the near-critical densities calculated with the iterative
method is evident. This scatter highlights the need lbr a snrooth interpolating
function near the critical point.

3.3.3 fraar, Gallagher and Kell equation of state
As already stated, the thermodynamic subroutines in the present v-ersion of
EOS11 have been extended to 2000"C and 2000 bar. The equation ofstate taken
from Haar, Gallagher and Kell (1984) is used for temperatures greater than g00"C
and pressures greater than 1000 bar.

For a given pressure and ternperature, the code for HGK equation of state is
considerablv slower (typically by a factor of 5 - 10) to execute than the equivalent
UKST formulation. Some effort has been made to identify parts of the code
which are computationally expensive, and to optimise these. This was done, for
exantple, by unrolling many of the DO loops in the code. Despite these changes,
the HGK code remains slower, ancl has therefore only been used for the p-T
space above 800'C and 1000 bar. Below these limits some further modifications

of rouGH2 would be required before HGK could be used. For example, to
ensure cotnpatibility between the saturation pressue and t|at implicit in
the
HGK forrnulation the subroutine SAT would need to be replaced.
TOUGH2 evaluates derivatives of the density numerically in order to form the
Jacobian matrix. To do this properlv, the transition between the HGK ancl UKST
formulations must occur seamlessly, and any density or internal energ"y differences
along the common boundaries (P:1000 trar,T:800"C) must be srnoothed out.
Evaluation of both formulations shows only small differences in density, of the
order of 1 kg/m3, along this bounclary. A correction is appliecl to the HGK
densities and intenlal energies on these boundaries to ensure they agree with
the UKST densities. This correction is also applied into the region where HGK

is used, but with exponential darnping with increasing pressllre (p:1000 bar
boundary) or temperature (T:800"C boundary). The pressure ancl temperature
scalcs for this danrping are 5 bar ancl 5'C respectively. This is shown in Figure
3.7.
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3.3.4 Enthalpy calculation
In regions I and 2 (Figure 3.3), the errthalpy of water is calculated directly from
the pressure and temperature, according to the UKST formulation. For regions
3 and 4, the UKST expressions tbr enthalpy involve the clensity, and so this is
calculated first, as described in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. The calculation of fluicl
enthalpy involves no additional iterations. For T > 800"C and
enthalpy is calculated from the HGK formulation.

3.3.5 Dynamic

p>

1000 bar the

viscosity

A new subroutine (VISG) for calculating the viscosity of water is used in EOS11.
This is taken from Schrnidt (1980). VISG matches the known data at lower
temperatures and pressures, but the routine is considered to be accurate
only for
temperatures less than 800"C and pressures less than 1000 bar. Haar,
Gallagher
and Kell (1984) present the same algorithrn and state that VISG gives useful
estimates of dynanric viscosity for temperatures less than 100"C up to 10000
bar,
and for temperatures up to 560"C when the pressure is less than 3500 bar. There
appear to be no data available outside this range. However, as VISG gives
smooth
estimates of dynamic viscosity for temperatures less than 2000'C and pressures
less than 2000 bar,

it has been used without

change in this region.

3.3.6 Phase separation
One di{ficulty in implementing the super-critical thermodynamic functions in
TOUGH2 is the absettce of any distinction between liquid and vapour phases
above the critical point. Because the TOUGH2 algorithm is designed to
deal
with this phase distinction it is not permissible to have the saturation line simply
end at the critical point as, for example, in Figure 3.3. An example of a problerrt which might occur is when a fluid parcel rroves from sub-critical
liquid to
sub-critical steam via the super-critical region. The fluid can take this path in
the P-T plane with<tut undergoing a phase change. However, if the code
does not
record a phase change cluring this process, the properties of vapour ancl
liquid
phases will bc exchanged, leading to inconect iclentification
of the phases.

This probleln was overconle bv defining a 'pseuclo-saturation' line a lile in p-T
space whicli exten<ls from the critir:al point arbitrarily across the
critical regiol
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(Figure 3.3). In the present code the line extends from the critical point through
the point T : 800'C and P : 1000 bar, but this choice is entirely arbitrary.
Above this line (in the sense of greater pressure) the fluicl is considered to
be

in the liquicl phase, and below it is consiclerecl to be a gas. Even though there
is no actual change in fluid properties across this line, super-critical TOUGH2
treats crossing this line as a transition from liquid to vapour, or vice-versa. For
super-critical fluids the relative permeability for both of these ,phases' is set to
one.

3.3.7 Super-critical to two-phase connections
A technical difficulty occurs when flow occurs from a super-critical element to

a

two-phase element. Because TOUGH2 determines the flow conditions by
upwind
differencing on each phase separately, the 'liquid'and 'vapour' phase saturations

in the super-critical fluid rnust be apportioned in some way. In EOS11, the supercritical fluid is treated as either pure liquid or pure vapour, depending on whether
the fluid state is above or below the pseudo-saturation line, as discussecl in
section
3.3,6.

If the connection is a vertical one, then there is a gravitational term (pg) in the
expression for the mass flux for each phase which involves the phase
clensity. In
con[ections involving only sub-critical two-phase flows, this density is forrned
fronr the average of the liquid or gas densities in each element. For super-critical
to two-phase connections this density is calculated as the average of the density

of the super-critical fluid and the density of each sub-critical phase.

3.4

Examples

In this section a number of examples are presented which dernonstrate the use
of the super-critical equation of state nrodule EOSl1. The first two examples
concern flow in lD horizontal and vertical domains. These are the
simplest possible exarnples, and show how EOSl1 can handle flow problems in sinrple
model
dornains at near-critical conditions, with and without gravity.
To further test the EOS11 cocle, two examples taken from the geothermal
literature are repeated. These exatnples are more cornplex in both geornetry
ancl scope

and show that EOS1l can producc results comparable to other super-critical
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geotherlnal simulation codes. The first relates to procluction frorn a well in a
near-critical geotherrnal reservoir and is taken from a pa.per b), yano and Ishido

(199s). The second example repeats, as nearly as possible, sorne rrumerical experiments by Cox and Pruess (1990) which attempted to explain some anomalous
heat flow rneasurenlents at near-critical conclitions.

3.4.L lD Horizontal column at near-critical

conditions

The first example concerns fluid extraction frorn a lD horizontal domain at nearcritical conditions. This is the simplest situation involving flows of near-critical

fluids and is a natural choice for the first example. Because of the near-critical
conditions, this results in a two-phase system within the model domain which
shows son)e unusual properties.

The initial conditions for the system are T : JT4"c and p :22s bar. The domain
is 1000 rn long with a cross section of 100 m2 and is divided into 100 equal l0 m
elements. The left-hand end (x

:

0 m) is fixed at the initial conclitions ancl at the
right-hand end (x : 1000 m) flui<t is wirhdrawn at a rate of 0.00b kg/s. The rock
properties used in this example are: density 26b0 kg/m3, porosity 0.01, thermal
conductivity 3 W/m/K, heat capacity 1000 J/kg/K and permeability bx10-rb
m2. The permeability reduction above 360.c is disabled in this example.

Pressure profiles along the column at times from 1012 s to 1015 s are shown in
Figure 3'8. At 1012 s the pressure is entirely above the saturation pressure, and
all of the fluid is in the liquid phase. At 1013 s and 10ra s the pressure reduces

further and both near-critical two-phase and pure steam regions appear. At 10lb
s, the flow is now close to steady throughout the column, and is predominantly
single-phase liquid, with a small two-phase region (- g0 m) near the withdrawal
point' The saturations corresponding to these times are shown in Figure 3.g.
Temperature profilers along the colurnn are shown in Figure 3.10. The dip in the
temperature profile at 10ra s correspoltcls to the two-phase zone at that time, ancl
reflects the fact that temperature is related to the (clecreasing) pressure in this
region b-v the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, while the nearby single-phase steam
region remains essentially isothermal.

The utrttsual feature of this systern is that the pressure throughout the column
at 10lr' s is greater than it is at 10la s. This is counter-intuitive, as the pressure
wottltl norntally be expected to decreasel rnonotonically with tinre in a s.ystem
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where continual withdrawal of fluid takes place. This apparent paradox can be
understood by examining the fluitl flows and phase changes in the system at dif-

ferent times. The flows are shown in Figure 3.11. At 1012 s, the pressure ,pulse,
has not had time to reach the left-hancl bounclary, and the flow decreases almost
to zeto within the domain. As the pressure propagates further into the domain
the flow begins to be established at the left-hand boundary (1013 s), and the

at the right-hand end is further reduced, resulting in the formation of
two-pha"se and single-phase steam regions. With the formation of a pure steam
pressure

region (the stearn density is 247 kg/.ttu), the pressure there falls even more rapidly
in response to the fluid extraction. This continues (10ta s), and as the pressure
difference along the domain increases, the flow of liquid from the left-hand boundary eventually increases to be greater than the steady state withdrawal rate of

0.005

kg/s. The sharp 'front' in the flow at 10la s reflects the difference in the

rnobilities of pure steam and two-phase fluid, as the pressure gradient is almost
constant throughottt the dornain at this time. Finally, at 1015 s, the flow of liquid
has reached a steady state value of 0.005

kg/s throughout the column, apart from

a small two-phase region at the right-hand end.

It can be verifiecl that the lower pressure graclient in the liquid at 1015 s gives the
same mass flow as the higher pressure gradient in the stearn at 10la s. Because
the pressure gradients are close to constant in each case (Figure 3.8), this shows
that the pressure must be lower at 10la s. This can be done by evaluating the
various terms in Darcy's Law for the two curves. For simplicity the calculation is
performed in the single-phase region in each curve: vapour at 101a s and liquid
at

s. These calculations are summarised in Table 3.1. The pressures, temperatures and pressure gradients are taken from the EOS11 output. This Table shows
that the mass flow is very close to the specified rate of 0.00b kg/s at both times.
The kinematic viscosity, which appears in Darcy's Law and is inversely proportional to the mass flux, is higher (1.b6gxto-t
for the vapour phase than
^zfs)
for the licluid phase (1.152x10-7 mz/s), ancl so the pressure gradient required to
sustain the flow is lower for the liquid (11b0 pafm, against 1bg0 pa/m for the
1015

vapour).
Between 10Ia s anrl 1015 s, the system has undergone significant phase changes in
the near-critical regiolt which result in quite unusutrl behaviour of the pressure,

temperature, saturation and mass flux profiles. This example shows that EOSIl
can represent the counter-intuitive behaviour of this system very satisfactorily.
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State

Flow

Vapour 212.40

372.56

Pafm kg/m3
m2 /s
1580 179.55 1.568x 10-7

Liqrrid 214.78

371.64

1150 430.51

(bar)

1.152 x

10-7

ks/s
0.00499
0.00502

Table 3.1: Summary of calculation of rnass flows for 1D horizontal column. To
calculate the mass flow, a permeability clf 5 * 19-15*2 and an area of 100 m2 were
used. The specified rnass flow in this problem is 0.00b kg/s.

3-4.2 lD vertical column at super-critical conditions
In this example a 1D vertical column at super-critical conditions is considered.
This adds the additional complexity of gravity to the problem, blt the main aim
of this examPle is to show that EOSII can model the behaviour of a phvsical
system when the fluid crosses the pseudo-saturatiorr line (subsection 3.3.6).
The column is 1000 m in depth, and is clivicled into 100 equal 10 m elements.
Conditio's are fixed at the top (z:0) at T : 400.C and p : 240 bar. An
initial hydrostatic steady state is calculated with no flow, and another when a

at the base (z:1000) with a rate 0.001 kg/s and enthalpy
2400 kJ/kg. The rock properties usecl in this example are: densitv 2650 kg/m3,
porosity 0.01, therrnal conductivity 3 W/mK, heat capacity 1000 J/kg/K and
mass source is added

permeability 5x 13-ts 12.
The pressure profiles for the steady and flowing cases are shown in Figure 3.12.
This figure shows that, as the fluicl changes from 'liquicl' to'gas' across the pseudosaturation line (at the point indicated on the figure), there is uo change in the
pressure gradient. This is expected because the physical properties of
the fluict
are continuous across this line. This is confirmecl by the plot of clensity with

depth showtr in Figure 3.13, which shows no change of slope at the transition
across thc pseudo-saturation line.

3.4.3

Yano and Ishido,s problem

The next examplers are taken from Yano and Ishido (1gg8). They examined the
flou' from a procluction well at near-critical conditions. For this work they used
the STAR geothermal sirrtulator (Pritchctt, 1995) with super-critical equati6n of
state rnodule HOTH2O (Pritchett, 1gg4).
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The rnodel domain con$ists of a single horizorrtal layer 100 m thick, ancl raclially
symmetric with an outer radius of 12,039 m. There are 40 elements in the mesh,

of 1.3 wider than its inner neighbour. The innermost element serves
as the well. The permeability is 10 x l0- 15 m2 outside a raclius of 0.9 m (element
5), 19-tz m2 inside this 'skin' radius, and 10-1:l m2 for the innermost well block.
The porosity is 0-99 for the well block, and 0.05 elsewhere. Specific heat capacity
each a factor

and conductivity of the rock are 1000

J

/kg/K and z.s w /m/K

everywhere. The

withdrawal rate at tlre well is 15.7 kg/s, with the production period lasting
seconds, or 278 hours.

In the modelling it was
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that the permeability remained constant and
independent of the temperature. The default option for EOS11 is to reduce the
permeability at temperatures above 360"C (Fournier, 19gl) but this feature
was
disabled for these examples because Yano and Ishido do not state that thev used
a^ssumed

any such reduction.

Varying the initial temperature
Irr this example we take the initial pressure to be 30 I\fPa, but vary the initial
temperature in three separate cases (following the notation of Yano and Ishido)
A, B and C' In cases A and C, the initial temperatures are 300"C and 400.C
respectively. For case B, the initial temperature is 300'C within a radius of g2
m
and 400'C outside this.
Pressures

at the well are

presented

in a standard way, using semi-log plots of

pressure against time. For 'linear' theory, these will give straight
lines, the slopes
of which are related to the permeability ancl thickness of the porous layer, the
mass withdrawal rate and the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Figure 8.14 shows
semi-log plots for cases A, B and C, This may be comparecl with Yano and Ishido's

Figure 3 (Figure 3'15). Careful inspection shows there is a close correspondence
between the curves on each figure. Cases A ancl C are straight lines, while
case

B shows a transition from the slope of case A at early time to that of case C at
late times' This indicates that, in this example, the pressure drawdown is being
controlled firstly by the inner 300"C region and later by the outer 400"C region.
Figure 3.16 shows senri-log plots of well pressure for ternperatures ranging
from
200'C to 500'C. in 50'C intervals. The initial pressure in each case is 30 Mpa.
The interesting feature of this figure is the change of behaviour for super-critical
fluids above 400"C. For ternperatures below this, the semi-log plots show
a steady
progression to higher pressure, but this trend reverses for the 4b0.C
anrl
b00"C
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curves. The reason for this is the rapid increase in the kinematic viscosity of
water at temperatures over about 450"C. This is illustrated in Figure 3.12, which
shows the kinematic viscosity as a function of temperature in the range 300.C
to 500"C' The kinematic viscosity z decreases slowly from 1.23x10-7 m2/s to
1.16x to-z^zf s at 380oC, but then rises rapidly to 2.1x10-7 m2f s at 4b0.C and
2'8x10-7 m2 f s at 500'C. Figure 3.16 corresponds to Figure 8 of Yano and Ishido,
which is reproduced here in Figure 3.18. Again, close inspection shows that the
two sets of curves closely agree with each other.

Varying the initial pressure

In the next exanrple, the initial temperature is fixed at 4b0"C, but the initial
pressure is allowed

to vary from 25 MPa to 35 MPa. Semi-log plots of the well
pressure calculated using EOS1l are shown in Figure 3.19. This
corresponds to
Figure 9 in Yano and Ishido's paper, which is reproducecl here in Figure 3.20.
Again the results agree closely.

Discussion
An exact cornparison between the results of Yano and Ishido and those obtained
by EOSl1 is not possible because numerical values of pressures are not available

for Yano and Ishido's plots. However the 'eyeball' comparison presented above
shows that the results from the two cocles are qualitatively very close.
There
are some differences in approach - Yano and Ishido, for example, found it necessary to define a high perrneability skin about the well to avoi<l problems

lvith

phase changes. This was not required with EOSll however, and
satisfactorv
convergence was obtained both with and without the skin inclucled.

3.4.4

Cox and Pruess' problem

The last example is taken from cox and pruess (19g0). They attempted to
understand an experiment performed by Dunn and Harclee (1g81), in which heat
flow in a cylinder of porous material was observed in near-critical conditions.
The
experiment invnlved a vertical cylinder, with the cylinder axis helcl at JTT"C by
a heated axial wire, and the cylincler exterior held at 37b'C. Dunn ancl Hardee
observed very high Nusselt numbers (up to 70) over a broad range of temperatures
20"C either side of the critical point. Cox and Pruess were unable to reproduce

these high heat flows, generally obtaining Nusselt numbers in the range I
to b.
Instead, they carried out a systematic stucly of the heat flow in the experiment
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under a variet'y of different conditions. In ttris section, some of these numerical
experirnents are rcpeated, and the results comparecl with those of Cox and pruess.
The experirrtents involve determining the Nusselt number for this system, for a
nurnber of different perrneabilities and initial conditions.
The cylinder is 0.2286 m high, with a radius of 0.0381 m. A radially symmetric
TOUGH2 grid is used, with 30 evenly spacecl elements in both the radial and
vertical directions, giving a total of g00 elements. The temperatures at the
cylinder axis (the central wire) and exterior surface are fixe{. The top and bottom
surfaces of the cylinder are insulated. All of the surfaces of the cylinder
are no
flow boundaries, so that the cylinder is a closed box. The thermal conductivitv
of the porous interior is 3.35 w

/m/K, and the porosity is 0.25.

Two sets of problems are solved. In the first set, the temperature range is 377.C
(central wire) to 375"C (cylinder exterior) ancl the initial pressure is 225.b
bar.
In thc second set the corresponding ternperatures are 3Zg'C and J77.C and the
pressure is 230 bar. The constant temperature, no flow boundary
conditions
at the central wire and the cylinder exterior vrere implementecl by assigning the
boundary elements at these locations a very high heat capacity (1020 J/kg/K). For

both sets of boundary conditions, moclels were run with permeabilities of 10-16,
1, 10.20 and 40 x10-12 m2. The first value is used to generate the conductive
solution.

Figure 3.21 shows the temperature contours for the pure conduction solution.
This solution contpares well with that shown in Figure ba of Cox and pruess,
paper. The total heat flow through the surface of the cylinder is 2.485
J, which
corresponds (by definition) to a Nusselt number of 1.0. Figures 3.22,
J.2J, J.24
and 3.25 show temperature contours for case B for the different permeabilities.
The heat flow and Nusselt nurnbers fbr the various examples are summarised in
Table 3.2 (page 55). For the first set of examples (p:22b bar), the calculated
Nusselt numbers are slightly larger than those given in Cox and pruess.
EOS11
values of the Nusselt numbers are larger by 5% to 15% when the permeability

is

40x10-12 m2 and by 6% when the permeability is 20x10-12 rn2. In the
second
set of examples (P:230 bar), the Nusselt nurnbers are again larger than
those
given by Cox and Pruess. For the high permeability cases (10,20 ancl
40x10-12
ur2) tlre BOS11 estimates are larger by 15% to 18%. When the permeability
is
1x10-"
the Nusselt trumber is smaller, although in this case the total heat

^',

flow differs little frorn the pure conductive case.
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Discussion
Exact agreement between the Nusselt numbers obtained by Cox ancl pruess and
those given by EOSl1 cannot bc obtainecl. The main reason for this is because of
differences in the derivation of super-critical fluid properties used in EOS11 and
those used by Cox and Pruess, which are interpolated from values clefined on a
grid. The accuracy of this latter method is dependent on the grid spacing. For
example, Cox and Pruess give Nusselt numbers for two difierent grid spacings in
the first two examples (P:225 bar, permeability:{Q and 20 Darcy) in Table 3.2.

In the first case these differ by about 8%. This gives some idea of the uncertainties
in their heat flow calculations, and suggests that exact agreement between their
results and those derived using Eos11 will not be possible.

Perrneability

T

(Darcy)

(bar)

OC

40

225

20

Heat

Flow

Nusselt Nurnber

Nusselt Number

(J)

(EOS11)

(Cox and Pruess)

377-375

5.864

2.360

2.227,2.056

225

377-375

4.866

1.958

1.831,1.954

10

225

377-375

4.061

1.634

1

225

377-375

2.662

1.071

40

230

379-377

4.840

r.947

1.694

20

230

379-377

4.093

1.646

1.399

l0

230

379-377

3.500

1.408

t.211

I

230

379-377

2.561

1.030

1.039

2.486

1.000

1.000

Conductive

Table 3'2: Summary of heat flows ancl Nusselt numbers for Cox and pruess' problem. For these examples the permeability remains constant cluring the simulation.

In addition to diflerences in the way the thermodynamic properties of the fluid
are derived, the calculated heat flows are very sensitive to the average temperature and pressure inside the cylinder. In particular, this means that the average
pressure changes as the convection develops and cannot be set in aclvance.
In the
examples given in Table 3.2, the pressures are only nominal initial values,
ancl
actual pressures can differ by as much as 0.5 bar from those of Cox and pruess
once the convective system develops.

This effect arises because of the pressure and temperature clependence of the
specific heat capat:ity of water at near-critical conclitions. For example, at 376"C,
tlre lreat capacity of water at 2zb bar (15g,500 J/kg/"c) is over three times
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greater than at 222\>ar (51,650 Jlkgl"C). Sirnilarly,

at 377"C and 225 bar, the

heat capacity is 60,900 J lkgl"C. These are approximately an order of magnitude
greater than for water at sub-critical conditions (- 4200 Jlkg/"C). This means

that the flow of heat is very sensitive to both the temperature and pressure at the
conditions where these simulations are carried out. By comparison, the variations
in fluid density and viscosity for the same conditions are more modest, of the order
of l0% to 20To.

3.5

Chapter summary

In this chapter a super-critical equation of state module (EOSll) for TOUGH2
is described. This is the main tool used in this thesis to model the large scale
lreat and mass flows in the TVZ.

EOSIl

UK Steam Tables
(UI{ST) for T < 800"C ancl P < 1000 bar and those by Haar, Gallagher and Kell
(HGK) for800"C <T < 2000"Cand 1000bar < P < 2000bar. Aseamless
interpolation between the UKST and HGK formulations is performed where they
uses thermodynarnic properties of water as given by the

T:

:

to ensure that the density
and internal energy are smooth across these boundaries. The operating range of
EOSI1 is T < 2000"C arrd P < 2000 bar.
overlap, along the lines

800"C and P

1000 bar,

Close to the critical point, the phase clensities given by the UKST are found using
an implicit calculation which can give multiple roots or sometimes fail to converge

at all. In the region within +0.005"C and * I bar of the critical point a bilinear
interpolation scheme is used to determine the density. This scherne is based on
a nurnber of power law approximations to the density in the near-critical region
which match the liquid and steam densities on the satura0ion line and the density
at the critical point exactly.

A suite of examples is presented which show that EOSl1 carr reliably handle
both horizontal ancl vertical 1D flow problerns at near-critical conditions. This
is a cnrcial test of the cocle because of the rapid va.riations in fluid properties
with ternperature and pressure near the critical point. Other examples compare
results frclm EOS11 with srrper-critical modelling studies taken frorn the geotherrnal literattue. Results from EOSIl in problems dealing with procluction from a
super-critical rvell ancl heat transfer in a closed cylinder at near-critical conditions
compale favourably with published data.
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370

380

Temperature (oG)
Figure 3.1: Density of water atP:22p bar, for temperatures betw,een Bbg"c and
4CI0"C. The plot shows the rapid chaoge in density which occurs wi,th
temperature
,near the eriitical point.
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Temperaturc (oC)
Figure 3.2: Enthalpy o-f water at P:222 ba,rn for temperatures between BEO"C
and 40o"'C. The plot sh-ows the rapid change in enthalpy which occurs w:ith
temporature near the eritical point.
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0

T-374.15 ("C)

tte region nea;r the critical p.oiht. Iil the four areas A, Bn
e and D surrounding the eritical point the ttrKST fornaulation cannot e reliably

Figure 3.5: Clo,seup of

uscd to calculate the phase densities. A bilinear interpolation sehemc is used to
derive the fluid densit-ies in these area,s.
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Figure 3.6: The power law approximation for the saturated vapour densitSr near

the eritica! point" The UKST formulation for Regiqn 3 (red squares) converge-s
to incorreot values near the oritical poi:rt. A power law in (T"-T) (soIid line) is,
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the density at the criti,cal point exactlyl
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Figule 3.9: Liquict sa uration profiles in

lD horizontal near-critical flow.
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curves labelled &, b, c and d correspond to times 1012, 1018, 10la and 10ls
seconds.
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labelled a,b,ne and d correspond to tirnes, ilCIl2' 10x3, l'gla and 1015 seconds,
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x (m)
Figure 3.11: Flowrate profiles in 1D horizontal nea.r-critical flow. The curvee
labelled aob,c and d correspond to times 1012, 1013, lOla and 1015 seconds.
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Figure 3.12: Pressure profiles in 1D vertic-al column at super-critieal flow. The
curve labelled 'a' is calculated with zero flow through the system, and curve
'b' corresponds to a flow of 0.001 kgls with an enthalpy of 2400 kJ/kg. The
arrow indicates where the fluid changes from
saturation line in the super-critical region.
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Figure 3.13: Density profiles in lD vertical column at super-critical flow. The
curve labelled 'a'is calculated with zero flow through the system, &nd curve ,b'
corresponds to a flow of 0.001 kg/s with an enthalpy of 2400 kUkg. The arrow
indi.eates where the fluid changes front 'liquid'to 'gas' across, the pseudo-saturatio-n

lline, but this plot show.s the.re is no aesociated change in fluid p-roperties. Note
the density 'boundary layer' near the upper boundary for curve ,b'. This occrus
because the enthalpy of the flowing fluid is less than that of the fluid
at the upper
boundary, where the condltions are fixed.
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Figure 3.17: Kinematic viscosity of water as a function of temperature, fo:
sure equal to 300 bar.
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Figure 3.18; Semi-log plot of pressure versus time for Yaao and Ishidole prob'
lem, with initial temperatrues, from 200"e to 5 0PC, as indicate.d. (Reproduced
from Geothermics, Vol ? 5/'6, 1998, with permis.sion from Geothermics and the
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from Geotherrr,ries, Vol 27, 5/6, 1998, with permission frorn Geothermics arnd the
authors.)
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Chapter 4

2D TVZ Models
4.L

Introduction

This chapter introcluces the first numerical models in this thesis of the large scale
heat and mass flows in the TVZ. The models represent an idealised 2D west
to east slice across the ^wZ. The main reason for starting with 2D models is
simplicity. 2D models serve as a'gentle' introduction to numerical modelling and
have the advantage of reduced computational effort, whilst preserving most of
the essential behaviour of the system in question. 2D models also offer an ease
of interpretation which is useful at this early stage.
The main question which the models in this chapter address is the west/east separation of the TVZ geothermal fields (Figure 2.3). The models explore variations
in the geological structure (as reflected by the permeability) and heat source dis-

tribution which might lead to this separation. Other rnodels explore the efiect of
the principal nonlinearities which occur in the problem - the temperature depenclence of kinematic viscosity and rock permeability. The models in this section do
not provide an exhaustive survey of the possible permeability distributions; they
are intended to clenronstrate a number of generic features in the large scale flows
rvhich may be relevant to the hydrology of the TVZ.
ftr the lirst part of the chapter a description of the model domain, geological units
ancl boundary and initial conditions is given. Next, an outline of the models is

given. This sets out the specific rnodels that are to be presented, as described
above. Following the description of the model results, some of the trtain features
of the large scale florvs are summarised, with their relevance to the TVZ. This
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sets the stage for the 3D nrodels presented in Chapters 5 and 6, which attempt to
explain more specific aspects of the spatial distribution of the TVZ geothermal
fields.

4.2

Model description

4.2.t

Model domain

The TVZ (Figure 2.1) comprises a region approximately 30 kilometres wide and
150 kilometres long, bounded to the north-west and south-east by axial greywacke
ranges. In the 2D models presented in this chapter, the model domain comprises
a slice of unit thickness perpendicular to these ranges. To include the whole of
the likely catchment area for the TVZ, the domain is 80 kilometres wide. The
depth to the base of the model is 8 kilometres, this being the commonly accepted
depth to which rneteoric water circulates, and is consistent with inferences tnade
from geophysical rneasurements (subsection 2.3.1).
The model domain is divided into 5120 elements each 500 metres horizontally by
250 metres vertically. An additional226 boundary elements are used to specify
the boundary conditions on the top and lateral boundaries of the model (subsec-

tion 4.2.3).

4.2.2

Geological units

TVZ is assumed to be composed of three or
four major geological units, as shown in Figure 4.1. For simplicity, the permeability and other rock properties are assumed to be constant throughout each

In the models

presented here the

lnit.

This is the simplest assumption possible, and is reasonable in the absence
of any clata characterising spatial variations in the rock properties. Frorrt another
perspective, when viewed on the length scales of interest in this thesis, the uniform rock properties rnay be thought of as being spatial averages of otherwise
variable quantities.
Geophysical and geological evidence (Bibby et a|.,1995; Wood, 1996) suggests
that an irnportant structural feature of the TVZ is a shallow infill region of

pyroclastic debris which covers the region to a depth of about two kilometres.
Gravity studies (Rogan, 1982) confirrn this, and suggest a rather low rock rlensity
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of 2200 kg/m3. In the TVZ this layer cleepens to the west, but in the modelling
only a uniform two kilometre deep layer will be considered. In all models the
shallow infill regiorr is 30 km wide.
Below the shallorv infill a 'deep infill' regiotr extends to the base of the model at 8
km depth. The exact nature of the rocks in this regiott is unknown, but greywacke
is found at depths of 2 km at Rotokawa, Ohaaki and Kawerau. F\rrther to the rvest

that basement rocks may comprise granitic plutons (Wood, 1996).
Igneous basement rocks have so far been found only at Ngatamariki (Browne et
al., L992).

it

is speculated

Other rock types in the TVZ region are not so well characterised. The regions
outside of the TVZ cornprise axial greywacke ranges. Greywacke is assumed to
extend to a depth of 8 km in these areas. Lastly, faulting may play a major role
in the TVZ hydrology. Faults occur throughout the Taupo Fault Belt (TFB)
and are representecl in the models both individually as small scale features and
collectively as an extended permeable unit.
The main geological units included in the models are listed in Table 4.1, together
with the assumed 'fixed'rock properties which remain the same in all the simulations in this chapter. The permeability of the various geological units differs for
each model, as listed

in Table 4.2 (page 87). The ratio of horizontal to vertical

permeability Ie1,/k, is taken to be ten everywhere, except where otherwise stated'
This is consistent with the inferred permeabilities in the shallow regions of many
geotherrnal fields. Some examples are presented where other ratios are used to
test this assumption.

Density Porosity Heat capacity Conductivity

Unit
Shallow Infill

2200

0.1

1000

3

2650

0.01

1000

3

Exterior

2650

0.01

1000

3

Faults

2200

0.1

1000

3

Deep

Infill

-M simulations. Units for density
Table ,1.1: Rock properties used in 2D
kg/-t, heat capacity JlkglK and thermal conductivity W/ur/K.
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4.2.3 Boundary and initial

conditions

In this section the bounclary conditions and initial conditions used in the 2D
rnodels are described. The boundary conditions are illustrated in Figure 4.2'

The upper boundary is held at a pressure of 1 bar and a temperature of 20"C. As in
rnany geothermal models, this boundary is assumed to consist of fully saturated

liquicl water elements held at fixed pressure and temperature. Rainfall is not
specifiecl at the upper boundary. Instead, the water contained in the boundary
elements can enter or leave this boundary in response to any pressure changes
which occur within the model domain. This is reasonable because infiltration
of rainfall in the TVZ can be shown to be a small fraction of the total rainfall
(subsection 2.4.8).

The lateral boundaries of the domain are held at hydrostatic pressure corresponding to a geophysical temperature gradient of 30'C per kilometre. This is the
temperature gradient observed in the regions surrounding the TVZ (e.g. Studt
and Thompson, 1969). These boundaries are placed sufficiently far from the heat
source that the conditions imposed do not materially affect the rnodelling results.

There are two independent heat sources in the model. Firstly, a uniform heat
source of 0.09 W l^' (45 W per element) is applied across the lower boundary
to maintain the geophysical temperature gradient. This heat source has a total
strength of 7200 W and is applied independently before the geothermal source is
'turned on.' The initial conditions for the model - a vertical temperature gradient
of 30'C/km - are compatible with a concluctive vertical heat flux of 0.09 W/-'.
The initial temperature at the base of the model is 245"C. It should be noted
that some permeability distributions used in this chapter are not compatible

with a steady concluctive vertical heat flow. In these cases, weak convection of
the groundwater occltrs, but as this was found to have no influence on the long
time behaviour of the modelled geothermal plumes, the conductive temperature
distribution was used as the initial condition for all models.

A second heat source is needed to provide the geothermal heat. A sirnple calculation (4500 MW/150,000 m) shows that for a 1 metre length along the TVZ in
the SW-NE direction, this source has a total strength of 30,000 W. This heat is
applied at the lower boundary of the model. For most models, the geothermal
heat source covers a region 30 km rvicle, although a number of different sclurce
geornetries are explored in sectiorr 4.7. The motivation for these models is the

lli)

west-east asyrnnretry observed in the TVZ heat flow (section2.2.I). In all models,

the tobal strength rif the geothermal heat source is 30,000 W.
There is a flow of 'magmatic' water associated with the geothermal heat source.

The mass of this waterr can be estimated by assuming that l0% of the total
geothermal fluicl flow is of magmatic origin (subsection 2.4.2). This works out to
roughly 450 kg/s, or 0.003 kg/s per metre (450 kg/s/150,000 m) of the TVZ. This
magmatic water is applied over the same region of the models as the geotherlnal

heat source.

In

models where the heat source is not uniform, the magmatic

water is applied in proportion to the 'local' heat flow at a rate of 0.1 kg/s/Mw
(subsection 2.4.7).

Finally, the models are used with TOUGH2/EOSI1 to simulate periods of time
between 500,000 and 2,000,000 years, depending on how quickly the modelled
systems evolve. This is comparable to the 1.6 Ma age of the 'young -f'' (Wilson
et aI., 1995) and is long enough for any transient behaviour resulting from the
initial conditions to decav or for close to steadv state conditions to be reached.

4.2.4 Outline of 2D models
In the following sections of this chapter, a number of models are presented to
explore various features of the large scale hydrology of the TVZ. For reference,
these are listed in Table 4.2, with a brief description of each model.
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4.3

Modelling results

4.3.L Reference model
The first model in this chapter is presented as a 'reference' example to illustrate
the behaviour of a typical 2D model. It is referred to as model A in Table 4.2. This
has a very simple geological structure comprising a shallow infill region 2 km deep
and 30 km wicle, with a horizontal/vertical permeability of 50/5x10-15m2. Elsewhere, in the decp infill and exterior regions, the permeability is 5/0.5x 19-15t2'

Other rock properties used in the model are listed in Table 4.L.
The boundary and initial conditions for this model are as described in subsection
4.2.3. For reference, it is again noted that the model has a uniforrnly distributed
heat source 30 km wide, centered on the base of the model domain at 8 km depth,
with a total strength of 30,000 W. A source of rnagmatic water is applied over
the same area, ancl has a total strength of 0'003 kg/s.

The evolution of temperature in model A is shown in Figures 4.3 to 4.6. After
50,000 years (Figure 4.3), plumes of hot fluid have formed at each edge of the
heat source and have reached the surface. A conductive region has formed near
the heat source, and this has started to 'erode' at the edges because of cooling
from lateral flows. This zone has a central temperature of about 1000'C and
forms because the convection of groundwater is not efficient enough to remove
all of the applied heat. Because of the permeability cutoff, the temperature of

the hottest rnobile fluicl is about 360'C. The flow above the heat source shows
increasing instability ancl by 200,000 years (Figure 4.5) the plumes have almost
merged. At 500,000 years (Figure 4.6) the plumes have coalesced completely.
The depression of the temperature contours in the exterior region (in Figure 4.6)
indicates that by this time rnost fluid in this region is cool and originates from the
surface. The plumes of warm fluid on either side of the central high temperature
plume are caused by either the 'geophysical' heat (subsection 4.2.3) mobilising

the fluid in this region (left plume), or by the inflow of warm fluid from the lower
right hydrostatic boundary (right plume).
Figures 4.7 Lo 4.10 show mass flux vectors for the same times. At 50,000 years
(Figure a.7) a strong downflow through the surface of the infill region has been
establishecl which comprises the major source of 'new' fluid into the hydrothermal
system. The two hot plumes emanate frorn the edges of the heat source, and the

conductive region above the heat sour(:e can be seen. These featurcs al'(l Inore
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100,000 years (Figure 4.8), where the interaction between the twcr
plumes is apparerrt immecliately above the heat source and there is a flow of
fluid upward along the surface of the conductive zone. The plumes have moved

obvious

at

closer together, while still emerging from the extremities of the conductive region.
Between 200,000 and 500,000 years (Figures 4.9 and 4.10) the plumes merge

completely as the conductive zone is cooled by lateral flows, and a near-steady
state is reached.

in the central plurne is
0.048 kg/s/m. This is twice the estimated value for the TYZ of 0.024 kg/s/m
(subsection 2.4.8). The 'applied' mass flow at the source in this example is 0'003

At

b00,000 years the mass flow through upper boundary

fraction of magmatic water is 0.003/0.048 or about
6%. This is comparable to the value given by Giggenbach (1995) for the western

kg/s, and

so the corresponding

TVZ geothermal fields.
That separate hot plumes form at the edges of the heat source suggests a possible
reason for the presence of separated eastern and western geothermal systems in
the TVZ (Figure 2.3). However, in the model these plumes merge in about
500,000 years. This is not seen in the TVZ, where a clear west-east distribution
of the geothermal fields is observed which has apparently persisted for a time
comparable to the lifetime of the TVZ.

It

follows that an understanding of the mechanism that causes the plumes to
merge might lead to an explanation of the west-east separation of the geothermal
systems. In the following sections of this chapter a number of possible mechanisms
are examined.

4.3.2 Constant z model
Linear convection theory (e.g. Nield and Behan, 1998) assumes constant fluid
properties, apart frorn the density, and predicts that convective plumes shorrld
be stable and spaced at approximately twice the depth of the heat source. The
conditions for a linear convective system are not realised in the TVZ because the
temperature variations are too large at the depths of several kilometres relevant
to this hydrological system. Nevertheless, it is informative to examine a 'lineat'
equivalent of model A, as it is possible that nonlinear effects clue to the high
temperature fluicl properties are causing the plumes in model A to coalesce- The
linear system is obtained by excluding the major nonlinearity in the fluicl prop-
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erties. To do this, the kinematic viscosity is set everywhere to that of water at
200"C and 500 bar pressure (1.62x10-7 m2/s). These conditions rvere chosen to
be approximately rnidway between the hottest and cnolest flowing fluids expected

irr the model. This is model B in Table 4.2.
The evolution of temperature in model B is shown in Figures 4.11 to 4.14. These
figures correspond to times between 50,000 and 1,000,000 years from the onset

of the heat source. This system behaves in a similar manner to model A. The
plumes coalesce completely in 1,000,000 years, demonstrating that nonlinear fluid
properties are not responsible for the merging of the plurnes. The main difference
from rnodel A is the more uniform temperature of the region outside the hot
plume. This is caused by the increased mobility of the cool fluid which flows
downward from the surface, suppressing the upward heat flow. In model A this
fluid has a kinematic viscosity of 10-6 m2/s so its mobility is six times higher
than in the present exarnple.

4.3.3 Constant permeability

model

Another significant nonlinearity is the temperature dependence of the permeabil-

ity. The'default'in EOSI1 is for the permeability to reduce by a factor of

100

as the temperature increases from 360"C to 400'C (subsection 2.3.3). This has

the effect of reducing the flow of fluid, and hence the convective cooling, in the
high temperature regions. The conductive region seen in model A above the heat
source forms because of this reduced cooling, and may be associated with the
plume coalescence. To test this idea, the reference model A is now repeated with

the temperature dependence of permeability removed. This is model C in Table
4.2.

The evolution of model C is shown in Figures 4.15 to 4.18. Again, the figures
correspond to times from 50,000 to 500,000 years from the onset of the heat source.
These figures show that because of the higher permeability there is greater cooling
and the instability occurs sooner, at 50,000 .years. The plurnes are fully merged
by 200,000 years.
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4.3.4

Section summary

In the reference model A separate plumes of hot fluid forrn at the edges of the
heat source at early tirnes, but merge on time scales comparable to the age of
the TVZ, 1.6 Ma. The principal nonlinearities in the problem, related to the
temperature dependence of kinematic viscosity and permeability, do not affect
the merging of the plumes.

4.4

Lateral flows

Models basecl on linear convection theory (e.g. Lapwood, 1948; Wooding, 1978)'
have been used to explain the spacing of the TVZ geothermal fields. The main

predictions of these models are that a stable regular convection pattern results
when a homogeneous and isotropic porous medium is heated from below and that
the spacing between the plumes is roughly twice the depth of the porous medium
(subsection 2.5.3). Linear theory applies strictly only to the onset of convection,

and extensions to finite amplitude convection indicate that stable motions will
only occur for a limited range of Rayleigh number, above which unstable flows

will occur.

A major assumption of these theories is that the domain and heat source

are

horizontally infinite in extent so there is no horizontal length scale imposed on
the problem. This is not the case in the examples presented in this thesis, where
both the domain and heat source are finite. McKitrbin and O'Sullivan (1981)
examined the onset of convection in layered systems of finite extent, and gave
results for critical Rayleigh number, cell width and initial slope of the Nusselt
number (with respect to Rayleigh number) for a number of cases. For the special
case of a homogeneous layer, it was found that the Nusselt number (i.e. the heat
transfer) is independent of the number of convection cells.
For other cases, the heat transfer does depend on the cell spacing, and is not necessarily maxirnised for the 'preferred' spacirrg. O'Sullivan and McKibbin (1982)
show that the cell width for maximum heat transfer decreases as the Rayleigh
number increases. For finite regions, where the width of the region is not an

exact integer number of cell spacings, the heat transfer is less than when the
region contains a wholc number of cells. This is the case in the ^M, rvhere the
heat source is finite ancl there is presumably a contrast ilt perrneability between
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the inner 'infill region' of the TVZ and the exterior region. In particular, this
pernreability contrast will affect the flow of fluid between the inner TVZ and the
exterior region. To investigate the effect of the coupling between these regions
a nurnber of models are presented in this section where the exterior region is
assigned progressively lower permeabilities.

In the

examples

in this section, some convective

systems occur

with regularly

spaced plumes, and this affords the possibility of a comparison with the predictions of linear theory. This occurs in models D2 and F, where systems of five

plumes occur for 200,000 and at least 2,000,000 years respectively. For each of
these systems the plume spacing is approximately equal to the depth of the convective layer (8 km), approximately half of the prediction of linear theory for
an isotropic porous medium. The explanation for this lies in the permeability
clistribution within the deep infill zone. For these two models the ratio of the
horizontal to vertical permeability in this region is 5:1. The

In the first model (model D), the permeabilities in the shallow and deep infill
regions are kept at 50/5x10-15 m2 and 510.5x10-15 m2 as in model A, but the
exterior permeability is reduced to 1/0.1x10-15 m2. This creates a permeability

contrast between the infill and exterior regions. Figures 4.19,4.20,4.2I and 4.22
show temperature distributions between 100,000 and 1,000,000 years. At 100,000
years, a conductive zone almost 1 km thick has formed above the heat source,
with hot fluid rising in several plumes within the infill region. By 200,000 years
the hot fluid has formed three distinct plumes, but these have collapsed into two
asymmetric plumes by 500,000 years, and by 1,000,000 years merging into a single
plume is essentially complete. At all times the temperature contours in much of
the exterior region retain approximately the initial temperature gradient, arrd are
only depressed by cool downflows in the immediate vicinity of the infill region.

This indicates that, relative to moclel A, the vertical flows in the exterior region
are reduced. A consequence of this is that less fluicl is available to remove heat
from the vicinity of the heat source and a larger conductive region forms above it.
The conductive regions strongly control the locations of the geothermal plumes

in this model.
In the second model (model D2), the vertical permeability in the deep infill regiotr
is clouble<i. The penneability in the cleep infill region is then 5/1x 10-t5 m2, with
other permeabilities being as for model D above. The temperature distributions
for ttris model are sholvn in Figures 4.23 to 4.26, for times between 100,000 and
1,000,000 years. These figures show an almost stable system of 5 plumes within
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the infill region up to 200,000 years. The three plumes inside the infill region show
initial signs of instability at 500,000 years, and by 1,000,000 years have mergecl
into two moving plumes withirr the infill region, while the two stationary plumes

at the infill region boundary remain fixed. A significant feature shown in these
figures is that fixecl plumes of hot fluid always occur at the boundary between the
infill and exterior regions. This feature was absent in model A, and is associated
with the permeability contrast which defines this boundary.

In model E, the exterior penneability is reduced to 0.1/0.01x10-rb m2.

For

permeabilities this low, conduction beconres the dorninant form of heat transport
and so fluid flow in the exterior region is very small. The temperatures for this
example are shown in Figures 4,27 to 4.30, between 200,000 and 2,000,000 years.
By 200,000 years, the system has a well developed conductive region above the

heat source and the infill region contains three hot plumes, again with two of
these located at the boundary between the infill and exterior regions. The system
remains in a state similar to this until 1,000,000 years, with the conductive zone
almost disappearing by this time. For all times, each plume is located above a

conductive 'hot spot'.

At

2,000,000 years, the central plume in the

infill region

has rnovecl (as the 'hot spot' moves) and an additional plume has appeared, but

the plumes at the boundaries of the infill region remain fixed.
In model F, the vertical permeability in the deep infill zone is itrcreased by a factor
of two (over that in model E), so that the permeability there is 5/1v19-ts -2.
The exterior permeability remains at 0.1/0.01x10-15 m2. This has a surprisingly
large effect. Five plumes (three interior, two on the boundary) now form, and
are stable for at least 2,000,000 years, as shown in Figures 4.31 (200,000 years) to

4.34 (2,000,000 years). The difference between this and model E is attributed to
the greater cooling of the region near the heat source, as result of the increased

vertical permeability in the infill region. In this case, the temperature above the
heat source remains below the 'cutoff' tenrperature of 360'C. In this circumstance,
it appears that a stable convective system with multiple plumes can exist.
Model F2 explores the effect of increasing the vertical permeability in the deep
infill region further, while retaining the very low permeability in the exterior

region. Figures 4.35 to 4.38 show the temperature distributions for this model
between 100,000 and 1,000,000 years. This model is characterised by a low number (2 or 3) of unsteady plumes within the infill region, rvith steady plumes at
both bourrclaries of the infill region. Further increasing the vertical permeability
in the infill region (over that in moclel F) has therefore resrtltecl in an unstable
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convectlve system.

In models D2, E, F and F2 steady plunres occur at the boundaries between
the infill and the exterior regions. These are associated with the permeability
contrast at this boundary because they do not occur in model D, where this
contrast is absent. They appear to result from a'heat sweep' mechanism where
downflows of cool surface fluid sweep the geothermal heat outward to the infill
region boundaries, where it ascends because of the permeability contrast there.
These plumes are long-lasting and bear some resemblance to the geothermal fields

in the western and eastern TVZ. Consequently, the effect of permeability contrasts
will be further explored in a 3D caldera model in section 5.3, and later, in the
context of full TVZ models, in Chapter 6.
Models D2 and F are identical except for the exterior permeabilities, which are
a factor of ten lower in model F. The effect of lower exterior permeability is
to reduce the flow of fluid between the exterior and infill regions, and this in

turn increases the stability of the convective system. Thus, the plumes in model
F persist for at least 2,000,000 years, whereas those in model D2 last for only
500,000 years before becorning unstable. A similar effect is seen with models D
and E. These behave in a similar way up to 200,000 years, but while at 500'000
years model E still has a relatively stable system of three plumes, model D has
become unstable.

The sequence of models E, F and F2 are identical, except for having increasing
vertical permeability in the infill region. For the lowest permeability case (model
E), conductive regions form near the heat source and these control the locations
of the geothermal plumes. Further irrcreasing the vertical permeability (model
F) results in greater cooling (and lower ternperature) and a stable convective
system consisting of five plumes. Increasing the permeability yet again (model

F2) results in an unstable system. These results suggest that stable convective
systems may only occur for a small range of the vertical permeability. If this is
too low conductive regions will form near the heat source, and if too high unstable
flows will occllr.

4.4.t

Section summary

This section has examined the effect of a permeability contrast between the infill
and exterior regions of the 2D TVZ rnodels. If the penneability of the exterior
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region is reducecl relative to the deep infill then stable plumes occur at the boundaries of the infill region. These are reminiscent of those seen in the western and

to result from heat being 'swept' to the infill region
boundaries by downflows of cool surface fluid. Inside the infill region a conduc-

eastern TVZ, and appear

tive region will form above the heat source if the vertical permeability is too low.
Increasing the permeability can result in either a stable, multi-plume convective
system or, if the pernreability is even higher, an unstable convective system. For
models with permeability in the exterior region of 5/0.5x10-15m2, the downflows
of cool surface fluid in this region are strong and plumes of warm fluid arise outside the infill region. These plumes result from the geophysical (as opposed to
geothermal) heat source and probably do not occur in the TVZ.In models where
the exterior permeability is 1/0.1x16-l5ttr2 or less, the temperature gradient in

the exterior region renrains close to the initial conductive state, and the plumes
do not form.

4.5

Large scale permeabilitY

Because no data is available for the deep, large scale permeabilities, these must be

determined by inference. The permeabilities in reference model A represent only
one possible choice, and the geornetry of that model excludes many interesting
possibilities. In this section a number of variations of the reference model are
considerecl where the permeability of the exterior region is changed. Two models
also explore the adclition of a shallow, large scale 'Fault Belt' where the faults are

lurnped into a single high permeability unit, and the case of narrow individual
faults at the edges of the TVZ.

4.5J

Increase k1 in exterior region

In section 4.4 it was shown that the permeability of the exterior regiou can have
a significant effect on the convective system above the heat source. In this subsection the effect of increasing the horizontal permeability of this region relative
to its value in rrroclel A is exarnined. The horizontal permeability is increased
to 10x10-15m2, twice its value in rnodel A. The vertical permeability retnains
thei sarne at 0.5x10-15m2. All other morlel pararnet,ers are the same as those in
rnodel A. This is rrrodel

Gl in Table

4.2.
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Figures 4.39 and 4.40 show the ternperature distribution in model G1 at 50,000
and 2,000,000 years. At 50,000 years the early evolution of the model is similar

to moclel A and by 2,000,000 years a single central plume has formed, although
this is rather unstable. At 2,000,000 years the temperature contours are not so
depressed as those in model A, indicating that the predominant flow of water into
the model is from the lateral boundaries. Because this fluid has a temperature
of about 250'C at the base of the model, the deep recharge is hotter than in
moclel A. The low density and viscosity of this recharge fluid contribute to the
instability of the final central plume at 2,000,000 years'

4.5.2

Increase

k, in exterior region

Gl, the vertical permeability in the exterior region is now
relative to model A. The vertical permeability is set to 1x19-15*2,

Following from model
increased,

or twice its value in model A. The horizontal permeability of the exterior region
remains at 5x19-15ot2. This is model G2 in Table 4'2'
Figures 4.41 and 4.42 show the temperature distribution in model G2 at 50,000
and 2,000,000 years. Again, the early evolution of the system at 50'000 years
is similar to that in model A. At 2,000,000 years however there is a marked
difference. The exterior region is now almost isothermal and has a temperature
equal to that of the downflowing surface waters (20"C). This occurs because of the
enhanced vertical permeability in this model, which increases the surface flows

into the model relative to those from the lateral boundaries.

4.5.3 ka:k, in exterior region
In the next model the horizontal and vertical permeabilities in the exterior region
are both set to 0.5x 10-rb m2. This is model G3 in Table 4.2'
Figures 4.43 and 4.44 show the temperature distribution in model G3 at 50,000
ancl 2,000,000 years. The early evolution of the system is again sirnilar to that
in rnodel A. At 2,000,000 years the temperature is intermediate between that

of models G1 and G2; there are large low temperature areas overlying warmer
regions at 250'C or more. This is the result of the comparable inflows from the top
arrcl

lateral boundaries, due to the equal horizontal and vertical permeabilities'
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4.5.4 Shallow fault belt
A major structure in the TVZ is the Taupo Fault Belt (TFB) (Bibby et a1.,1995)
which extends about 20 kilometres eastward from the western margin of the TVZ
(Figure 2.1). These authors give no estimate of the depth to which the TFB
extends, but suggest that it provides the path for the downward flow of meteoric
water which eventually supplies the geothermal fields.

To investigate this possibility, a shallow high permeability zone is added to the
western (left-hand) side of the shallow infill region. This 'Fault Belt' is 15 km
wicle ancl one km deep. The permeability is 250125x16-r5*2' This is a factor
of five higher than in the remainder of the shallow infill region, and was chosen
to make the effect of the fault belt on the hydrology more clear. Elsewhere the
permeabilities are identical to those in the reference model A. In the absence of
inforrnation about the depth of the TFB, the fault belt was chosen to be one km
cleep

to investigate the effect of a 'shallow' fault, This is referred to as model I

in Table

4.2,

The temperature evolution of model I is shown in Figures 4.45 to 4.48, for times
between 50,000 and 500,000 years. These plots show that the convective system
evolves in a similar manner to that in model A, except that the final plume is
displaced away from the region beneath the TFB. The displacement is caused by
the preferential downflows of surface fluid which occur beneath the TFB. Thus

the presence of the TFB has no effect on the mechanisrn of plume formation or
merging, but it does affect the final location of the plume by inducing strong
downflows.

4.5.5 Permeable faults
A latural model to explain the occurrence of two upflow zones in the TVZ might
contain faults at the western and eastern edges of the TVZ. This is motivated by
the conjecture that the plumes of hot fluid seen in previous rnodels might be held
i1 position if a suitable permeable path is present. Grindley (1965) suggested
that this occurs at Wairakei, where upflows of hydrothermal fluid apparently
occur along the Waiora, Kaiapo and Upper Waiora faults. According to Grindley
these are 'major' faults, which lie close to the eastertt rnargin of the Taupo Fault
Belt.
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The efl'ect of such permeable faults can be investigated by adding vertical regions of enhanced permeability to each side of the infill region. These 'faults'
extencl to the depth two kilometres, and have a width of one kilometre- They
are assignecl a permeability ten times that of the surrounding infill rock, that is
b00/b0x19-r5*2. Elsewhere the permeability is the same as that used in model

A. This is model J in Table

4.2.

The temperatures in model J at 200,000 and 500,000 years are shown in Figures
4.49 and 4.50. These figures show that the faults make little difference to the
overall development of the convective system and that the plumes of hot fluid
which form initially eventually coalesce'
Once again the faults act as conduits for cool surface water to flow downward.
This is more clearly illustrated by the mass flows. These are shown at the same

times in Figures 4,51 and 4.52. The large downflows in the faults are obvious'

4.5.6

Section summary

Models rvith differing exterior permeabilities give substantially the same result
as model A - the early formation of separate plumes which merge on time scales
less than the lifetime of the TVZ. Cold downflows are associated with high permeability regions such as the TFB or individual faults. In these cases coalescence
of the plumes still occurs. Thus faults, rather than providing a conduit for upflowing hot fluid, act as a channel for downflowing cold fluid. The firral location

of the merged plume can be influenced by these downflows, but in no case was
a permea|ility clistribution found where stable plumes exist for long periods of
time.

4.6
4.6.1

Topography
Large scale topography

The TVZ is bounded to the north-west and south-east by greywacke ranges rising, in the east particularly, to over 1000 metres above the Waikato River. This
high ground not only defines the TVZ watershed, but may also influence the hydrological sysl,em by provicling aclditional pressure head at the lateral boundaries
of the 'M.In this section trvo models with a sirnl>lifiecl representation of this
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topography are presented, ancl the resulting evolution of the hydrological system
is comparecl to the rnodels previously presented.

The topography which is added to the model is derived from a cross-section
across the TVZ which intersects the Wairakei and Kawerau geothermal fields at
a bearing of approximately 40'. Altitude data were taken from a New Zealand
Orographic data base (Peter McGavin, p€N. comm.) and recorded at one kilometre intervals along this cross-section.
Additional 'topographical' elements were then added to the upper boundary of
model A to represent these altitude data. The additional elements are each 100
metres high and 250 metres wide, and are stacked so as to best fit the altitude
clata. The topography is therefore represented to 100 metre accuracy. The topographic data ancl modified upper boundary are shown in Figure 4.53. The lowest
part of the cross section, where the TVZ lies, is displaced to the south-west to
ensure that the peaks of the western and eastern greywacke ranges both lie within
the 80 kilometre wide model dornain.

to lie close to the ground surface,
the uppermost topographic elernents are connected to the 'atmospheric' boundary elements. Initial conditions are calculated by rumirrg this model for 200,000
years with no geothermal heat source. Flows of water and heat induced by the
topography are present in these initial conditions. A consequence of this is that
Because the grounclwater surface is expected

the initial conditions must be recalculated whenever the permeability of the topographical elements is changed. It should be noted that these flows are small
compared with those induced by the geothermal heat source.

The first example (model K) considers the TVZ with a low permeability topographical region. The permeability is set to 10/1x10-rb m2. The permeability
elsewhere in the model is the sarne as in model A. Figure 4.54 shows the calculatecl initial state. The rnain feature of this is that the downflows of cool surface
water overwhelm the concluctive temperature gradient in some locations, resulting in temperatures as low as 20'C at a depth of five kilometres in some parts of
the model.
The [ehaviour is similar to the previous models, with the formation of two plumes
at early times, followed by urerging of these plumes. Figure 4.55 shows the
temperature distribution for model K after 500,000 years, showing the merged
plumes.
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In the

seconcl example (model

L), the topography is identical to that in the

previous model, but the permeability is now set to 100/10x10-15 m2. The initial
condition is shown in Figure 4.56. In this example the effect of the topography
is greater, due to the higher permeability and increased flows from the surface.

Figure 4.57 shows the temperature distribution in model L at 500,000 years' As
with the previous low permeability example (model K), including the large scale
topography in the rnoclel does not influence the formation and later merging of
the plumes.

4.6.2

Section summary

Large scale topographical features alter the background flows of heat and mass,
but do not alter the hydrological system enough to affect the evolution of the
geothermal systems. For'surface'permeabilities of 10x19-ls tttz and 100 x10-15
m2, t[e a<ldition of topography does not alter the tendency for the geothermal
plumes to coalesce on time scales less than the age of the TVZ, Because of this,
Iarge scale topography will not be incorporated explicitly in any further models

in this thesis.

4.7

Other heat sources

Up to this point, the heat sources in the models in this chapter have been unrform in the west-east direction across the TVZ. In this section the possibility of
nonuniform, asymmetric heat sources is considered. The motivation for this is
two-fold - the previous models have not provided an explanation for the west to
east separation of the TYZ geothermal fields or for the differences in heat output
between these groups of geothermal fields'

4.7.1 Distinct

heat sources

One possible explanation tbr the oc:currence of separate geothermal fields in the
western and easternTYZ is that there are two distinct underlying heat sources'

The models in this subsection explore the consequences of this idea.
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The rnodels presented here are in all respects the same a"s rnodel A, except that
the heat source is divicled into two equal parts, each 5 kilometres across' These
are separatecl by different distances: 35, 30, 25 and 20 kilometres respectively.
These are referrecl to in Table 4.2 as models M1 to M4. Figures 4.58,4.59' 4.60
and 4.61 show the temperatures in these four models after 2,000,000 years. The
figures show that the plumes remain distinct if the sources are separated by 25
kilometres or more. For a separation of 20 kilometres the plumes merge, as in
the examples presented in previous sections.
Where the plumes remain distinct (e.g. Figure 4.58), nearly isothermal conditions exist between them, from the surface to a depth of six to seven kilometres.
This suggests that most of the water which comprises the plumes originates from
this region, because the relatively undisturbed temperature contours in the exte-

rior region of the model (outsicle the sources) indicate only small mass fluxes in
comparison.

This ofiers a clue to the ntechanism which causes the plurnes to merge' It is
speculated that if the downflow between the plumes is sufficiently strong the
plumes will remain distinct. Conversely, if the downflow cannot support the fluid
flow required to form the plumes, water will flow in from the much larger exterior
region and the plumes will merge.

4.7.2

Delayed heat sources

A more general case of two heat sources occurs where the onset of one heat source
is delayed with respect to the other. This could be the case in the TVZ, where the
eastern geothermal systems are considered to be younger than those in the west
(subsection 2.2.I).In this section, a modest delay of 100,000 years is considered
for heat sources separated by 30, 20 ancl 15 km. The models are identical to those
of subsection 4.7.1, with the exception that the onset of the right (eastern) heat
source is delayed by 100,000 years. These are models Nl to N3 in Table 4.2.
For a plume separation of 15 kilometres (model N1), the temperature distribution
is shown in Figures 4.62 to 4.65 for times 100,000 to 1,000,000 years' The first

of these figures shows the single plume at the time of onset of the eastern (righthancl) heat source. Next, at 200,000 years' there are two distinct plumes' In
Figure 4.64, the plumes have nrerged at, the surface, but are still separate at

depth lear the [e.,at sources. In Figure 4.65, the high temperatttre 'condttr:tive'
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regions at the base of the rnodel are partially merged'

For a plume separation of 20 kilometres (model N2), the ternperatures are shown
at 200,000 years (Figure 4.66), 1,000,000 years (Figure 4.67) and 2,000,000 years

(Figure 4.68). In this instance the plumes remain distinct for a period greater
than the age of the TVZ. This is in contrast to a previous example (subsection
4.7.I) where 'simultaneously' occurring heat sources separated by 20 kilometres
merged in less than 1,000,000 Years.

In the final example, model N3, the heat sources are separated by 30 kilometres'
In this case, the plumes stay separated for at least 2,000,000 years (Figure 4.69).

4.7.3 Wider heat source
has been assumed that the heat source has the sarne width as the
shallow infill region, 30 km. In this section this condition is relaxed and the heat
source is set to be 40 kilometres across. This results in a lower heat flux of 30,000
W/40,000 m : 0.75 W/nr at the lower boundary' This is model O.
So far,

it

Figures 4.70 to 4.73 show the evolution of temperature in model O between 50'000
and 500,000 years. The betraviour is similar to model A and the plumes are fully
merged at 500,000 years. The flow is more irregular than that in the reference
model A because the conductive zone above the heat source is not as prominent
due to the reduced heat flux.

4.7.4

Stepped heat source

The total geothermal heat output in the TVZ is divided in the ratio 3:1 between
eastern and western geothermal fields (Figure 2.3). A naive model for the heat
source which reflects this distribution is presented here. In this model (P) the
western half (15 km) of the heat source has a strength of 7500 W, and the eastern

half 22,500 W. The total amount of heat applied is 30,000 W'
Fignres 4.74 to 4.77 show the evolution of model P between 50,000 and 500,000
years. Again, merging of the plumes occurs, and a substantial conductive region

is formed in the eastern TVZ. The western side of the heat source remains cool
(about 400"C) cornpared with the eastern side.
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4.7.5 Ramped heat source
A more general form of the stepped heat source is where the strength of the heat
source is a linear function of position measured from west to east' The source
increases from 120 w/km at the western edge of the heat source to 1880 W/km
at the eastern eclge in 6 steps, each 5 kilometres (10 elements) long' The total
strength is 30,000 w. Magmatic fluid is added in proportion to the heat flow at
the rate of 0.1 kg/s/MW, as explained in subsection 2'4'l'
Figures 4.78 to 4.81 show the evolution of this system (rnodel Q) from 50'000
to b00,000 years. Similar behaviour is seen to the previous stepped heat source,
with the plumes merging in the eastern TVZ.

4.7.6 Volumetric heat source
A moclel of t|e TVZ by Weir (1998), suggests that a significant fraction of the
heat flow into the TVZ occurs in the forrn of magmatic intrusions within the
upper eight kilometres of the crust. Here, a model of this type is tested' It is
assumed that the average volume of the individual magmatic intrusions is small
enough for the heat source to be considered uniform in space.

In the example presentecl here, 50% of the total heat flow is assumed to occur in
the form of magmatic intrusions within the model domain. The remaining heat is
adcled at the base, as in previous models. Thus 15,000 W is distributed uniformly
throughout the volume of the shallow and deep infill regions (1920 elernents). The
heat flow per element is 7.81 W. There is an associatecl flow of magmatic fluid of
7.81x 10-7 kg/s for each element.
Figures 4.82 to 4.85 show the evolution of this system (model R) between 50'000
ancl 500,000 years. The resulting system initially forms two diffuse plumes, but
these merge

in a rather irregular manner by

500,000 years. The temperatures

are lower than in previous rnoclels where the heat source was placed at the lower
bounflary and no conductive region forms above the heat source.

4.7.7

Section summary

Models with a variety of heat source distributions all pr<lduce separate lllumes
of hot fluicl g,t carlv tinres. These plumes rnerge on time scales shorter thart
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tlre age of the TVZ. Mo{els with two distinct heat sources can sustain separate
hydrothermal plumes if the separation of the sources is at least 25 km, or 20 km
if ttre onset of one heat source occurs 100,000 years after the other.

4.8

Chapter summary

ln this chapter a number of models

have explored different aspects of the TVZ

hydrological system in a 2D setting.

A generic feature of many of these models is that, at early times, two distinct
plumes of hot fluid form, each of which is associated with one edge of the heat
source. However, these plumes merge on time scales less than the age of the
TVZ, and so this featlre of the models cannot provide the explanation for the
long term separation of the western and easternTYZ geothermal fields'

If a permeability contrast exists between the inner infill region and the exterior region of theTYZ, then long-lasting plunres of hot fluid can form at the boundaries
of the infill region. These appear to form because of a heat sweep mechanism,
where cold clownflows in the infill region sweep the geothermal heat outward to
the permeability contrast at the infill boundaries, where the hot fluid rises to the
surface. Varying the vertical permeability inside the infill region can result in
the formation of conductive regions (low permeability), stable convective systems
(internrediate pernreability) or unstable convective systems (high permeability)'

An important observation from these models is that higher permeability in the
shallow rocks, including faults, provides a conduit for the downflow of meteoric
water. In some cases this water provides most of the fluid for the hydrothermal
plumes, but cloes not ensure that stable plumes will form. The upward flow of
hot fluid in high permeability areas such as faults is not seen in these models.
Topographic detail included in the rnodel only alters the large scale rnass and
heat flows in a minor way. Topography does not appear to be important in
determining the overall hydrological structure of the TVZ.
The above conclusions corne from models with a single, uniform geothermal heat
source. Mo{els with more general heat source distributions give essentially similar
results, except in the case where distinct heat sources are considered for the
western anfl eastcrn geothermal fields. In this case, separate plumes can remain
distilct on time scales as long than thc age of the TVZ if the separation of the

i0.l

If

the otrset ol the ea,sterlt ltcat sottrce ts
clelaye<l l>y 100.000 years with respect to the westel'Il heat source, stable, separate
plurnes cerrr exist at 20 kilornetre separation. This compares with the typical
spacing of the TVZ geothennal fidds of about 15 km.
solrrces is great,er than 25 kilornetres.
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Figure 4.1: Sehematic of domain for 2D TVZ modelsn showing dimeneions and
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Figure 4.2: Schematic showing boundary conditions for 2D TVZ models.
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Figure 4.3: Temperature distribution in the reference model A, at 50,000 years.
At early times separate plumes of hot fluid form at each edge of the heat source'
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Figgre 4.4: Temperature distribution in the reference model A, at 100,000 years.
The hot fluid above the heat source shows growing instability'
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Figure 4.5: Temperature distribution in the reference model A, at 200,000 years.
The plumes of hot fluid have begun to coalesce'
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Figure 4.6: Ternperature distribution in the reference model A, at 500,000 years.
The hot fluid has now coalesce<l into a single plurne.
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Frgure 4.9: Mass flux vectors in the reference nrodel A, at, 200'000 years.
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Figure 4.10: Mass ffux vectors in the reference model A, at 500,000 years.
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Figure 4.11: Temperature distribution in model B, with constant kinematic viscosity, at 50,000 years.
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Figure 4.12: Tenrperature distribution in model B, with r:onstant kinematic: viscosity, at 100,000 years.
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Figure 4.13: Temperature distribution in model B, with constant kinematic viscosity, at 200,000 years. There is a greater cold downflow compared with the
reference model A, but this has not prevented the plumes merging'
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Figure 4.14: Temperature distribution in model B, with constant kinematic viscosity, at 500,000 years. The merging of the plumes is complete, and the remainder of the clonrain is close to isothermal.
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Figure 4.15: Temperature distribution in rnodel C, with constant permeability,

at 50,000

years.
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Terrrperature distribution in model C, with constant perureability,
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Figlre 4.17: Temperature distribution in model C, with constant permeability,
at 200,000 years.
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Figure 4.18: Temperature distribution in rnodel C, with constant perrneability,
at 500,000 yeaxs. T'he merging of the plumes is cornplete.
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Figure 4.19: Temperature distribution in nrodel D, with shallow/deep infill regions and moderately permeable exterior region, at 100,000 years. There is suffir:itnt permeability in the exterior region to allow some lateral inflow of fluid'
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Figlre .1.20: Ternperature clistribution in model D, with shallow/deep infill regious anrl nroderately permeable exterior region, at 200,000 .vears. There is sufficiernt pcrnreabilit;z in thc exterior re.gion to allow sonte lateral inflow of fluirl'
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Figure 4,21: Temperature distribution in model D, rvith shallow/deep infill regions ancl moclerately permeable exterior region, at 500,000 years. There is sufficient permeability in the exterior region to allow some lateral inflow of fluid.
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Figure 4.22: "Iemperature distribution in model D, with shallow/deep infill regiols and rnoclerately permeable exterior region, at 1,000,000 years. There is
sufficient pernreability in the exterior regiott to allow some lateral inflow of fluid.
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Figure 4.23: Tcnrperature distribution in model D2, with shallow/deep infill regions an{ mocleratelv permeable exterior region, at 100,000 years. There is sufficient permeability in the exterior region to allow sotne lateral inflow of fluid.
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Figure 4.24: Ternpernturc distribution in model D2, with shallow/deep infill regions and rnoclerately perrneable exterior region, at 200,000 years. There is sufficient pt'nneability in the exterior region to allow some lateral inflou' of fluicl'
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Figure 4.25: Temperature distribution in model D2, with shallow/deep infill regions ancl moclerately permeable exterior region, at 500,000 years. There is sufficient permeability in the exterior region to allow some lateral inflow of fluid.
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Figure 4.26: Temperature distribution in model D2, with shallow/deep infill regions and moderately permeable exterior region, at 1,000,000 years. There is
sufiicient permerabilit.y in the exterior region to allorv some lateral inflow of fluid.
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Figrrre 4.27: Temperature clistribution in model E, with shallow/deep infill regions
and very low permeability exterior region, at 200,000 years. Three plumes have

formed above the conductive region'
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Figure'1.28: Temperature distribution in rnodel E, with shallow/deep infill regions
arrcl very low perrneability exterior region, at 500,000 years. There are still three
plurnes but the cottductive region has reclrtced in size.
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Figure 4.29: Temperature distribution in model E, with shallow/deep infill regions
ancl very low permeability exterior region, at 1,000,000 years. The conductive
region is further reduced and the internal plume has begun to show instability'
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Figure 4.30: Temperature distribution in model E, with shallow/deep infill regions
and very low permeability exterior region, at 2,000,000 years. The internal plumes
are now utrstabler, while those at the
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Figlre 4.31: Temperature clistribution in model F, with shallow/deep infill regions
ancl very low permeabilitv exterior region, at 200,000 years. There is now almost
no flow from the exterior region and five plumes have forrned.
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Figure 4.32: Temperature clistribution in model F, with shallow/cleep infill regions
zrrrcl verry low perrneability exterior rrrgion, at 500,000 years. There is now almost

no flolv frclnr the extcrior region and five plumes have forrnecl.
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Figure 4.33: Temperature distribution in model F, with shallow/deep infill regions
and very low permeability exterior region, at 1,000,000 years. There is almost no

flow from the exterior region and five plumes have formed.
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Figlre 4.34: Temperature distribrrtion in rnodel F, with shallow/deep infill regions
alcl very low perrneability exterior region, at 2.000,000 years. There is almost no
flow from the exterior region and five plumes have forrned.
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Figure 4.35: Ternperature distribution in model F2, with shallow/deep infill
g-ions and very low permeability exterior region, at 100,000 years.
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Figure 4.36: Ternperature distribution itt tnodel F2, with shallow/deep infill regions and very low pernleabilitv exterior regiott, at 200,000 years.
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Figure 4.37: Temperature distribution in model F2, with shallow/deep infill regions and very low permeability exterior regiou, at 500,000 years'
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Figure 4.38: Temperature distribution in model F2, with shallow/deep infill regions and very low permeability exterior region, at 1,000,000 years'
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Figure 4.39: Temperature distribution in model G1, where the perrneability in
the exterior region is 10/0.5*19-r5-2. The time is 50,000 years.
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Figure 4.40: Temperature distribution in model G1, where the permeabilitY ln
the cxterior region is l0/0.5x10-r5m2. The time is 500,000 vears.
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Figure 4.41: Temperature distribution in model G2, where the permeability in
the exterior region is 5/1x10-r5m2. The time is 50.000 years.
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Figure 4.42: Temperature distribution in model G2, where the permeability in
the exterior region is 5/1*16-ts-2. The time is 2,000,000 years'
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Figure 4.43: Temperature distritlution in model G3, where the horizontal and
vertical permeabilities in the exterior regi<ln are both 0.5x10-15m2. The time is
50,000 years.
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Figure 4.44: Temperature distribution in moclel G3, where the horizontal and
vertical perrneabilities in the exterior region are both 0.5x10-15m2. The time is
2,000,000 years.
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Figure 4.45: Temperature distribution in model I, with a permeable 'Fault Belt'
in the western TVZ which extends to I kilometre depth. The time is 50,000 years.
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Figure 4.46: Temperature distribution in model I, with a permeable 'Fault Belt'

in the western TVZ which extencls to 1 kilometre depth. The time is
years.
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Figure 4.47: Temperature distributiou in model I, with a permeable 'Fault Belt'
irr the western TVZ which extencls to 1 kilometre depth. The time is 200,000
years,
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Figure 4.48: Temperature distribution in model I, with a penneable 'Fault Belt'
i1 the western TVZ which extends to I kilornetre depth. The time is 50,0000
v()ars.
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Figure 4.49: Ternperature distribution for model J, with highly permeable faults
at, each edge of the

infill region, at 200,000

years.
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Figure 4.50: Temperature distribution for model .1, with highly pertneable fanlts
at each eclge of the infill region, at 500,000 years.
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Figure 4.5L: Mass flux rrectors for model
edge

Jo

with highly perrneable faulte at

each

of the infiIl region, at 200,000 years.
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Figure 4.52: Mass flux vectors for model J, with hrshly permeable faults at each
edge of the

infill region, at 50,0000

)'iears.
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Figure 4.,53: Idealised topography added to the 2D TVZ, rnodels K and L.'The
measuredrheights (metres aborre sea level, in red) have been rounded to the nea,rest 100 m (blue) to appr.oxirnate the topography. The vertical scale has been
exaggerated for clarity-
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Figure 4.54: Initial temperature distribution for model K, with low permeability
(

10/1 x 10-15m2) topography'
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Figgre 4.55: Tenperature distribution for TVZ model K, with low permeability
(10/1x10-rbm2) topography, at 500,000 years. The addition of topography has

not aflected the tendency for the plumes to nterge.
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Figure 4.56: Initial temperature distribution for TVZ model L, with high perme-

ability

(

100/1 0x

16-ts-z) topography.
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Figure 4.57: Temperature distribution for TVZ model L, with high permeability
(100/10x 10-rbm2) topography, at 500,000 years. The addition of topography has
not affected the tendency for the plumes to merge.
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Figure 4.58: Temperature distribution in model M1, with heat source split into
two and separated by 35 kilometres, at 2,000,000 years. The plumes remain
separated.
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Figure '1.59: Ternperature distribution in model M2, with heat source split into
two and separated by 30 kilometres, at 2,000,000 years. The plumes remairt
separated.
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Figure 4.60: Ternperature distribution in model M3, with heat source split into
Lwo and separated by 25 kilornetres, at 2,000,000 years. The plumes remain
separated.
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Figure 4.61: Temperature distribution in model IVI4, with heat source split into
two and separattrcl by 20 kilometres, at 2,000,000 years. The plurnes have merged.
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Figure 4.62: Temperature distribution in TVZ model Nl, with two heat sources
separated by 15 km, immediately prior to the onset of the right source (centered

at 47,5 km). The time is 100,000 years after the onset of the left source.
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Figure 4.63: Temperature clistribution in TVZ rnodel Nl, with two heat sources
st:parated by 15 km. The right source is delayed 100,000 years with respect to

the left. The time is 200,000 years after the onset of the left source-
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Figure 4.64: Temperat,ure distributiorr in TVZ model N1, with two heat sources
separated by l5 km. The right source is delayed 100,000 years with respect to
the left. The tirne is 500,000 years after the onset of the left source.
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Figurtr 4.65: Ternperature distribution in TVZ nrodel Nl, with two heat sources
separatecl by 15 krrr. The right source is delayed by 100,000 years with respect to
the left. The tirne is 1.000.000 vears after the onset of the left source.
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Figure 4.66: Temperature distribution in TVZ model N2, with two heat sources
separated by 20 km. The right source is delayed by 100,000 years with respect to
the left. The time is 200,000 years after the onset of the left source'
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Figure 4.67: Temperature distribution in TVZ rnodel N2, with two heat sources,
separated by 20 km. The right source is delayed by 100,000 years with respect to
the left. The tirne is 1,000,000 years after the onset of the left source.
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Figure 4.68: Temperature distribution in TVZ model N2, with two treat sources
separated by 20 km. The right source is delayed by 100,000 years with respect to

the left. The tirne is 2,000,000 years after the onset of the left source'
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Figure 4.69: Temperature distribution in TVZ model N3, with two heat sources
separated by 30 krn. The right source is delayed by 100,000 years wittr respect to

the left. The time is 2,000,000 years after the onset of the left source'
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Figure 4.70: Temperature distribution for TVZ model O, with a 40 km wide heat
source, at 50,000 years.
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Figure 4,71: Temperature distribution for TVZ model O, with a 40 km wide heat
source. at 100.000 vears.
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Figure 4.72: Temperature distribution for TVZ model O, with a 40 km wide heat
source, at 200,000 years.
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Figure 4.73: Ternpcrature distributiou for TVZ model O, with a 40 km wide heat
sorlrce, at 500,000 years.
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Figure 4.74: Temperature distribution for TYZ model P, at 50,000 years. 25%
of the heat is supplied at the lower boundary in the range 25 km<x<40 km, and
75% in 40

km(x(55

km.
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Figure 4.76: Temperature distribution for TVZ model P, at 200,000 years. 25%
of the heat is supplied at the lower boundary in the range 25 kmcx<40 km, and
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Chapter

5

3D 'Sub-TI/Z' Models
5.1

Introduction

In Chapter 4, the first TVZ models in this thesis were introduced. These models
explored the west/east separation of the TVZ geothermal fields for a variety of
permeability and heat source distributions. Models with a permeability contrast
between the infill and exterior regions of the TVZ were shown to give long lasting
hydrothermal plumes at the boundary between these regions (section 4.4). These
plumes persist at this boundary for times comparable to the lifetime of the TVZ,
say over I Ma. In addition to these, unstable plumes form in the interior of the
infill region.

In the TVZ, the geothermal fields occur in two distinct groups, and are located
at the western and eastern margins of the Taupo Fault Belt (subsection 2.2.I) or
on the boundaries of the known caldera structures (section 6.2) within the TVZ.
This suggests that if a permeability contrast exists at these margins, as might be
expected from their different geological origins, then the 2D models of Chapter 4

may have some relevance to the TVZ.

In Chapter 6 the Taupo Fault Belt and the caldera structures in the TVZ will
be assumed to provide the permeability needed to define the locations of the
geothermal fields. The purpose of this chapter is to extend the ideas developed

in Chapter 4 to three dimensions by modelling the flows of geothermal heat and
water in such a caldera structure with an assumed permeability contrast across
its boundary. The chapter also gives two examples of models where the effect of
the size of the heat source is explored.
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The 'sub-TVZ' models presented in this chapter cover a domain 60 km x 60 km
x 8 km, and represent the flows in an idealised circular caldera. These models
are the simplest 3D analogues of the models used in section 4.4, and similar
permeabilities are used so that a direct comparison between the results in 2D
and 3D settings can be made. The models contain an order of magnitude more
elements than the 2D models in Chapter 4.

In the first section of this chapter the model domain, geological units and boundary and initial conditions are described. This is followed by an outline of the
models to be presented, and a description of the modelling results. Finally the
main conclusions from the chapter are summarised.

5.2

Sub-TYZ rnodel description

5.2.L Model domain
The models in this chapter examine the flow of heat and mass in calderas defined
by a permeabilitv contrast at the caldera boundary. Two different caldera sizes,
15 km and 30 km diarneter, are examined. The calderas are centered

in the model

domain, and extend to the base of the model at 8 km depth. The calderas are
circular with vertical boundaries and are defined by the permeability contrast
between the

infill and exterior regions. Elements are deemed to be inside the

if the distance from the centre of the element to the centre of the model
domain (in plan view) is less than the specified caldera radius. A plan view of
caldera

the model domain with a 30 km diameter caldera is shown in Figure 5.1.

The model domain is 60 kmx60 kmxS km deep and is subdivided into 57,600
elements, each 1 kmxl kmx0.5 km in size. The computation grid, again in plan
view, is shown in Figure 5.2.

5.2.2

Geological units

The models presented in this chapter have a very simple structure containing
only two geological units. These are referred to as the 'caldera' (or 'infill') and
'exterior' units, and are shown in Figure b.1.
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The rock properties for all models in this chapter are the same as for the 2D
models, and are listed in Table 5.1. Permeabilities for the models are given in
Table 5.2. It should be noted that the exterior permeability in all the models
has been set to 1/0.1x16-t5rn2. This is the same permeability as in model D of

Chapter 4. This was the first model to show that a permeability contrast between

the infill and exterior region could lead to stable hydrothermal plumes at the
location of the permeability contrast. The same value of exterior permeability
was chosen here to give an adequate permeability contrast across the caldera
boundary, and to allow a direct comparison with the results of Chapter 4.
Property

Value

Infill Porosity
Infill Density

units

0.1

2200 kg/.t

Exterior Porosity
Exterior Density
Heat Capacity (All rocks)
Conductivity (All rocks)

0.01

2650 kg/*t
1000 J/kglK
3.0 w lmlK

Table 5.1: Rock properties used in 3D caldera simulation models.

5.2.3 Boundary and initial conditions
The boundary and initial conditions for the models in this chapter are similar to
those outlined for the 2D models in Chapter 4. Only a brief description is given
here; for further details the reader is referred to subsection 4.2.3.

The upper boundary of the model is held at 20'C and a pressure of 1 bar. As
explained previously, this boundary is assumed to be fully saturated.

The lateral boundaries of the model are held at hydrostatic conditions corresponding to a vertical temperature gradient of 30"C per kilometre.
On the lower boundary of the model there are two heat sources. The first supplies
the 'geophysical' heat at the rate of 0.09 W l^' over the whole lower boundary.
The second 'geothermal' heat source is applied at the rate of 1 W/mz over different
areas in each model. The total heat flows and areas for each model are listed in

Table 5.2. A source of maguratic water is associated with the geothermal heat
source, and is applied at the rate of 0.1 kg/s/MW of geothermal heat.
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Initial conditions for the models are equivalent to those on the lateral boundaries,
with hydrostatic pressure corresponding to a vertical temperature gradient of
30"C per kilometre.

5.2.4 Outline of 3D models
In this chapter a number of 'sub.TVZ' models are presented which explore the
nature of the heat and mass flows in the presence of 'caldera' structures. The main
parameters for these models are presented in Table 5.2. The aim of these models

is to further investigate the formation of hydrothermal plumes at permeability
barriers in a simple 3D setting which has some relevance to the TVZ.

Model Caldera Heat (MW) Source

F15
G15
Hl
H2
H3
I30
J30

172
172
30

740

30

740

30

740
80

1264

15
15
30
30
30
10
40

k
2512.5

Caldera

Exterior

Ll}.r

5015

110.7

2512.5

rl0.r

5015
510.5

2512.5
2512.5

1/0.r
Ll}.L
r/0.1
110.1

k

Domain

60x60x8
60x60x8
60x60x8
60x60x8
60x60x8
60x60x8
60x60x8

Table 5.2: Parameters for 3D caldera models. The second and fourth columns
indicate the diameters of the caldera and applied heat source respectively, in km.

The permeabilities are in units of 10-15 m2. The last column indicates the size
of the model dornain (k*).

5.3
5.3.1

Modelling results
15 km calderas

For models with 15 km diameter calderas (F and G), the geothermal heat flux
is 1 W/m2, and is applied over the same 15 km diameter area, for a total of 772

MW. These models are identical except that caldera permeabilities are different,
as shown in Table 5.2.
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Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the surface temperatures for model F at 500,000 and
2,000,000 years. In this case the permeability in the caldera is 2512.5x19-t5-2.

The hot upflow has merged into two 'quasi-steady' plumes which are located at
the caldera boundary, but move between these two times.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the surface temperatures for Model G. This is identical

to model F, except that the permeability inside the caldera is now 50/5x 19-15-2.
At 500,000 years there are four distinct plumes, but these have merged into two

by 2,000,000 years. As with model F, the plumes are located at the caldera
boundary, but do not remain stationary.
The hydrothermal plumes in models F and G are only 'quasi-steady' and do not
provide a good representation of the TYZ geothermal fields, which are believed
to be long lived features (subsection 2.2.4).In subsection 4.7.1 it was found that

hot plumes resulting from distinct, separated heat sources usually merged if the
sources \I/ere separated by less than about 20 km, but they could exist stably
and distinctly if further apart. This suggests that the small caldera size (15
km) in these examples might preclude the formation of stable plumes by limiting
the maximum separation of the plumes. In the next section larger calderas are
modelled which permit greater separation between the hydrothermal plumes.

5.3.2

30 km calderas

In this section, five models with 30 km diameter

calderas are presented which

investigate the effect of allowing greater separation between the plumes. These
models also examine the effect of changing the size of the heat source.
For models with 30 km diameter calderas (H1, H2, H3, I and J) the heat flux is
again I W f m2, a typical value for the TVZ. This is applied over a different area
in each model, and consequently the total heat flow is different in each case. as
listed in Table 5.2.

For model H1, the heat source and caldera are both S0 km in diameter, and
the total heat input is 740 MW. The caldera permeability is 25/2-5*16-t5tn2.
The temperature distribution for the model at 500,000 and 2,000,000 years is
shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. In both figures there are four stable plumes around
the boundary of the caldera, and one 'quasi-steady' plume in the interior. The
boundary plumes are thus essentially stable as they have changed little between
500,000 and 2,000,000 years. This behaviour is similar to that seen in model
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D of Chapter 4, where stable plumes exist at the infill/exterior boundaries, and
unsteady plumes occur in the higher permeability infill region.
Model H2 is a repeat of model

Hl, with the caldera permeability increased to

50/5x19-15*2. The surface temperature distributions are shown in Figures 5.9
and 5.10, for 500,000 and 2,000,000 years. In this case, the higher permeability
inside the caldera means that the plume temperatures axe lower, and that many
more plumes form. Hydrothermal plumes still occur at the caldera boundary, but
are no longer stable and move around this boundary. Those inside the caldera are

both more numerous and more unstable than in model Hl. Model F2 of Chapter
4 shows similar behaviour inside the infill region, where multiple plumes form and
dissipate. In that model however, the plumes associated with the infill/exterior
boundary remain stationary for 2,000,000 years.
The temperature distributions at 7.5 km depth for model H2 are shown in Figures
5.11 and 5.12. In both of these figures, the location of the cool downflows from

the surface can be seen as the lower temperature regions. The hotter regions
inside and around the caldera boundary correspond to the hotter regions in the
surface temperature plots, Figures 5.9 and 5.10. The hot areas around the inside
of the caldera boundary suggest the same 'heat sweep' mechanism is occurring
as in the 2D models.

In model H3, the caldera permeability is now reduced to 5/0.bx10-15m2. The
surface temperature distributions are shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14, for 500,000

and 2,000,000 years. In this case the low caldera permeability has resulted in
the formation of a conductive zone above the heat source. In this model the
conductive zone now reaches the surface, which was not seen in the 2D models.
This suggests that comparatively less cooling takes place in the present model
than in 2D models with the same deep infill permeability (e.g. models D and E,
Chapter 4).
The remaining two models in this section examine the effect of changing the size
of the heat source. In doing this, the heat flux at the base of the model remains

lW/m2. The two models (I and J) have identical permeability distributions to
model

Hl.

In model I the heat source is 10 km in diameter and the total heat input is 80
MW. Figures 5.15 and 5.16 shows the temperatures in this model at 500,000
and 2,000,000 years. There is a single central plume of hot fluid. In this case
the downflows of cool fluid from the surface occur around the perimeter of the
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caldera. This can be seen as the darker blue area in both figures from a radius
of approximately 10 krn out to the caldera boundary.
In model J the heat source is now 40 km in diameter. The total heat input is 1264
N{W. The temperatures at 500,000 and 2,000,000 years are shown in Figures 5.17

and 5.18. In this case, the hot fluid reached the surface in an unstable broken
ring about the inside perimeter of the caldera, and the principal downflows in the
system are in the centre of the caldera.

5.4

Chapter summary

In this chapter the hydrological systems associated with caldera-like structures
such as those found in the TVZ were investigated. The calderas are defined by the

contrast in permeability between the inside and outside of the caldera boundary.
Geothermal heat is supplied across the base of the calderas with a heat flux of

I

f m2, comparable to the average heat flux in the TVZ. Two sizes of caldera
were considered, 15 km diameter and 30 km diameter, on a model domain 60 km

x

W

60 km

x

8 km deep.

For calderas 15 km in diameter, stable, multiple hot plumes cannot exist for times
comparable to the age of the TVZ. This is because they coalesce, as discussed in

Chapter 4, when closer than a critical distance of about 15 to 20 km. For these
small calderas the hydrothermal plumes are constrained to be less than 15 km

apart, and the plumes therefore merge, or are unstable.
For 30 km diameter calderas this geometrical constraint is not relevant and stability of the plumes depends, for the specified TVZ heat flux, on the extent of
the heat source and the infill permeability.
Heat sources smaller than the caldera result in single central plumes

-

a

situation

which only occurs in the TVZ at Mangakino and Reporoa calderas, where the
average heat flux is much smaller than that considered here (section 6.2). If
the heat source is larger than the caldera, an unstable ring of hot fluid forms
about the caldera boundary. This is in conflict with the observed distribution of
geotlrermal fields in the TVZ, which occur as stable and discrete plumes about
the caldera boundaries.

When the heat source has the same size as the caldera, stable hydrothermal
plumes can form around the perimeter of the caldera. The coincidence of the
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heat source and permeable regions is consistent with models of caldera formation

in the TVZ (e.g. Wilson et a1.,1984), where the major calderas were formed by
the collapse of underlying basement rocks following the large-volume eruptions of
magma (between 300 and 1000 km3) which are typical of the TVZ. The caldera
boundaries thus define the region of high permeability and the extent of the heat
source.

Stable plumes occur when the caldera and heat source are the same size, but only

for a particular range of infill region permeabilities. If this permeability is too
low a conductive region will form above the heat source, and if it is too high then
only unstable plumes form in the caldera.
For intermediate permeabilities, stable hydrothermal plumes occur about the
caldera boundary which persist for times on the order of the TVZ lifetime. In
model H1, which best shows this, there was also a single unstable plume inside the

caldera. The deep temperature distribution in this model suggests a 'heat sweep'
mechanism is responsible for the formation of these plumes. In this process the
downflow of cool surface fluid within the caldera 'sweeps' hot fluid from depth to
the caldera boundary, where

it

ascends vertically at the caldera boundary because

of the permeability contrast there.

The caldera models suggest that the TVZ geothermal fields might result from
boundary effects associated with the contrast between high permeability rock in
the inner TVZ and lower permeability rock outside. This idea will be explored
more fully for whole-TVZ models in Chapter 6.
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Figure 5.2: Plan view of model domain for 3D 'sub-TVZ' models, with the computational grid superimposed. There are 3600 I km2 elements in each layer of
ttre model, and 16 layers, each 500 m thick. AII the elements whose centres lie
within the circle are deemed to be inside the caldera for the purposes of assigning
permeabilities. This diagram shows a 30 km diameter caldera.
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Figure 5.3: Plan view of surface temperature distribution at 500,000 years for
caldera model F. The caldera is 15 km in diameter, as indicated by the circle.
The heat source also has a diameter of 15 km. The upflowing hot fluid has formed
two'quasi-steady' plumes.
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Figure 5.4: Plan view of surface temperature distribution at 2,000,000 years for
caldera model F. The caldera is 15 km in diameter, as indicated by the circle'
The heat source also has a diameter of 15 km. The upflowing hot fluid has formed
two 'quasi-steady' plumes around the caldera perimeter. Note that the locations
of these plumes are different from those at 500,000 years (Figure 5-3).
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Figure 5.5: Plan view of surface temperature distribution at 500,000 years for
caldera model G. The caldera is 15 km in diameter, as indicated by the circle.
The heat source also has a diameter of 15 km. The upflowing hot fluid has formed
four'quasi-steady' plumes.
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Figure 5.6: Plan view of surface temperature distribution at 2,000,000 years for
caldera model G. The caldera is 15 km in diameter, as indicated by the circle.
The heat source also has a diameter of 15 km. The upflowing hot fluid has now
merged into two plumes at the caldera perimeter.
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Figure 5.7: Plan view of surface temperature distribution at 500,000 years for
caldera model Hl. The caldera is 30 km in diameter, as indicated by the circle.
The heat source also has a diameter of 30 km. The caldera and exterior perme'
abilities are 2512.5 and 1/0.1, in units of 10-15 m2. There are four stable plumes
around the caldera perimeter, and one central 'quasi-steady' plurne.
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Figure 5.8: Plan view of surface temperature distribution at 2,000,000 years
for caldera model Hl. The caldera is 30 km in diameter, as indicated by the
circle. The heat Bource also has a diameter of 30 km, The caldera and exterior
permeabilities are 2512.5 and 1/0.1, in units of 10-15 m2. There are four stable
plumes around the caldera perimeter, and one central 'quasi-steady' plume.
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Figure 5.9: Plan view of surface temperature distribution at 500,000 years for
caldera model H2. The caldera is 30 km in diameter, as indicated by the circle.
The heat source also has a diameter of 30 km. The caldera and exterior perneabitities are 50/5 and 1/0.1, in units of 10-15 m2. There are four unsteady plumes
around the caldera perimeter, and one central 'quasi-steady' plume.
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Figure 5,10: PIan view of surface temperature distribution at 2,000,000 years
for caldera model H2. The caldera is 30 km in diameter, as indicated by the
circle. The heat source also has a diameter of 30 km. The caldera and exterior
permeabilities are 50/5 and ll}.l, in units of 10-15 m2. There are now five
unsteady plumes around the caldera periur-eter, and one central 'quasi-steady'
plume,
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Figure 5.11: PIan view of temperature distribution at 7.5 km depth, at 500,000
years for caldera model H2. The caldera is 30 km in diameter, a,s indicated by the

circle, The heat source also has a diameter of 30 km. The caldera and exterior
permeabilities are 50/5 and Il0.l, in units of 10-15 m2. The cooler area,s (green)
indicate the regions of cool downflows. The hot plumes in the surface temperature
plot (Pigure 5.9) occur in locations which are also hot in this figure.
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Figure 5.12: Plan view of temperature distribution at 7.5 km depth, at 2,000,000
years for caldera model H2. The caldera is 30 km in diameter, as indicated by the

circle. The heat source also has a diameter of 30 km. The caldera and exterior
permeabilities are 50/5 and 110J,, in units of 10-15 m2. The cooler areas (green)
indicate the regions of cool downflows. The hot plumes in the surface temperature

plot (Figure 5.10) occur in locations which are also hot in this figure.
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Figure 5.13: Plan view of surface temperature distribution at 500,000 years for
caldera model H3. The caldera is 30 km in diameter, as indicated by the circle.
The heat source also has a diameter of 30 km. The caldera and exterior permeabilities are 5/0.5 and 1/0.1, in units of 10-15 m2. In this case the vertical
permeability inside the caldera is low and a conductive region forms above the
heat source which reaches the surface.
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Figure 5.14: Plan view of surface temperature distribution at 2,000,000 years
for caldera model H3. The caldera is 30 km in diameter, as indicated by the
circle. The heat source also has a diameter of 30 km. The caldera and exterior
permeabilities are 510.5 and 1/0.1, in units of 10-15 m2. In this case the vertical
permeability inside the caldera is low and a conductive region forms above the
heat source which reached the surface.
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Figure 5.15: Plan view of surface temperature distribution at 500,000 years for
caldera model L The caldera is 30 km in diameter, as indicated by the circle. The
heat source has a diameter of 10 km. There is one central plume,
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Figure 5.16: Plan view of surface temperature distribution at 2,000,000 years for
caldera model I. The caldera is 30 km in diameter, as indicated by the circle. The

heat source has a diameter of 10 km. There is one central plume.
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Figure 5.17: Plan view of surface temperature distribution at 500,000 years for

in diameter, as indicated by the circle.
The heat source has a diameter of 40 km. The hot fluid reaches the surface in

caldera model J. The caldera is 30 km

the form of a broken ring.
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Figure 5.18: Plan view of surface temperature distribution at 2n000,000 years for
caldera model J. The caldera is 30 km in diameter, as indicated by the circle.

The heat source has a diameter of 40 km. The hot fluid reaches the surface in
the form of a broken ring.
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Chapter

6

A 3D Model of the TVZ
6.1

Introduction

In Chapter 4, models representing a 2D west to east slice across the TVZ were
presented. These models show that stable geothermal plumes of hot fluid can
form at the boundary between the TVZ infill and exterior regions provided there
is a permeability contrast between these two regions. The plumes, which form on
either side of the infill region, suggest a model for the western and eastern TYZ
geothermal fields where downflowing cool surface waters in the infill region sweep
hot geothermal fluid to the boundary of the infill region at depth, where it rises,
due to buoyancy, along the permeability contrast.

This 'heat sleep' mechanism was investigated further in Chapter 5, in the context of isolated volcanic 'caldera' structures. For 30 ktn diarneter calcleras, it was
shown that stable geotherrnal plumes could form if there is a sufficient permeability contrast across the caldera boundary. As with the 2D models, this can
only happen if the permeability inside the caldera is high enough to prevent the
formation of a conductive zone above the heat source, but not so high as to cause
the plumes at the caldera boundary to be unstable.
A necessary element in the models in both Chapters 4 and 5 is that the geothermal
heat source must be of the same size as the permeable infill region (i.e. the caldera
in Chapter 5). If the heat source is smaller, then a single hydrothermal plume

will appear in the caldera centre, and if too large, a broken ring-like plume will
fonn about the caldera boundar-v. The former of these possibilities may be seen in
the TVZ, where the geothermal fields at Mangakino and Reporoa both lie inside
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their respective caldera boundaries. Both of these systems are very old in terms
of the TVZ, and the geothermal heat outputs are low in both cases (see sections
6.2 and 6.3).

The idea that the heat source and permeable regions are the same size is consistent with models rvhich relate the spreading of the TVZ to the heat generation
process (e.g. the spreading model of Stern (1987), section 2.5). In these models the magma which provides the heat source for the TVZ is intruded into the
same volume (the infill region) where permeability is being created by tectonic
extension.

The last important factor in the models in Chapters 4 and 5 is the permeability of the exterior region. In the most successful of these models, where stable
plumes form for periods of the order of the age of the TVZ, this has been set to
(horizontal/vertical) 1/0.1x16-15-2. This value provides an adequate contrast
betrveen the infill and exterior region perrneabilities to allow stable geothermal
plumes to form, but also prevents or reduces convection of groundwater in the
exterior region which occurs if the permeability there is higher. This convection
was seen, for example, in the reference model A in Chapter 4 after 500,000 years
(Figure 4.6). It is caused by the upward geophysical heat flux of 0.09 W/m2, in
combination with a high permeability in the exterior region, but is not seen in
the TVZ.
One difficulty with both the 2D and 3D caldera models is that unsteady h.ydrothermal plumes occur in both models in the interior of the infill/caldeta region. These are not seen in the TVZ and suggest some further refinement to the
heat sweep model is necessary. Within the scope of the models presented in this
thesis, there are several of these plumes in the 2D models, and a single plume in
the 3D caldera models, and in both cases a significant fraction of the geothermal
heat is transported to the surface by this means. One feature which is absent
from both of these models, because of the model geometries, is the possibility of

fluid ancl heat flow longitudinally along the TVZ. As will be seen later in this
chapter, these flows are significant and change the way this heat is transported
to the surface in a manner which appears to be consistent with what is observed
irr the TVZ.

In this chapter the heat sweep mechanism is investigated in the context of the
complete TVZ hydrological system. In this case the permeability is associated
*'ith two sources - the known volcanic calderas arrd the Taupo Pault Belt (TFB).
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In section 2.2 the association

was made between the bounding 'envelope' sur-

rounding these structures and the locations of the geothermal fields. Inside this
'TVZ envelope', it is assumed that the rocks have a higher permeability than
those in the surrounding exterior region. In this way a more realistic geometry is
also introduced into the model.
So far in this thesis,

it

has been assurned that the heat source is uniformly dis-

tributed beneath the TVZ. A further refinement is made in this chapter. This is
to consider the possibility that the heat source itself is heterogeneous. Although
the approximation that the heat source is treated as an effective source at the
lorver boundary of the model is retained, the possibility that it can vary in magnitude from one location to another is now allowed. This variation is investigated
as a rneans of explaining the spatial variation of heat flow across the TVZ.

6.2 The TVZ envelope
Figure 6.1 shows the locations of the geothermal fields in relation to the Taupo
Fault Belt and the known caldera structures in the TVZ. There is some association
betlveen caldera and fault zone boundaries and the locations of geothermal fields.

All of the 'major' geothermal fields in the eastern TVZ, from Wairakei/Tauhara
to Waimangu are associated with the eastern margin of the Taupo Fault Belt.
Sirnilarly, the northern fields, Rotorua, Tikitere and Rotorna lie close to the
boundaries of the Okataina, Rotorua and Kapenga volcanic centres, as do the
Taupo and Tokaanu fields to the Taupil caldera boundary. Mokai is located
on the western margin of the TFB. Of the small geothermal fields, Ongarato,

Atiamuri and Horohoro are also associated with the western boundary of the
TFB. The region defined by the TFB and the volcanic calderas will henceforth
be referred to as the 'TVZ envelope', and will play a central role iu the modelling
in this chapter. The TVZ envelope is shown in blue in Figure 6.1.
There are three geothermal fields which clo not fit with this general picture, and
the positions of these fields may be governed by entirely different processes. The
Kan'erau geothermal field lies in the north-east of the TYZ, and is outside the
boundary for the Okataina volcanic centre. One explanation for this is that the
location of the field results from a shallow magmatic intrusion beneath Putauaki

(Mount Edgecumbe), as suggested by Christenson (1997). Another explanation
is that there is unmapped volcanic or faulting structure extending north-east
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into (or beneath) the Okataina volcanic centre which may allow the heat
rnechanism to produce a plume at the location of Kawerau.

sweep

Reporoa, in the eastern TVZ, is a small geothermal field which lies inside a caldera
structure, but outside the TVZ envelope as it is preserrtly defined. This is be-

in two respects. Firstly, it has an unusually low total
heat flow (15 lvIW) in relation to the natural geophysical heat flow from a 10
cause Reporoa is unusual

km diameter calclera, which is approxirnately 7 MW. Secondly, there is an apparent connection with the Waiotapu-Waikite system, to which Reporoa is clearly
linked by electrical resistivity surveys (Stagpoole and Bibby, 1998). Reporoa may
represent an 'outflow' from the Waiotapu system (Healy and Hochstein, 1973).
Similarly, the Mangakino geothermal field is unusual because it lies within, rather
than on, its caldera boundary, and is outside the TVZ envelope as it is defined
above. Also, because of its large area (- 400 kmz), the natural geophysical heat
florv from the Mangakino caldera will be much larger than the heat flow frorn the
geothermal field itself. Mangakino geothermal field has a very small heat output
(2 NtW) and is very old (2 Ma), being associated with the earliest volcanism in

the TVZ (Wilson et al., 1995). Because of its small heat output and western
location, Mangakino will have little influence on the overall heat and mass flows
in the TVZ.
There is no mapped geothermal heat flow within the Tihoi caldera. According to
Soengkono (1995), this has a sirnilar magnetic signature to Mangakino, and was

'probably active at the same time, L.62 to 0.87 Ma ago'. Tihoi does not appear
on the maps of Rogan (1982) or Stern (1987). Because of its uncertain nature
and the absence of geothermal heat flow, the Tihoi caldera has not been used as

part of the definition of the TVZ envelope.
The above definition of the TVZ envelope depends on the positions of the faults
within the TFB and the presently known caldera boundaries given in Figure 6.1.
The caldera boundaries are taken from Soengkono (1995) and the locations ofthe
faults within the Taupo Fault Belt and the geothermal fields are from Bibby ef
al. (1995). These represent the latest available information on these structures.
It is possible that other unmapped calderas and faults exist in the central TVZ
(for example beneath the Okataina caldera), but these are likely to be masked by
rnore recent volcanism and will therefore be difficult to find (Wilson et a|.,1995).
Should such structures be discovered, the model described in this chapter would
need to be modified accordingly.
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6.3 TVZ model description
6.3.1 Model domain
The models presented in this chapter represent the complete onshore section of
the TVZ and the surrounding regions. The model domain covers an area 150
km x 80 km and is 8 krn deep. The element size throughout ttre model is 1 km
x 1 km x 0.5 km. Excluding boundary elements, the total number of elements

is 192,000. The model domain is aligned SW-NE along the TVZ, as shown by
the green rectangle in Figure 6.1. The computational grid and TVZ envelope are
slrown in Figure 6.2. To orientate any of Figures 6.2 to 6.13 with the map, they
must be rotatecl approximately 40" anti-clockrvise.

6.3.2 Boundary and initial conditions
The boundary conditions used in the models are the same as those in Chapters
4 and 5. Thus the upper boundary is held at 'atmospheric' conditions - fully
saturated at P : 1 bar and T : 20'C. The lateral boundaries are held at hy
drostatic pres$ure corresponding to the geophysical temperature gradient of 30'C
per kilometre. These conditions also serve as the initial conditions in the interior
of the urodel donrain. On the lower boundary, there are trvo heat sources. The
first has a strength of 0.09 W/-' arrd is distributed uniformly over the lower
boundary. The second 'geotherrnal' heat source is described in subsection 6.3.3.

The rnodels presented in this chapter were run to simulate a period of 2 million
yearsr approximately the age of the TVZ.

6.3.3 Heat source
The discussion in section 5.3, showed that discrete geothermal plumes occur at
caldera boundaries only when the heat source was coincident with the high permeabilit_v region which defines the caldera. In this chapter the same assumptiott
is rnade, that the TVZ geothermal heat source exists only within the TYZ envelope. Outside the envelope, the heat flux of 0.09 W f nf is applied, as in the
models in Chapters 4 and 5.
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For models which have a uniform heat source (models A and B - see Table 6.3)'
the geothermal heat is applied at the base of the models in the area bounded by
the TVZ envelope. The total heat flow was derived by summing the heat flows

frorn the geothermal fields within the TVZ envelope, and was determined to be
4189 MW. This heat flow is applied uniformly over the 2919 km2 inside the TVZ
envelope.

For models C, D and B (Table 6.3), which have a spatially variable heat source, the
same total heat flow of 4189 MW is applied. In these models the heat is applied
piecewise in separate regions within the TVZ envelope at the lower bourrdary of

the model. To do this, the region within the TVZ envelope was first divided
into eight 15 km wide strips in the SW-NE direction along the TVZ, and within
each of these strips it was further divided into two roughly equal areas, as shown
in Figure 6.3. Heat flows were then assigned to each of these 16 regions, with
each flow calculated by summing the observed geothermal heat flows (taken from

Bibby et a1.,1995) within each region. No attempt has been made to smooth the
heat flow between the different regions. A sumrnary of this calculatiort is given

in Table 6.1.
The division of the heat source in this manner is used to investigate possible
reasons for the highly variable distribution of heat flow in the TVZ. A possible
physical interpretation of this division is that deep magmatic bodies with horizontal extent of - 15 km may exist beneath the TVZ. Evidence for these comes from
recent magnetotelluric surveys of the TVZ, which detected extensive electrically
conductive bodies at a depth of about 10 km (Bibby et a|.,2000)'
For the geothermal heat source in each region, there is a corresponding inflow of
magmatic water. As in Chapters 4 and 5, this flow is calculated at the rate of 0.1

kg/s/Mw of heat flow. The method described above for dividing the geothermal
heat source into separate regions within the TVZ envelope ensures that there is
a corresponding distribution in the flow of magrnatic water to the models.
No geothermal heat source has been applied beneath the Mangakino and Reporoa

calderas. As discussed above, Mangakino and Reporoa lie outside the TVZ envelope, and both have unusually low (for the -M) heat flows. Mangakino has a
geothermal heat flow of only 2 MW, whictr is more than an order of magnitude
below the conductive heat flow expected from the 30"C/km geophysical gradient

(-

40 MW). This perhaps indicates a very localised heat
source, as suggested by the model I in Chapter 5. For Reporoa, the geothermal
over the same area
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heat flou'of 15

\{W

is comparable to the conductive geophysical flow

(-

7 I\{W)

a1d,'as discusserl in section 6.2, may be an outflow from \4/aiotapu geothermal
field. The heat flow from Kawerau (100 MW) has not been included in these
calculations because this geothertnal area lies outside the TVZ envelope.

6.3.4 Permeability
The geological structure assumed for the models in this chapter cotnprises a high
permeability region within the TVZ envelope, surrounded by a low permeability
exterior region. The models examine two variations of this idea.

In models A and C the permeability inside the TYZ envelope is uniform and is
set to 50/5x16-r5*2. This is twice the permeability used in the'30 km'caldera
models in Chapter 5 (section 5.3) to demonstrate that stable plumes can exist at
caldera boundaries, but still lies in the range where the heat sweep mechanism
can allow the formation and maintainence of the geothermal fields around the
TVZ envelope. Lower permeabilities within the TYZ envelope result in the formation of high-temperature conductive zones in the regions of highest heat flux
because of reduced convective cooling (Fournier, 1991; subsection 2.3.3). Higher

permeabilities, on the other hand, recluce the stallility of the TVZ geothermal
fields about the envelope and increase the flow of hot fluid to the surface (section
4.4).

In models B, D and E the permeability is defined piecewise in the same 16 regicttts
described in subsection 6.3.3. Details are given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, and Figure
6.3. The perrneabilities are related to the heat flux for each region in the 'variable
heat flux' rnodel D - the higher the heat flux, the higher the permeability. Again,
the permeabilities are chosen to allow the heat sweep mechanism to form and
maintain the geotherrnal fields. The relationship between the heat flux and the
assigned perrneability for each of the 16 regions is shown irr Table 6.2. The same
permeabilities are used for rnodel B, where the heat source is uniform. For rnodel
E, the permeabilities rvithin the TVZ envelope are reduced by a factor of 0.9.

For the region outside the TVZ envelope, the permeability has been set to
1/0.1x19-15-2. This is the same permeability that rvas used in model D2 in
Chapter 4, which u'as the first 2D model to show that stable hydrothermal plurnes
can occur in the presence of a permeability contrast between the infill and exte-

rior regions. This exterior permeability was also used in the caldera model H2 of
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Region Area Heat

Flux

0
o

Perm.

5/0.5

1

36

0

)

158

0

3

24r

400

4

280

2

5

L52

10

6

r52

4

I

24r

420

d

116

423

9

r52

200

10

208

200

11

237

530

T2

240

680

13

164

370

r4

135

625

15

239

325

1.66 2512.5
0.01 510.5
0.07 5/0.5
0.03 5/0.5
1.74 2512.5
3.65 7517.5
1.32 2512.5
0.e6 510.5
2.24 50/5
2.83 50/5
2.26 5015
4.63 100/10
1.36 2512.5

16

174

0

0

u

5/0.5

5/0.5

Table 6.1: Summary of total heat flows (MW), areas

(k*'),

heat fluxes

(W/*')

and permeabilities adopted for the 16 heat source regions of the TVZ model (see

Figure 6.3). The permeabilities are given in the form horizontal/vertical in units
o11g-t5tt z. All regions outside the heat source region are assigned a permeability

of 1/0.1 * 19-r5*2.

Chapter 5, which showed that stable plumes can also occur at a permeability contrast in 3D systems. This exterior permeability provides an adequate pernreability
contrast for stable plumes to occur, and also ensures that the temperature in the
e.xterior region remains close to its initial conductive distribution, thus avoiding
the convective flows seen in this region, for example, in model A in Chapter 4.

As already discussed, the Mangakino, Tihoi and Reporoa calderas lie outside the
TVZ envelope, and are assigned low permea.bilities equal to 1/0'1x10-r5m2 on
the basis of their age, low heat flow and current activity.

6.3.5 Outline of TVZ models
Five nrodels of the TYZ are presented in this chapter. These are listed in Table
6.3. Models A to D investigate the effect of permeability and heat source varia-
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Heat

Flux Permeability

Regions

0-1

5/0.5

102,4,5,6,10,16

r-2

2512.5

3,7,9,15

2-3
3-4

5015

11,12,13

tol t.o

8

4-5

100/10

T4

Table 6.2: Permeabilities in the TVZ model as a function of heat flux (W/rn2),
expressed in units o1 19-lrr m2. The last column refers to the regions of the TVZ
envelope listed in Table 6.1.

tions as described in subsections 6.3.3 and 6.3.4. Model E is a repeat of model D,
where all permeabilities inside the TYZ envelope have been reduced by a factor
of 0.9. The purpose of this rnodel is to investigate how lowering the permeability

within the TVZ envelope affects the temperatures of the geotherrnal plurnes in
the model.

Model Heat source Permeability
A

Uniform

Uniform

B

Uniform

lhriable (16)

C

Variable (16)

Uniform

D

Variable (16)

Variable (16)

E

Variable (16)

Variable (16)

Table 6.3: Description of TVZ rnodels A

- B. The numbers in brackets indicate

the number of regions used to define the heat source/permeability within the
TVZ envelope.

6.4

Results of TVZ modelling

Model A has a uniform heat source and permeability distribution. Figure 6.4
shows the temperatures in this model at 0.5 km depth, at 2 Ma. This model
predicts a large scale convective flow comprising three cells, with some of the
heat ascending near the eastern boundary of the TVZ envelope. Linear plurnes of
hot fluid, which stretch across the TYZ (approximately) from Mokai to Rotokawa
and from Waimangu to Rotorua, separate the three convection cells. The dark
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blue indicates that downflows of surface waters occur in the interior of these cells,

and interior to the TVZ envelope. The maximum temperature at this depth is

about 120'C.
Figure 6.5 shows the ternperatures in model A at 7.5 km depth. Inside the
TVZ envelope the temperatures reach only about 100'C, showing that the down
flowing cold water is not heated until very close to the heat source. Outside the
TVZ envelope, the temperature is - 220"C, essentially unchanged from its initial
value. Some of the heat applied at the lower boundary (but outside the TVZ
envelope) of the model is swept into the four 'hot spots' on the domain boundary
by cool outflows from the TVZ envelope. These features are probably artifacts

to the TVZ envelope' and appear
only very weakly in the shallow temperatures shown in Figure 6.4.
caused by the model boundary being so close

lvlodel B has a uniform heat source, with permeability distribution set according
to Table 6.1. Figure 6.6 shows the temperatures at shallow levels (0.5 krn depth)

at 2 Ma. In this case the three convection cells which occurred in model A are
not so apparent, and most of the geothermal heat appeal's in discrete plumes on
the boundary of the TVZ envelope. The maximum temperature in these plumes
is about 220'C. The regions of downflow inside the envelope are less widespread
bhan in model A and are confined to the eastern TVZ where the permeability is
highest.

Figure 6.7 shows the ternperatures for model B at 7.5 km depth, at 2 Ma' Again
the temperature within the TVZ envelope is relatively cool, about 100'C, and
the regions of dorvnflow seen in Figure 6.6 are still evident. The temperature

in the exterior region is again close to its initial value over rnuch of the model.
Beca,rrse many regions within the TVZ envelope have relatively low permeability
compared with those in model A, the fluid flow outward frorn the TVZ envelope is
reduced in those locations. The exterior region is therefore less disturbed by these

relatively cool outflows, and this results in the high temperature halo around the

TVZ observed in this figure.
Model C has a heterogeneous heat source (Table 6.1), with a uniform perrneability
clistribution. Figure 6.8 shows the temperature at 0.5 km depth in this model
at 2 Ma. There is a weak convective flow apparent with three cells, as in model

A' but in this case the temperatures are cooler (- 100'C)

and the geothermal

plurnes are less well defined. Because of the high (and uniform) permeability

infill

region, the area of downflow (darkest blue) occupies most of the interior of the
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TVZ

errvelope.

Figure 6.9 show the temperatures at a depth of 7.5 krn in model C at 2 IvIa.
The temperature over most of the TVZ envelope is low, 20oC to 40'C. Outside
the envelope the temperature is close to its initial value, apart from the high
ternperature artifacts on the domain boundary. This is very similar to the temperature distribution in model A, and shows that the uniform permeability in
nrodels A and C results in a more effective 'heat sweep' from the interior of the

TVZ envelope, regardless of the form of the heat

source.

Model D has heterogeneous heat source and permeability distributions, as given
in Table 6.1. Figure 6.10 shows the temperature at shallow (0.5 km depth) levels

in this model at 2 It,Ia. In this case there are a number of high ternperature plurnes
around the perimeter of the TVZ envelope. These have a maximum temperature
of about 220"C, The major cold downflows again appear in the eastern TYZ, in
regions where the permeability is highest.
Figure 6.11 shows the temperatures at a depth of 7.5 km in model D at 2 Ma.
The regions of strongest downflow (dark blue) are apparent. The higher temperature regions inside the TVZ envelope and about its margin correspond mainly
to upflows of hot fluid, and correlate well with the positions of the hot piumes
at shallow depths in Figure 6.10. The exterior region of the rnodel has a more
uniform temperature distribution than the previous models, with a mean temperature of about 230"C. This is because the flows of heat and mass to the exterior
of the TVZ envelope are rather small. In this model most of the downflows within

the TVZ envelope contribute fluid to the geothermal plumes via the heat sweep
mechanism.

Figure 6.10 shows a good correspondence to the TVZ. The geothermal fields
occur on the internal boundary of the TVZ envelope, and many of them can be
identified with those in Figure 6.1. The plumes are listed by number, and these
are referred to in Table 6.4. Comparing these figures and starting at the southeru
nrost point of the TVZ envelope, the first geothermal field appears at the apex
of the envelope. This corresponds to the Tokaanu geothermal field (1). Moving
anti-clockwise, the next large plume corresponds to the Lake Taupo field (2).
Two smaller plumes are at the location of the Wairakei/Tauhara system (3). The
next plumes correspond to the Rotokawa (4) and Ohaaki fields (5), with Ohaaki
again appearing at the apex of two of the faces of the TVZ envelope. Nloving
northward, a series of four or five small plumes correspond to the geothermal fields
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at \[aiotapu, Waikite and Waimangu (6). The northern-most modelled plume
lies close to the geothermal fields at Tikitere, Rotoiti and Rotoma (7). Next,
moving south, the double plume contains the heat of the Rotorua geothermal
system (8). The last significant hot plume occurs close to the location of the
Nlokai geothermal field (9).
The heat flows for each of these geothermal plumes can be calculated. These are
obtained by summing the heat flow to the surface for each plume, for all elements

with a heat flow of more than 5 MW. These are listed in Table 6.4, together with
the 'identification' of the plume with its actual TVZ counterpart(s). The Table
shows that the heat flow from many of the modelled geothermal fields (Tokaanu,
Lake Taupo, Mokai), or groups of fields (Waiotapu, Waimangu, Waikite and
Tikitere, Rotoiti, Rotoma), are in good agreement with mearsurements. The
calculated heat flow from the Wairakei/Tauhara system is too low, and the heat
flows from Rotokawa, Ohaaki and Rotorua are too large. Except for Ohaaki, the
heat flows agree with observation to within a factor of three, and the agreement
is usually much better. The model does not reproduce the geothermal fields with
low heat flow in the westert TYZ such as Atiamuri or Horohoro. Thus, rnodel
D is quite successful in predicting the location of the large geothermal systems,
and the calculated heat flows from these areas are in reasonable agreement with
observation.

Inside the TVZ envelope, the model predicts a nearly continuous band of hot
fluid at the surface which crosses the TVZ between the rnodelled geothermal
fields 'Rotokawa' and 'Mokai'. In the actual TVZ this fluicl appears in discrete
plumes as the Ngatamariki, Orakeikorako and (possibly) Te Kopia geothermal
fields. These fields are slightly to the north of the 'band', and have a total
measured heat flow of 530 MW. The modelled heat flow is only 184 MW, although
this figure depends on exactly how each of the Mokai and R,otokawa plumes are
defined. In the northern part of the TYZ envelope, a similar but rather weaker
band of hot fluid appears in the interior between the modelled 'Waimangu' and
'Rotorua'systems. This heat flow might be associated with the known heat flows
in Lakes R.otomahana and Tarawera (e.g. Whiteford ef ol., 1996).
The existence of these bands of hot fluid within the TVZ envelope provides an
interesting contrast to the 'internal' plumes observed in the models in Chapters
4 and 5. Those plumes were unstable and varied in position on timescales of
hundreds of thousands of years or less. In the models in this chapter, the internal
plumes appear as stable bands which form the bounclaries of three rather weak
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Plume Identification

Actual Heat

Flow

Model Heat Flow

1

Tokaanu

200

21t

2

Lake Taupo

200

244

3

Wairakei/Tauhara

530

191

4

Rotokawa

300

632

5

Ohaaki

/tJ

446

6

\Vaio tapu / Wai m an gu /Wai

.7
I

Tikitere/Rotoi ti/Rotoma

410

406

8

Rotorua

420

725

I

Mokai

420

385

k

i

te

935

1

125

Table 6.4: Comparison of heat flows for TVZ model D. Computed heat flows
(MW) for the modelled geothermal fields are in reasonable agreement with measured heat flows. The plume nurnbers are given on Figure 6.10.

convection cells. These bancls do appear to correspond to actual geothermal areas
in the TVZ, although the predicted heat output in the model is rather inaccurate,
as discussed above.

In model D, the ternperature in the surface plumes is in the range 200"C to 230"C.
This is compared with the 265'C to 310"C found in the TVZ geothermal fields.
One possible cause for this is the relatively high permeabilities used inside the
TVZ envelope in nrodel D, which result in larger flows of water which lower the
enthalpy of the hydrothermal plumes. To judge the effect of this, another model
(E) is now presented, where the permeabilities inside the TVZ envelope have been
reduced. This model is identical to model D except that all conponents of the
permeabilities within the TVZ envelope are multiplied by a factor of 0.9. The
teurperatures for this model are shown in Figures 6.12 and 6.13, for depths of 0.5

and 7.5 km respectively. The permeability change has had little effect, except
for a redistribution of sorne of the heat flow in the southern 'band' of hot fluid.
The maximum temperature in this model remains at about 230"C, little changed
from rnodel D.
This is confirmed by examining the heat and mass flows through the upper surface
for moclels D and E, which are listed in Table 6.5. These show directly that the
upward (and clownward) flow of water induced by the geothermal heat sotrrce does
decrease rvhen the permeability inside the TVZ envelope is reduced. The upflow
is largely the rvater associated with t.he geothermal plurnes around the boundary
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of the TVZ envelope. The reduced upflow in model E lvould be expected to
raise the temperature of the geothermal upflow because the total heat flow is
the same, but in I'act there is a slight redistributiorr of the plumes (cf. Figures
6.10 and 6.12), and the shallow temperatures in both models remain in the range

220"C to 230"C.

The flows listed in Table 6.5 suggest another means of raising the plume temperatures to values closer to those seen in the TVZ. It can be seen that in bottr
models there is a moderate lateral flow of water into the TVZ envelope from the
exterior region. This is of the order of 10% of the total florv in each case, and so
it is possible that the enthalpy of the geothermal upflows rnight be increased by
a corresponding amount if the lateral flows could be significantly reduced. This
would raise the plume temperatures to about 250'C. This could be achieved by
reducing the permeability of the exterior region below the 1/0.1x10-l5tn2 cur-

rently used in models D and E. This experiment has not yet been carried out
however.

Model

D

lvlodel E

Water flows (kg/s):
upward flow

4749

lIDDO

downward flow

3870

3625

geothermal source

429

429

inferred lateral flow

450

502

upward flow

5808

5717

downward flow

204

186

geothermal source

4289

4289

geophysical source

1080

1080

inferred lateral flow

235

162

Heat flows (MW):

Table 6.5: Comparison of heat and mass flows for TVZ models D and E. The
terms 'upward' and 'downward' refer to flows through the upper surface of the
rnodels. 'magmatic'refers to the magmatic water associated with the geothermal
heat source, 'geophysical' refers to the conductive heat source through the base
of the model, and 'lateral' refers to the flow into the model from the lateral
boundaries.

Another possible remedy for the low plume temperatures is increa-sing the resolution of the computational grid. At present, the elements are 1 km x 1 km x 0.5

km. Experience with much smaller 2D models indicates that plumes do become
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'tighter', and therefore hotter, when the mesh size is reduced, but it is not yet
practical to do this with models of the size presented in this chapter.

6.5

Chapter summary

TVZ hydrological system
have been constructed. The models are an extension of those in Chapters 4
and 5, which dernonstrated that stable geothermal plumes can fornr tluough

In this chapter a number of

models of the complete

a 'heat sweep' rnechanism where a permeability contra^st exists. These models
incorporate the idea of a'TYZ envelope', which is defined as the region including
the most recent caldera structures within the TVZ and the Taupo Fault Belt. The
region within this envelope ha^s a higher permeability than the exterior region,
and thus provides the permeability contrast necessary for the formation of stable
geothermal plumes. In this model, cool downflows from the surface in the interior
of tlre TYZ are heated at depth, and the hot fluid is then swept outward to the

permeability contrast where it ascends, rather than moves laterally, because of
the low permeability barrier.
A number of 'tYZ models based on this idea have been constructed. These include
spatial variations in the TVZ heat source and the permeability within the TVZ
envelope, and combinations thereof, as a possible means of explaining the highly
variable heat output across the TVZ. The physical interpretation of these spatial

variations is not c:lear, but they may be related to the - 15 km 'conductive'
regions found below the TVZ by Bibby et aL (2000), and which are interpreted
as deep magrnatic bodies.

Models with a uniform permeability inside the TVZ envelope predict large areas
of cool downflow, which cause the geothermal plumes in these models to be much

(-

100'C) at shallow depths than the TVZ geothermal fields. This occurs
even when the heat source is divided up across the TVZ envelope in a manner
consistent with ttre observed heat flux. [n contrast, where the permeability is
cooler

allowecl to vary across the TVZ, the cool downflows are more localised, and occur

in regions of highest permeability. A consequence of this is that the geothermal
plumes which form about the TVZ envelope have higher temperatures (- 230'C),
although these are still cooler than those actually measured in the TVZ.
The most successful TVZ model (D) has both a heterogeneous heat source and
heterogeneous permeability distributions. This reproduces a number of features
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of the TVZ geothermal systems. These lie around the boundary of the TVZ
envelope, and exist as stable, discrete plumes a few kilometres across, persisting
for periods of the same order as the age of the TVZ. The positions of the larger

groups of geothermal fields are well predicted. The heat flows from the major
geothermal fields are usually predicted to within a factor of two to three (Table
6.4), but the small geothermal fields (- 10 MW) such as Horohoro and Atiamuri
are entirely absent. The model predicts large downflows of surface waters in
t,he western and central

TVZ which supply most of the water for the geothermal

systems. The temperatures of the geothermal plumes are about 220'Q, compared
with the 260'C to 320'C seen in the TVZ, and this temperature was found not

to be sensitive to reducing the permeability inside the TVZ envelope.

In all of these models there is a weakly defined large

scale system of three con-

vection cells superirnposed on the TVZ envelope. The downflows of cool surface
water occur in the middle of these cells, and the cell boundaries are formed by

linear 'bands' of ascending hot fluid. These cells appear to be controlled by the
geometry of the TVZ envelope, as they occur in all the models, regardless of the
permeability or heat source distribution. In the most successful TVZ model (D),
tlrese bands correspond to actual geothermal areas in the TVZ - the southern
band to the Ngatamariki and Orakeikorako geothermal fields, and the northern
band to the thermal areas in Lakes Tarawera and Rotomahana. However, the
predictecl heat output from these areas is not very accurate.
Some geothermal areas, such as

that at Kawerau, do not fit with the model

presented in this chapter. This rnay be because of unmapped (possibly buried)

faults within the Taupo Fault Belt extending north into the Okataina volcanic
centre, or possibly because Kawerau is controlled by a heat source related to the
nearby active volcano Putauaki (Mount Edgecumbe). Nlangakino and Reporoa
geothermal fields are also'problems', although they are small fields which cannot
influence the overall TVZ hydrology significantly.
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Figure 6.5: Plan view of temperature distribution at depth 7.5 km at 2 lvla for
TVZ model A, rvith uniform heat source and permeability.
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Figure 6.7: Plan view of temperature distribution at depth 7.5 km at 2 Ma for
TVZ rnodel B, with uniform heat source and heterogeneous permeability.
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Figure 6.9: Plan view of temperature distribution at depth 7.5 km at 2 Ma for
TVZ model C, with heterogeneous heat source and uniform permeability.
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Chapter

7

A Brine Module for TOUGH2
Code Description
7.L

Introduction.

Thc geothermal fluids in the TVZ are H2O-NaCl mixtures (brines) with typical
surface concentrations of about 1000 ppnr. The concentration is probably much
higher near the heat source, where the NaCl is formed through the reaction of
magmatic HCI with sodium bearing minerals (feldspars) in the country rock (e.g.
Giggenbach, 1992). Thus, NaCl is formed at depth and provides an important
geochemical indicator of processes occurring near the TVZ heat source. Iudeed,
some authors consider the phase behaviour of brines at high temperatures and
pressures to be irnportant iu understanding the nature of the heat source of the

TVZ geothermal lields. Christr:nson et al. (1998) found highly salirte brines
(> 30% by weight) in fluid inclusions associated with the Ngatamariki diorite
intrusiou and McNabb (1992) has proposed a saline 'hot-plate' as the TVZ heat
s0urce.

In order to simulate processes such as these, a new versiott of the TOUGH2
sirnulation code (NaCI-TOUGH2) has been developed. In this chapter this code
is introduced. NaCI-TOUGH2 is unique because it incorporates a description
of the complete phase diagram for H2O-NaCl mixtures, including liquid, vapour
ancl solid phases, over rr wide range of pressure, tenrperature and concentration

(PTX) r:onditions. There are six distinct regiorrs in the phase diagram and the
fluicl state nrust be described by different prinrary variables in each region. There
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are two single-phase regions, three two-phase regions and one three-phase region.

The code provides the means for rnodelling the movement. of fluid between the
regions and the consequent exchange of primary variables in response to changing

PTX conditions.

A number of previous modelling studies of TYZ geothermal fields have incorporated NaCl, but these have been limited to low brine concentrations. Burnell
(1992) used a moclified version of MULKOM with a chloride equation of state
module to sirnulate the natural state conditions in the shallow levels (< 130 m)
of the Rotorua geothermal system. This model was used to match pressure, tem-

perature and chloride profiles in the reservoir, as well as estimated heat and mass
flows from the system. Kissling ef a/. (1996) used an early version of Chem-

TOUGH2 (White, 1995) to simulate changes in the chloride and COz chemistry
in the Wairakei geothermal system in response to fluid production. This model
also included reactions involving H2CO3, HCOI and the pH buffer HaSiOq and
produced reasonable matches to the production histories of CO2, pH and chloride.
Elsewhere in the worlcl, much higher salt concentrations up to 300,000 ppm are

found, for example at the Salton Sea geothernral system (SSGS) in Nevada. This
hyper-saline system has been modelled by Oldenburg el a/. (1994). These authors
developed a 2D heat and brine transport module (T2DM) for use in conjunction

with TOUGH2, and used it to investigate the properties of the SSGS, They
developed a conceptual model which involves the 'strong connectivity' of the
SSGS to surrounding reservoirs. T'his model explains the correlation between
temperature and salt mass fraction in the SSGS which leads to an almost constant,
fluid density within the reservoir. The model also explains the high temperature
gradients in the shallow part of the SSGS, and shclws how reversals which occur

in the temperature profiles result frorn lateral flows of hot brines.

In the context of this thesis, this chapter serves to

describe the new NaCl-

TOUGH2 code and presents a few relatively simple examples of its use. However,
the code is not used for full sirnulations of the TVZ, this being lcft for possible
future work, as explained in Chapter 9. In the first part of this chapter the phase
diagram for the HzO-NaCl system is described. In the next section the implelnen-

tation of NaCI-TOUGH2 is outlined, starting with the conservation equations for
water, salt ancl energy, fluid states, the choice prirnary variables and the methods
for irnplernenting phase changes. Later sections deal with the choice of relative
permeability functions and the relationship between porosity and permeability.
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7.2

The brine phase space

The phase space for H:O-NaCl mixtures has been described in a paper by Palliser and McKibbin (1998a). These authors have gathered together all of the
experimental data concerning the phase behaviour of brines, and defined new
correlations for the boundaries separating different parts of the phase space. The
phase diagram includes three phases - liquid (l), gas (S) and solid (s) and, depencling on the temperature, there can be two single-phase regions (l) or (g), .rp
to three two-phase regions (l+S), (l+s) and (g*s), and a three-phase (l+g+s)
surface.

Three slices of the phase space at temperatures of 350'C, 500"C and 820"C are
shown in Figures 7.I,7.2 and 7.3. These are representative of the phase space
for different temperature ranges,

ar^s

will be explained below, and show the devel-

opment of separate regions within the phase space as the tenrperature increases.
These figures are plotted on log-log scales (with pressure on the vertical axis, and
mass fraction on the horizontal axis) to make the difierent regions more obvious.

As explained in subsection 7.3.6, the temperature limit for NaCI-TOUGH2 is
620"C, and for this reason the phase diagram for 820"C (Figure 7.3) is included
here for reference only.

7.2.L

10"C

<T

<374.L5"C
T < 374.15"C. For this temperature
liquicl plus gas (l+g) region intersects the X : 0 (pure

Figure 7.1 shows the phase space for 10'C <
range, the two-phase

water) surface, the intersection being the saturation pressure (boiling point) for
pure water. The (l+S) two-phase region is bounded to the left and right by
the vapour-saturated halite and liquid-saturated halite surfaces. The salt mass
fractions on these surfaces are denoted by Xe, and X1r, and these are defined by
the functions XGS(T,P) and XLS(T,P) respectively. A full list of definitions of
the surfaces separating the various regions of phase space is given in Table 7.2
(page 215).

liquid.
As NaCl is added (X increases) to this liquid, it eventually becornes saturated at
X:Xl,o,, and solid NaCl forms. This defines the left-most boundary of the liquid
plus solid (l+s) two-phase region. Adding further NaCl increases the amount of

At

pressures above the saturation pressure there is a region containing pure

solid salt only, as the liquid cornponent is fully saturated in this region- The
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region where liquid and solid (l+s) phases coexist shrinks as

X

increases, Xlrol

increasing from 0.27 at 20'C to 0.45 at 374.15"C.

The lower pressure boundary of the l+g and l+s two-phase regions is defined by P
: PBsa,. This is the three-phase surface, where gas, liquid and solid NaCl coexist.
P3ro1 irrcreases

monotonically

to

132 bar at a temperature of 374.15"C (Figure

7.4). When the pressure is reduced further, the liquid phase disappears and a
two-phase gas plus solid (g+s) NaCl region forms. In this region the vapour is
saturated rvith NaCl in exactly the same way as the liquid is in the l+s region.
By removing NaCl (decreasing X), ,, surface is reached where the gas is no longer
saturated, at X:Xsrn1. Here the solid phase disappears and a pure gas region is
entered. This region can also be reached by 'drying out' a l+g two-phase mixture
crossing the vapour saturated halite surface. In this temperature range, this
happens at very small mass fractions - 4x10-5 at 374.15'C and less for lower
ternperatures.

In this temperature lange, pure water (mass fraction X : 0) can exist as either a
liquid, gas or two-phase rnixture. Pure NaCl (mass fraction X : l) can exist in
one of three states - l+g or gfs two-phase mixtures, or as a g*l+s three phase
mixture if P: P3"or.

7.2.2

374.L5"C

< T < 800'C

Figure 7.2 shows a typical phase diagram for temperatures between 374.15"C and
800'C. The main diffnrence from the 10"C <T < 374.15"C diagram is that the twophase l+g region no longer intersects the X:0 boundary. This rneans that pure
water can only exist as a single-pha^se 'super-critical' licluid. As the temperature
increases, both the g+s and l+s regions exist only at increasingly greater mass

fractions, and both vanish and merge with the pure NaCl boundary (X:1) at
800'C. At the same ternperature, the l+g two-phase region first intersects the
X:1 boundary with Xe, and X1" (evaluated at P3,o1) also becoming equal here.
This is the triple point of NaCl, where the solid, liquid and gas phases of NaCl can
cocxist. At a slightly lower temperature, 790oC, Xo" becomes multi-valued, with
two values of pressure possible for the same temperatrtre and salt mass fraction.
P3ro6 re&ches a

maxirnum of 391 bar at 600"C (Figure 7.4), and decreases again to

zero at 800"C. Sirnilarly, the critical pressure Pa";; r€aches 1000 bar at 620'C and
1661 bar at 800'C, although the fbrrner value is set as the upper temperature
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limit

of the present cocle.

Xe"ol the maxirnum

mass fraction at which unsaturated gas

can occur, also decreases in a narrow temperature range (approximately 580'C to

720"C) about this maxilnum, but continues to increase at higher temperatures,
reaching

X:1 at 800'C.

7.2.3 ? > 800"c
Figure 7.3 shows the phase diagram for T > 800"C. In this case the l+g two-phase
region intersects the pure NaCl boundary

(X:1)

on a single line, the saturation

line (boiling point) for pure NaCl. All other regions of the phase diagram now
represent single-phase fluids. For pressures greater than the critical pressure (the
pressure at the peak of the l*g region) these fluids are termed super-critical
liquid, and elsewhere the fluid is referred to as a gas.
Pure NaCl exists only as a liquid or gas in this range of temperature. No solid
phase occurs because P3"o1 is zero in this region.

7.3

NaCI-TOUGH2

NaCl-TOtlGH2 is based on TOUGH2 (Pruess, 1991), a well known and tested
code used in the rnode'lling of systems involving heat and tnass transfer in porous
media. TOUGH2 uses a fully implicit, integrated finite difierence scheme to
solve the conservation equations for a general number of components (NK) as
well as energy, which may exist in any number of phases (NPH). In the case of
brine transport, there are two components (water and salt) and three phases, as
discussed in section 7.2. For rnore details on TOtlGH2 refer to Chapter 3, section
3.2.

The fully implicit scheme is used to handle the nonlinearities in the system.
These arise in several areas. Firstly, the thermodynarnic and transport properties
of brines are nonlinear functions of pressure, temperature and mass fraction.
In addition, nonlinearities are associated with phase changes, where dependent
variables can cha,rrge by large numerical factors. Lastly, the phase boundaries
themselves are defined by nonlinear functions of pressure, temperature and salt
rnass fraction.
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In rlevr:loping NaCI-TOUGH2, the main modifications to TOUGH2 occur in the
equation of state (EOS) module. This subroutine is used to calculate the thermodynamic quantities (density, enthalpy, dynamic viscosity) that contribute to
the various accumulation and flow terms in the conservation equations. The EOS
module also calculates thermodynamic quantities using incremented prirnary vari-

to form the Jacobian matrix at each iteration. These
calculations are outlined in subsection 7.3.5. Lastly, the EOS rnodule handles
ables which are needed

any phase changes which occur as the primary variables evolve. The procedure
to do this is a generalisation of the method used in the original TOUGH2 code
and is summarised in subsection 7.3.8.

7.3.I

Conservation equations

NaCI-TOUGH2 solves the conservation equations for water, salt and energy. In

this section these equations are forrnulated, and symbols defined. The formulatiorr is slightly different from that described by NlcKitrbin and McNabb (1993).
Those authors included the concept of voidage, the volume fraction of pore space
occupied by fluid, to take account of the presence of the solid phase of salt. With
this idea, the porosity remains constant as solid is precipitated. ln the present
work this is replaced by the concept of a solid saturation. In this case, the porosity

will change in response to precipitation or dissolution of solid NaCl. This method
has the advantage of fitting more naturally into the structure of TOUGH2, which
includes general conservation equations of the form described below, and is easily
extended to include any number of components (two in this case, water and salt)

existing in any number of phases (here three, gas, liquid and solid).

The most general form of conservation equation for a component ft (water, salt
or energy) is
AAK

;:

v

(Fn) +ek.

(7.1)

Here .4e is the accumulation term, Fk is the flux vector and Qft is a source term,
representing the source of component ft per unit volutne. This equation states

that the rate of change in the amount of cornponent l, (Aft) with tirne in a control
volume is equal to the divergence of the flux of that component (the net flux into
or out of the volunre), plus any sollrce terrns in that volume.
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For the water conrporrent, the accumulation term is composed of terms for each
of the gaseous (g), liquid (/) and solid (s) phases

AH'o

- dlpn$ - xo)& + pt(l- &)s, + p"(1 - x')s"].

(7.2)

Each term in this equation represents the mass of water present in a given phase

per unit volume of rock matrix. Here @ is the porosity, the p; are the densities
of each phase i, and 51 are the saturations (volume fractions) of the phases. The
X6 are the mass fractions of NaCl in each phase. The last term in this equation
is included for completeness only. This term vanishes because the mass fraction
of salt in the solid phase Xr, is equal to one.

For NaCl, the accumulation term takes a similar form, except that
replaced with Xa

TNact

:

$(psXsSs

I

ptX$t

I - X; is

* prXr,gr).

(7.3)

For the energy accurnulation term, there are terms corresponding to each of the
three phases, plus an additional term due to the internal energy of the rock matrix

trEn'ersv: (1 - d)p,C,T + fbnSoUs -t prSiL +

p"S"U"),

(7.4)

where p" is the density of the rock matrix, C, is the heat capacity of the rock,

7

is the temperature and the Ut are the internal energies of each phase.
The flux terms are assumed to be given by Darcy's Law. For the water component

the total mass flux is formed by summing the fluxes for each phase

FHzo

:I

i

z

t.,L

Flt,o

: t -Tatr - xr)(vp, - ptg).
i- g,l,s

(7.5)

u'i

Here, p,!"o is the flux of water in phase

i, /b is the permeability, k"; the relative

permeability of phase f , arrd z; is the kinematic viscosity of phase i,. V n is the
gradient of the pressure of phase i, and ! is the acceleration due to gravity. The
pressures for each phase, Pr, may be different because of capillarity effects. The
pressure for the solid phase is not used because this phase is assumed to be always

inrmobile, and this is achievecl by setting the relative permeability
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/cr.*

:

g.

The basic fornr of Darcy's Law is modified for each phase by the relative perme-

ability functions k r, which account for the fact that each phase, by occupying
only a fraction of the pore space, irnpedes the flow of the others. The choice of
the relative permeability functions is discussed in subsection 7.3.9.
The flux of NaCl is similarly formed by summing the salt flux in each phase. This

|

-

Xi is replaced

- l=g|t,,
- nil.
I -**rgPr
u;

(7.6)

expression is identical to that for the water flux, except that

with X;,

[-Nact:

In

PNact

The energy flux is given by

fiEnergg

_

t:

t

I

I{zO,N aCl i-g,l,s

hiFi

- r(vr.

(7.7)

In this equation, hf is the enthalpy of component 7 in phase i and { is the rnass
flux of component j in that phase. The last term represents energy transport by
conduction, with K being the thermal conductivity.

7.3.2

States

In order to incorporate the phase diagram for HzO-NaCl mixtures into TOUGH2,
it is convenient to divide the diagram into a number of regions (or states), each
of which has a set of defined thermodynamic properties. This is analogous to
the division into liquid, gas and two-phase regions in the 'pure water' version of
TOUGH2. In the present case the phase diagram is rnore complicated,, and more
regions are required.

Palliser and McKibbin divided the phase space into eight states, but this clas-

sification contains some unnecessary redundancy - there are two 'pure liquid'
states and three 'pure gas' states. In both cases these states are contiguous in
phase space, and all the therrnophysical properties of brines are well behaved
across thc boundaries. Thus the distinction between the states is really unnec-

essary.

In addition, the classification of Palliser and McKibbin

the three-phase srrrface.
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does not include

By combining the redundant states and adding the three-phase surface, the HzO-

NaCl phase space is divided into six new states. These are listed in Table 7.1.
These states may be thought of in terms of three 'fluid' states: liquid, liquid *
gas, gas (states 1, 3, 5) and their corresponding'solid saturated'states: liquid *
solid, liquid + gas * solid, gas + solid (states 2, 4, 6).
The division of the phase space into six states is not unique, but this choice has
the advantage of reducing the number of possible phase changes which the code

must handle to a minimum. NaCI-TOUGH2 does not include treatment of a
pure NaCl solid phase (X:1) as this is considered to be always immobile and not
relevant to the geothermal systems of interest in this thesis. In this chapter the
various states are referred to by the numbers given in column I of Table 7.1.

State

Description

Phases PrimaryVariables

1

Unsaturated Liquid

I

P,T,X

2

Saturated Liquid

l,s

P,T,S1

3

Utrsaturated Two-phase

l,g

P,T,S1

4

Saturated Two-Phase

l,g,s

T,S1,Se

5

Unsaturated Gas

o
o

P,T,X

6

Saturated Gas

I'S

P,T,Se

Table 7.1: Primary variables and phases for each of the six states.
refer to the presence of liquid, gas and solid phases.

l, g, and s

7.3.3 Primary variables
The prirnary variables are those variables assigned to each element which define
the thermodynanric state of that element uniquely. They are the variables that
NaCI-TOUGH2 obtains by solving the nonlinear systern of equations which approxirnate the conservatiott equations. The primary variables adopted for NaClTOUGH2 are listed in Table 7.1.
The properties of a brine can be uniquely defined in terms of the pressure, temperature and tnass fracti<ln of NaCl and these variables are the natural choice
to tlescribe single-phase fluids (states 1, 5). Fcrr pure water (X:0) or pure salt

(X:1) this choice is not suitable (McKibbin

and IVIcNabb, 1993) because, should

two-phase conditions exist, the gas or liquid saturation is needed to specify the

relative antounts of each phase. In the brine systcm there are three separate

2r3

two-phase regions (l+s,

l*g

and g*s

-

states 2, 3 and 6), and for the same reason

the saturation of the liquid or gas phase is chosen to be the third primary variable, in addition to the ternperature and pressure. This choice ensures that the
therrnodynamic and transport properties of the fluid can be calculated for both
pure water (X:0) and pure salt (X:1).

On the three-phase surface (state 4), the thermodynamic state is defined by the
pressure P3sa1 &rd, because there are three phases present, two of the liquicl, gas
or solid saturations. The liquid and gas saturations have been chosen, as these
are a^ssumed to be the only mobile phases. The solid phase is always assumed
to be immobile. The set (P, S,, So) cannot be used for the primary variables
because the temperature on the three-phase surface is not a single-valued function of the pressure, as shown in Figure 7.4. This problem can be solved by
choosing the temperature as the first primary variable instead of the pressure. In

NaCI-TOUGH2 a fluid is deemed to be in state 4 if

it

lies in the pressure range

P3,o'(1*10-6),
Tlre states defined in subsection 7 .3.2 can be considered as extra variables, which
are 'carried' for each element along with the normal thermodynarnic variables.
Knowing the state of an element makes possible the distinction between prirnary
variables. For exarnple, a state equal to 1 for an element implies that the third
primary variable is a salt mass fraction, whereas a state equal to 3 irnplies the
third primary variable is a liquid saturation.

7.3.4

Phase boundaries

In the phase diagramsshown in Figures 7.1,7.2 and 7.3 the different regions are
separated bv phase boundaries, the positions of which are defined as funct,ions
of pressure, temperature ancl mass frar:tion of salt. An important patt of the
implernentation of NaCI-TOUGH2 is the provision of subroutines to define these
bounclaries. [n all cases? the formulatiorr of Palliser and McKibbin (1998a) is
used, and the reader is referred to that paper for further details. It should be
noted that these authors did not produce a working simrilator based on these
algorithms. The work described in this thesis is, to the author's knowledge, the
first irnplementation of such a simulaticxr code. In this section a brief sunmary
of these subroutines is provided in Table 7.2.
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In aclditiol there are a number of ancillary functions which are useful. These
also listecl in Table 7.2.

are

Description

Subroutine

Symbol

xLSOL(T)
XGSOL(T,P)
xl,s(T,P)
xGS(T,P)

X,"ol

P3SAT(T)

PJsor

PCRIr(T)

P

xcRIT(r)

Xcrir

the critical pressure (at peak of two-phase I+g region)
mass fraction at the critical pressure

PLS(T,X)
PGS(T,X)

Pr,

pressure on the liquid halite surface

P,,

pressure on the gas halite surface

Xgsot

Xt"

X,,
cri,r

boundary between liquid (l) and saturated liquid (l+s)
boundary between Sas (g) and saturated gas (g+s)

liquid halite surface of two-phase (l+g) region
gas halite surface of two-phase (l+g) region
the three phase surface where l, g and s phases coexist

Table 7.2: Subroutines which define the phase boundaries in the H2O-NaCl phase
diagram.

7.g.5 Thermodynamic

and transport properties

In orcler to evaluate the conservation equations, the density' enthalpy and dynamic viscosity of brines as a function <lf pressure, temperature and salt mass
fraction (PTX) are needed. For the present work, these quantities have been
cleterminecl from the algorithms given in Palliser and McKibbin (1998b,c). The
reader is referrecl to these two papers for a more complete description.
The basis of the method used by Palliser and McKibbin is interpolation between
properties which are defined on the various phase boundaries described in section
7.3.4. This interpolation is carried out in such a way as to match experimental
data where it is available, ancl to respect various 'cornmon sense' rules, such as
ensuring that the brirre density is an increasing functiou of pressure for any fixed
ternperature.

An inrportant property of the therrnodytramic functions is that they nrust agree
with those of pure water as the rnass fractiorr of salt is reduced to zero. Palliser
ancl McKillbin use this requirement a^s a basis for their interpolation schemes,
ancl evaluation of the properties of pure water is central to their algorithms. The
delsity and enthalpy of pure water are calculated in NaCI-TOUGH2 in the same
way as for super-critical TOUGH2, as described in section 3.3. The algorithm for
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the dylamic viscosity of pure water is taken frorn Schmiclt (1979). Details of the
subroutine VISG, which is the implementation of this algorithm, can be found in
subsection 3.3.5.

Similarly, the properties of pure NaCl are needecl. The density of solid NaCl
is taken to be 2165 kg/m3 (cRc 'Rubber Bible" 1965). Little data on the enthalpy of solid NaCl is available, so an assumed value h"ol: 200, 000 * 1000T was
adopte4, where T is measured in "C and the enthalpy in J/kg. Implicit in this
expression is the specific heat capacity of 1000 J/kg lK, u value similar to that
often adopted for rock. The base value of 200,000 J/kg is arbitrarily chosen so
that the enthalpy of the solid phase is low compared to the enthalpy of 'normal'
high temperature geothermal fluids, and seems to ensure that deposition of solid
occurs at reasonable rates. Changing this enthalpy will affect the relative prop6rtions of phases in states 2, 4 ancl 6 where the solid phase coexists with other
phases. For example, if heat is added isothermally to a closed systeur in state 2
(liquid + solicl), decreasing the enthalpv of the solid will increase the proportion
of solid phase, because the same amount of heat must be contained in the solid
phase.

For each of the six states irr Table 7.1 the density and enthalpy for each of the
liquid, gas ancl solid phases are calcrrlated separately. For the three two-phase
states these properties are specifiecl on each of the phase boundaries listed in
Table 7.2. Table 7.3 (page 219) lists the subroutines which define the clensities

and enthalpies on these phase bounclaries, and Table 7.4 (page 220) lists the
combinations of these subroutines neecled to define the properties of each pha"se
for each state. Note that for state 6 the gas density is assumed to be proportional

to the

pressure.

Density and EnthalpY in State

1

The interpolation scheme for the single-phase liquid (state 1) is required to match
the known (or defined) density identically on the four surfaces which bound the
liquicl region. These are (a) the pure water surface, X:0, (b) the liquid saturated
halite surface,, X:X,r, (c) the saturatecl liquid surface, X:X,"o,, and (d) the

P:1000 bar surface. For (a) the density is derived as described in section 3'3.
For (b) ancl (c) the densities are derived from the expressions for p1, and p1,,o1'
Finally, for (cl), the density prooo is obtained by interpolation between the density
of pure water and the density of saturatetl brine, plrol' both at 1000 bar' Thus
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prooo(P,

")

:

(1

- g)p*(I000, ?) * gfi,ot(7000, T),

(7 8)

-- (xlxr"or)0.5, for 10"c < T< 374.15'c. The 0.5 power which appears
in the expression for g is different from that usecl by Palliser and McKibbin
(1gg8b), who used the 'linear' factor 1. It was found that the strong variation
where g

of the density with salinity on the surface X : Xr, sometirnes caused the density
prooo to be less than the liquid saturatecl halite density p;, if the linear rule was
used. Consequently p; clerivecl from the expression below could sometimes be a
decreasing function of pressure. The factor 0.5 ensures that the liquid density is
always an increasing function of pressure.
Once the clensities on these four surfaces are known, a 2D interpolation scheme
is used to derive the liquicl density inside the region. The simplest expression for
the liqlid {ensity inside the region which identically gives the comect density on

the four bounding surfaces is

p,:
where

with
prooo

a-- g(I-

/:(X

g),

(C}Ft+

0G)l(a+

P: /(1 -f), Ft: (1- f)po,+f

lXt"oio.5 and g:(P-P,,)/(108-P

u).

(7.e)

0),

:

(1 -9)prcoo*9prc,
p,, is the density of pure water and
Prcot, G1

is the density of brine on the interpolated 1000 bar surfirce, as given by

equation 7.8.
region does not intersect the X:0 boundary.
In this case the liquicl region is divicled into 'left' ancl 'right' sections and a separate
interpolation scheme used in each section. The region is divided by the X:X"'it
For

T>

374.15"C the two-phase

l*g

lirre from the critical point at the peak of the two-phase l+g region vertically up
to the 1000 bar line. The density on this line is founcl by linear interpolation
betweerr the critical density pg7i6, a\d the density Prooo at P:1000 bar and the

(X<X.';r) section so defined, the density is
found by a sirnilar method to that already outlined, with two differences. Firstly,
ttre density pkatis replaced by the density on the line X:X.p.;6 &od secondly, the

same temperature. For the left-hancl

6ensity p1, is repla<;ed by the densitv along the line between the critical point and
the pure water surface at the same pressure and temperature. This line forms the
bouldary between states 1 and 5, and the density is found by linear interpolation
between the clensity for pure water p* and the critical density p"ri1. For the right
section (X)X.",r), the delsity is found in the same manner as for 10'C
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<T<

374.15"C,

with the pure water density p, replacecl by the density on the line

X:X"rlt.
Calculation of the brine enthalpy for state 1 follows the same general procedure
as that outlined above for the density.

Density and Enthalpy in State

2

In state 2 the density and enthatpy of the solid-saturated liquid are calculated
using the expressions for p;sa6 &nd h1sa1. The properties of the solid phase are
found from p"o1 and h"o, at the appropriate temperature and pressure.

Density and Enthalpy in State

3

In this two-phase region, the liquid and gas phase properties are derived using
the expressions for pts, Pss h;, and ho" evaluated at the temperature and pressure
in question.

Density and Enthalpy in State 4
On the three-pfuase surface, the liquid and gas phase properties are derived using
the expressions for Ph, Pe" hls and hr" evaluated at the temperature in question
and the corresponding three-phase pressure P3ros. Similarly, the properties of the
solid phase are calculatecl at these conditions using psol and hsol'

Density and Enthalpy in State

5

In sta,te 5, the gas density is calculated by linear interpolation between the density
of pure steam p" ancl the density of saturated gas on either the surface X:Xesol
for P<P3"o1, or X:Xe" for PlPs"or' For example, for P(Pr"or,

pg:(7-ilp"Ifpsrot,
wlrere

f

:XlXs"o1. The enthalpy

(7.10)

is calculated in the same way using the enthalpy

of pure stearr ancl the enthalpy of saturated gas on either X:Xe"or for P<P3"o1,
or X:Xe" for P>P3"o1.

Density and Enthalpy in State

6

In state 6 the clensity and enthalpy of the gas phase are assulned to be proportional to the pressure. For exarnple, for the density
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ps:

(PlPssat)pssat.

Subroutine

Symbol Description

DLSAT(T,P)

Plsat

DGSAT(T,P)
DLS(T,P)

Pgsat
Pts

DGS(T,P)

Pg'

DSOLID(T,P)

Psot

density of saturated liquid brine
density of saturated gas
density of liquid halite
density of gas halite
density of solid NaCl

critical density
enthalpy of saturated liquid brine

DCRIT(T)
HLSAT(T,P)

Pcrit

HGSAT(T,P)

ho"ot

HLS(T,P)

lt,,

HGS(T,P)

hr"

HSOLID(T,P)

h"o,

enthalpy of gas halite
enthalpy of solid NaCl

HCRrr(r)

hcrit

critical enthalpy

Ir,,at

(7.11)

enthalpy of saturated gas
errthalpy of liquid halite

Table 7.3: Subroutiles which clefine the density and enthalpy of brines on the
phase bourrdaries in the HzO-NaCl phase diagranr.

Dynamic viscosity
The dylamic viscosity of brine as a function of PTX is calculated by the subroutine DVBRINB(T,P,X). The algorithm for this is taken directly from Palliser
and McKibbin (1998c). For temperature T less than 800"C this algorithm uses a
combination of tfie dynamic viscosity of pure water at the point (T,P) and those
of liquict NaCl at the point (800"C,P). The latter viscosity is also taken frorn
Palliser and lvlcKibbin (1998c).

7.3.6

Pressure and temperature limits for NaCI-TOUGH2

The upper limit for pressure in NaCI-TOUGH2 ha.s been set at 1000 bar. This is
because the calculation of density for the liquid state relies on the known density
at 1000 bar, ancl the interpolation scherne is not valid for higher pressures. The
temperature range of the code is 10'C < T < 620"C, the upper limit being where
the critical pressure reaches 1000 bar.

2I9

State & phases Density/EnthalPY
interpolated
1 (l)

2 (l+s)
3 (l+g)
4 (l+g+s)

DLSAT(T,P),DSOLID (T,P)

5 (e)
6 (g+s)
1 (l)
2 (l+s)

interpolated

3 (l+s)
4 (l+g+s)
5 (e)
6 (s+s)

DLS(T,P), DGS(T,P)
DLS(T,P3), DGS(T,P3), DSOLID(T'P3)
DGS(T,P3) x P/P3, DSOLID(T,P)

interpolated

HLSAT(T,P), HSOLID(T,P)
HLS(T,P), HGS(T,P)
HLS(T,P3), HGS(T,P3), HSOLID(T'P3)
interpolated

HGS(T,P), HSOLID(T,P)

Table 7.4: Subroutines which define the density and eutlialpy of brine phases for
each state in the HzO-NaCl phase diagram. Where interpolation is indicated,
further explanatiol is found in subsection 7.3.5. The phase cornpositions of fluids

in states 2,3,4 and 6 are explained in subsection 7'3'7'

7.3.7

Phase compositions

In each of the two-phase regions shown in Figures 7.1,7'2 and 7'3, fluids exist as
mixtlres of two encl-member phases, clefined by the boundaries of the particular
two-phase region at the same pressure and temperature. For example, in the l+g
two-phasc region, fluid at a particular mass fraction will consist 0f a mixture of
.light' vapour-saturated and 'heavy' liquid-saturated halites, with the proportion
(by volume) of each given by the saturation of each phase. This is illustrated in
Figure 7.b. Similar saturations (of liquid, gas or solid) are used to describe the
nrixtures in the other two-phase regions. For the l+s and g+s regions, the 'light'
phases cottsist of saturated liquid and gas respectively and the 'heavy' phase is

pure NaCl

- the X:1

boundary.

The therrnoclynaric and transport properties of fluids in the two-phase regions
are only clefined in terrns of these same end-members. Thus, []rere is no 'single'
enthalpy or density for a two-phase liquid plus gas fluid - the thermodynanic
properties apply only to each phase present in the mixture'
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A key feature of the HzO-NaCl phase rliagrarn is the three-phase surface, which
separates the l*g ancl l+s regions from the gfs region. On this surface, the
liquid, gas a1fl solid phases coexist and the saturations of the three phases must
sum to one. As with the two-phase regions, the thermodynamic and transport
properties of each phase must be specified separately'

In the three two-phase states, where saturation is the third primary variable, the
mass fraction of salt can be calculatecl frorn the properties of the light and heavy
end-members. This is necessary because the total mass fraction of salt in the
fluid is needed to find the state of the fluid (as defined in subsection 7-3.2), given
the temperature and pressure. The total mass fraction of salt is given by

g'I2)

X : ANoctl(ANoct * Anro),

where Auoc)t and, AHrs are the accumulation terms for salt and water as they
appear in the conservation equations. Writing this explicitly for the l+g twophase region (state 3) gives

y:

(S1p1xt

t

Snpnxo)f$ot

* SeP)'

A similar expression can be written for the l+s two-phase region (state

.\ :

(S1p1X1* S"p,X,)

l6tpt + S"P"),

(7'13)
2)

(7.r4)

and the g*s two-phase region (state 6)

X:

(SnpnXn+ S"p,X')l$sps +S"P').

(7.15)

These expressions may be inverted' Knowing that & * ss : I in the l+g twophase state (state 3), the liquid saturation ,51 is given in terms of the total mass

fraction

as

g,:
"'-

-,Is,) ,.
Xsps X(pt -

p4(x
X,p,

-

-

(7.16)

Ps)

Similar expressions are obtainecl for states 2 and 6 for the saturations of the
mobile phase
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Sr:

9'(X' - X)

(,Y"P,

-XtPi-b,-P)X'

(7.17)

and

q-

vg-

X,p,(l

- X)

X(pn-X,p)*X,p,-Xsps

(7.18)

Where solid phase is present, the mass fraction of salt in the solid phase X, is
taken to be one. This rneans that for X: 1, there is no liquid or vapour phase'

7.3.8

Phase changing

During the evolution of the physical system being modelled, the therrnodynamic
state of each element in the model will change, and sometimes this will require
a ,phase change' as the element rnoves from one region of the phase diagram to
another. This subsection clescribes how these phase changes are irnplemertted.

Types ofphase changes
Given the six fluid states definecl in subsecti on 7 .3.2, there are at most 36 possible
changes of state, arrd each of these is handled separately. These are listed in Table
7.b. The six entries on the diagonal of this Table refer to 'fictitious' pltase changes,

meaning that 1o actual phase change takes place. Au example of this is when,
during a time step, a liquicl eleurent (state 1) remains a liquid element. Apart from
these cliagonal entries, there are 16 possible 'non-trivial'phase charlges perrnitted.
Table 2.5 also shows 14 'forbirl<len' phase changes. These occur when the indicated regions of ttre phase diagram are not connected' An example is the phase
change fronr state 3 (two-phase l*g) to state 6 (two-phase g*s). In this case these
regions of the pfiase diagram are separated by the three-phase surface (state 4),
as shown for exarnple in Figure 7.1. The transition from state 3 to state 6 is

the flrrid must pass though state 4
first. In the NaCl-TOUGH2 code, these forbidden transitions cause an error condition such that the tirne step is rerduced. With a smaller time step the chances of
an ,allowecl' phase change are increasecl. The remainder of this section describes

forbidclen because

it cannot occur directly,

as

how these phase chatrges are irnplettrented.

The transition between single-phase liquicl (state 1) and single-phase gas (state
5) is a special case of an allowecl transition. This occurs only for T > 374.15"C
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34
1 - XXFX*
2 X - FX F
3XF-XXF
4 F XX - F
5 X*FXF
6 F FFX X

State

F
F

X

X

Table 7.5: summary of phase changes in Nacl-ToucHz. The entries in the
Table in{icate whether the phase change between the two states specified is either
allowed (X) or forbiclden (F). For example the change between states 2 and 4 is
allowecl, whereas the change between states 2 and 5 is forbidden because these
*
regions are not connectecl on the phase diagram. The indicates that this phase
change is permittecl only for T > 374.15'C because the states I and 5 are not
connected on the phase diagram at lower temperatures'

ancl is otherwise forbitklen because these regions on the phase diagram are not
connected at lower temperatures - see Figure 7.1. This is a transition in name

only as the physical properties of the fluid do not change in crossing between
these states. This transition is analogous to crossitrg the 'pseudo-saturation' line
in the super-critical TOUGH2 code (Chapter 3). In the present case, transitions
of this tvpe occur across a surface in PTX space defined by P : P"41 for X <
X61;1, &trd are indepenclent of mass fraction X.

General method
As a simulation proceeds, the pressure, temperature and salt concentration within
the system in question evolve and any element can potentially undergo a phase
change at anv time. Whether this actually occurs or ttot clepends on the state

of that element at the last convergecl solution (from the previous time step) and
on the most recent estimated solution in the current time step, which is updated
during each Newton iteration. Details of the time-stepping algorithm are given

in Pruess (1986).
The last convergecl state for a given elernent determines which prinrary variables
NaCI-TOUGH2 calculates, ancl these are used to clecide if a phase change is necessary or not. This clecision is made in the subroutine FINDNEWSTATE. For
example if the elenrent is in a single-phase liquid state (state l) then the primary
variables are P, T and X. A phase change for the clement is indicated if the cur-
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rent estimated solution (also described in terms of PTX) lies in any state otlter
than state 1. In general, this can occur in a nurnber of ways' For example, if
the estimated pressure and temperature are unchanged but the estimated mass
fraction X exceeds Xrror, & change to state 2 (saturated liquid) is indicated. Sim-

ilarly, a phase change to state 3 would occur if the estimated P and T remain
unchanged and the estimated X lies below X1r. For single-phase states the choice
of the new state is lnambiguous because the boundaries of the different regions
in the phase diagram are specified in terms of the PTX variables.
The process is slightly more cornplicatecl in the case of elements which are in
two-phase states (2, 3 or 6) at the last converged time step. In this situation
the primary variables are P, T and either $; or Se, the liquid or gas saturations'
In this case FINDNBWSTATE is still invoked, but the decision as to whether
a phase change occurs depends on the value of the estimated saturation. As an
example, consicler a liquid saturatccl element in state 2. In this case the third
primary variable is the liquid saturation ,S1. If the estimated value of 'S1 > 1'
the solid phase has 'disappearecl' and a change to single-phase liquid (state 1) is
indic:ated. Sinrilarly for an element itt state 3 (two-phase l+g), if Sl > 1 a change
to single-phase liquid (state 1) will occur and if S, < 0 a change to single-phase
gas (state 5) will take Place.

If the last converged state for an elernent is state 4 (on the three-phase surface)
FINDNEWSTATE agairr uses the conclition that all saturations must lie between
0 ancl 1 to {etermine if a phase change should occur. For example. if the estimated
liquid saturation Sr is less than zero, the liquid phase has disappeared and a
( 0 the gas phase
change to state 6 (two-phase g*s) is inclicated. Similarly, if S,
( 0 there
has vanished and a change to state 2 (two-phase l+s) is indicated. If S'
is no solid ancl a change to state 3 (two-phase l+g) will occur.

A summary of the conditions used to decide on the various phase changes is given
in Table 7.6.

Changing the primarY variables
Once a change of state is indicated for an element, it remains to change the
primary variables. Several different rnethods were tried for this. Ttre first method
is analogous to that used in TOUGH2, where the tenrperature is fixed and the
pressure adjusted to either above, on, or below the saturation pressure depending
on whether the phase change is to single.-phase liquid, two-phase or single-phase
gas. A natural analogy to this in NaCI-TOUGH2 is to fix the temperature and
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Final State
I (l)

Condttion(s)

2 Q+s)
3 0+e)
4 (l+e+s)

PtPf,rnr, X) X;rr1
Pilor <P<Pr,6rffe, <X<Xu
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6 (s+s)
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1 {r)
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a.l
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<[

TL

n (e)

Pfort <P<P'66,S1

!l

6 (e+e)

Fbrbidden

a [#s+s)
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Fbrbtdden

2 (l+s)
3 (l+s)
4 (l+g+s)

s, <0

5 (e)
6 (s+6)
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1 (r)

P>Pcntrr

a{

2 (l+e)
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tt

s (1+s)
4 (l+g+s)
5 (s)
6 (s+s)

Pf"c <P<Prrro&"(X<&,

(a

(a

3t

s (e)

lta

a(

ta

6 (s+r)

1 (n)

tf

2 (l+s)
3 (l+e)
a (l+g+s)

.aa

aa

5 (d,
6 (s+s)

1

I or P)P'cra;$l ( I

!{

((

l

S,

{1

(0

0<Sr <1,
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1

0(S, <1,0<S' <1

(0

Forbidden

P<Pt"or,X(Xscot or

Pfr* <PcPp6,X-lXe"

P<Pt*of ,XlXsurt
Forbtdden
Forbidden
Forbidden

P3;i <P<Pfr"r
P-SPs"rr, S, 21
P<Pe6oil,0<80 <1

Table 7.G: Conditions f,or phase changes from an initial:state (eslumn 1) to a final

state (co.lumn

2).

ZZ5

mass fraction

of the element, and change the pressttre until the new state

is

reached. Unfortrrnately, because of the more complicated geometry of the HzONaCl phase cliagram, it is not always possible to find a PTX point that lies
within the desired state by changing only the pressure. Similar phase changing
methocls involving fixing P or X suffer from the same defect, and for this reason

this method was not pursued further'
The most robust phase changing method involves stepping in small steps along the
line in pTX (or PTS) space which joins the last converged solution and the latest
estimated solutiotts, as shown in Figure 7.6' In this diagram the last converged

solution is marked 'A' and the most recent estimated solution 'B'. As currently
implemented, NaCI-TOUGH2 takes ten steps along the line from 'A' to 'B''
if the phase boundary
separating the two regiorrs has been crossed. When this crossing occurs the
pressure, temperature and mass fraction (or saturation) of the current point are

At

each step along the line, a test is performed to determine

primary variables. Most of the possible phase changes
involve a change of one or ulore of the primary variables. For example, in the case
of single to two-phase transitions, the third primary variable will change from a
mass fraction to a saturation, and vice-versa for transitions front two-phase to
single-phase regions, In making these changes the relations given in equations

returled

as the new set of

7.13 to 7.18 are used.

In this way, a PTX (or PTS) point close to the phase boundary is always obtained,
anrl subsequent convergence of the iteration is usually assured. Often the first
attempt at a phase change for a particular elernent fails because the adopted
point is too fa,r from the phase boundary. This occurs for large timesteps because
the estimated solution is often very inaccurate. A convergence failure results in
a tirne step reduction but usually subsequent attempts at the phase change are
successful.

7.3.9 Relative permeabilities
4 and 6 more than one phase is present, and relative
perrneability furrctions must be specified. These account for the fact that the

In

each of states 2, 3,

flow of each phase is irnpecled by the presence of the others and are specified
as functions of the pha^se saturations. In NaCI-TOUGH2 the same methods for
calcllatilg relative permeabilities are available as irr the original TOUGH and
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TOUGH2 codes (Pruess, 1986, 1991).

In NaCI-TOUGH2 it is

assumecl

that the solid phase, if present (states 2, 4 and

6) is always immobile. Thus the relativc permeability of the solid phase is always
set to zero. For the two-phasc states (2 and 6) the relative permeabilities of
the liquid (state 2) or gas (state 6) phases are set equal to one' In these cases'
of
however, the permeability itself is reduced (see subsection 7'3'10) and the flow
the mobile phase is impeded by the presence of the solid phase'
For the three-phase surface (state 4), the relative permeabilitiesof the liquid and
gas phases are calculate<l using'effective' saturations which take into account the
recluctiol i1 porosity due to the solid pha^se. The total proportion of pore space
available for flowing

saturations are .9f :

flui{ is Sr + Ss (= 1- S,) ancl so the effective liquid a1d
Stl(Sn* Sr) and S'n: Snl(5" + S') respectively'

gas

Finally, for state 3, where there are only liquid and gas phases present, the relative
permeabilities are a^ssignecl accordirrg to their respective saturations in exactly the
same manner as in TOUGH2.

7.3.10 PorositY and PermeabilitY
For states 2,4 ancl 6 ttrere is some solid phase present, and this results in a
in
change in the porosity attd pertneability irr the porous nredium. The change
porosity is simply calculated fronr the arnount of solid phase present' If @6 is the
initial porosity assignecl to an element, then for a solid saturation 'Sr, the reduced
porosity

/'

rvill be

d':do(I-s").

(7.1e)

in the pore space, the permeability will also be affected.
If ko is the initial perrneability and k' is the modified permeability due to the
presence of a solid phase, then the ralio k'f ks is calculatecl as a function of @s
and g'' accorclirrg to one of three rnethods. These are chosen according to the
value of the paranreter MOP(20) (the IvIOP array is used to define a number of
clifferent'optional'paramerters to TOUGH2). The factor k'f ksis applied to all
three components of the permeability. Firstly, for MOP(20) : 1, the Kozeny-

Because of the change

Carmen (Bear, 1987) formula gives
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tr'|

For MOp(20)
Phillips, 1991)

f ko: @16il'l(0

- il10 - 6oD''

g'20)

: 2 the perrneability can be modified by the cubic rule (e.g.

k'lko -There is also an option (MOP(20)

:

@l0d'.

(7.2r)

0) where porosity and permeability reduc-

tionscanbedisabled,thatl"dl0o:1andk'fk|:1'Thisoptionisusefulfor
exanrining the effect of permeability reduction in a system'
As with the super-critical TOUGH2 code (Chapter 3), in NaCI-TOUGH2 a permeability cutoff is appliecl when the temperature exceeds 360'C' This is applied
as a multiplicative factor in the relative permeability functions for each phase'
This factor is equal to o1e for T <360"C, 0.01 for T>400"C, and varies linearly
between

I and 0.01 for 360"C<T<400"C

(equation 2'1)'

7.3.11 Problem initialisation
The method of describing the geornetry of a problem and other input parameters
is iderrtical to that for TOUGH2, as described in Pruess (1986), except for the
specification of the initial conclitions. In NaCl-TOUGH2 there is an extra primary
variable for each element and, in additiorr, there is the state (1 - 6) of the element,

which is usecl to rlistilguish between the different regions of the phase diagram
(subsection 7.3.2).

There are two ways of specifying the initial conditions for an element in NaClTOLfGH2. If the state of the element is known it is specified in the fourth
column of the INCON block. In this case, NaCI-TOUGH2 interprets the first
three numbers as the primary variables corresponding to that state, as listed in
Table 7.1. The use of the concept of states avoids the problem of distinguishing
between clifferent primary variables by such devices as adding 10 to all saturations,
such as is done in EOS1 (Pmess, 1991).

A second rnethocl is available if the initial state of the element is not known. In
this case tfue 'norural' PTX variables can tre specified in the first three columns of
INCON, with the state set equal to zero in the fourth column. NaCI-TOUGH2
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boundaries (known functions of PTX) to detennine the correct state ancl will then reset the prirrary variables if necessary.

will use the locations of the

7.4

phaser

Chapter summary

11 this chapter a new simulation code has been described which can handle the
transport of super-critical hyper-saline fluicls in porous media. This code, NaCl-

TOUGH2, has been written as an equation of state module for TOUGH2, and
will provi{e a tool for future modelling of the TVZ hydrothermal system' The
thermophysical properties of brines are describecl by the methods of McKibbin
and Palliser (1g98b,c), with slight rno<lifications. NaCI-TOUGH2 is valid in the
range P<1000 bar, 10"C<T<620"C and 0<X<1.

it

contains a full description of
the phase diagram for the water-salt mixtures over a range of pressures, temperatures ancl salilities of interest in many geophysical applications. The state space
description is taken from Palliser and McKibbin (1998a) and incorporates liquid
ancl gas single-pha^se regions, liquid plus gas, liquid plus solid and gas plus solid

An important feature of NaCI-TOUGHZ is that

two-phase regions and a liquicl plus gas plus solid three phase region' Different
prirnary variables are usecl within each region, and NaCI-TOUGH2 can seamlessly
change variables between regions.
Because of the presence of a solid phase

in sorne regions of the phase diagram

changes in the porosity and permeability of the porous medium may occur' The
nrass of solid phase gives the change

in porosity directly, and NaCI-TOUGH2

provides several options for relating this to permeability changes.

In the next chapter, NaC]-TOUGH2 will be used to sirnulate a variety of problems
involving hyper-saline brines at high temperatures and pressures' These problenrs
dernonstrate that NaCI-TOUGH2 can handle all of the phase changes described in
this chapter, an{ show its applicatiorr to sorne more complex 1D and 2D exarnples'
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Figure 7.1: Phase diagraur for HzO-NaCl mixtures at 350"C. This diagrarn is
representative of the phase behaviour of brines for 10"C < T < 374.15'C. Regions
are labelled aecordiu*g to the difierent phases present - gas (S), liquid (1) and solid
(s).
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Figure 7.2: Phase diagram for Hzo-NaCl mixtures at 500"c. This diagram is
representative of the phase behaviou.r o brines between 374.15'C and ,800'C.
(l)
Regions are labelled according to the different phases present - gas (g)' liquid
and solid (s).
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representative of the phase behaviour of brines for temperatures greater than
800'C. Regions are labelled aecording to the difierent phases present - gas (S),
Figure 7.3:
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Figgre 7.4: Pressure on the three-phase surface. On this surfaee the gas, liquid
and solid phases coexist. For a given pressule there are two temperatures' In
general there is no way to choose between these. FOr this rea.son' temperature,
rather than pressureo is chosen to be a primary variable on thc three-phase surface.
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10*

Massfractbn
Figure 7.b: Diagram showing how a two-phase fluid with toial mass fraetion of
salt x is composed of two end membe$ a, and b, defined by the boundaries of
the two-phase region. The proportiou by volume of each fluid phase is terrned
the saturation of that phase.
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Fflgure ?.6: Diagram shoTring how a phase ehange between fluid in state A and
fluid in state B is inrplenrented iu NaC1-TOUGH2. The process involves stopping

in smail increrrents a€ro6s the phase boundary until a phase change is indicated.
such phase changes may- be accornpanied by a change in prima,ry variables"
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Chapter

8

A Brine Module for TOUGH2
Examples
8.1

Introduction

In Chapter 7 a new simulation code for super-critical hyper-saline brines was described. This chapter cleals with applications of this code. Exatnples are presented
which show that NaCI-TOUGH2 can simulate a variety flow problems involving
hyper-saline brines at high temperatures and pressures. These examples show
that the code can deal with complex flows involving many phase changes as well
as moderately sizecl problems which are required for modelling the geophysical
systems of interest in this thesis'
The first exarnples dernonstrate that NaCI-TOUGH2 can handle all the necessary phase charrges ancl problems with simple geometries which include flows and
changes of state between different regions on the phase diagram. A further example illustrates the use of NaCI-TOUGH2 for a sinrple geophysical applicatiotr'
This problem is similar to the reference problern in Chapter 4 where a 2D west

to east slice across the TVZ is modelled, except that the flow rates and perrneabilities have been adjustecl to ensure temperatures and pressures stay within the
current, limits of NaCI-TOUGH2. The present pressure aud temperature ranges
of NaCI-TOUGH2 (P<1000 bar, 10'C<T<620"C, subsection 7'3'6) mean that
the code canlot yet hanclle the conditions at depth in the TVZ models found
elsewhere in this thesis.
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The last examples simulat,e travelling waves in a two-phase high salinity fluicl in
a 1D horizontal domain. NaCI-TOUGH2 reproduces both shocks and expansion
waves irr saturation in response to satrtration changes at the upstream boundary'
These results are presented in conjunction with new expressiotrs for the characteristic speeds and pressure diffusivity in two-phase fluids when salt is present in
the vapour phase.

8.1.1

Simple Phase changes

In this section a number of simple exarnples are presented to illustrate that the
at temperatures of 350'C
and b50"C. The examples are run with a two element grid, as this has the minirnum number (l) of connections permitted, and identical 'actions' are performed
on each elernent. Symmetry ensures that identical conditions are maintained in
each element. This also means that there is no flow between the elements, so
the permeability is not relevant. The element volume is 10e m3 and other rock
properties are porosity 0.10, heat capacity 1000 JlkglK and density 2650 kg/rn3'

cocle han4les all possible phase changes which can occur

For each example, the production/withdrawal of heat/water/salt from each element is arljusted to achieve the desired phase changes' The phase changes are
illustratecl schematically in Figure 8.1 for T : 350"C (examples a-j). Because

the phase diagranr is different at higher temperature' examples of all the phase
changes are then repeatefl at T : 550"C (examples k-t). A summary of the
examples is given in Table 8.1'
Figures 8.2 to 8.21 show the evolution rvith time of the liquid, gas and solid
saturations for each of these examples (referred to in the figures as '0D' examples).
These figures show that the paths through the various states (Table 8'1) are
successfully calculated in each case. The c:orresponding primary variables are not
shown as this would require too much space.

8.1.2 1D Horizontal example
In this exaurple NaCI-TOUGH2 is

usecl

to demonstrate that multi-phase brine

flows in a simple geometry can be hanclled correctly. The model domain comprises
a horizontal 'column' with fluicl production from one end and fixed pressure,

temperature ancl salt mass fraction at the other. The domain is 1 kilometre long
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Po

To

X6

Action(s)

States

Figure

a

500

350

0.3

-1.0 kgls

1-3-4-6

8.2

b

50

350

0.3

6-4-3-1

8.3

c

500

350

0.5

2-4-6

8.4

d

50

350

0.7

6-4-2

8.5

e

300

350

0.4

+1.0 kg/s (X:0.2, h:1500 kJ/kg)
-1.0 kg/s
*1.0 kg/s (X:0.5, h-1100 kJlkg)
+0.2 kg/s (X:0'5), 0.1877 kg/s

L-2

8.6

f

300

350

0.5

2-t

8.7

(,

140

350

5

x 10-6

5-3-1

8.8

af

h

160

350

1

x 10-5

3-5-6

8.9

i

100

350

5

x 10-7

+0.1 kg/s (X:0), -0.1 kg/s
+0.055 kgls (X:0'09)
-0.005 kg/s
+0.005 kg/s (X:r), -0.05 kg/s

5-6

8.10

j

60

350

2

x 10-6

G5-3

8.11

1-3-4-6

8.12

6-4-3-1

8.13

r-2
2-r

8.14

2-4-6

8.16

6-4-2

8.17

1-5-6

8.18

6-5-1

8.19

5-3-4-6

8.20

3-5

8.21

Case

k
I

m
n
o

p

q

t
S

t

800 550 0.3
50 550 0.3
500 550 0.63
500 550 0.65
500 550 0.5
50 550 0.7
800 550 0.001
50 550 0.002
400 550 0,001
400 550 0.05

+1.0 kg/s (X:2x10-6)
-1.0 kg/s
+1.0 kg/s (X:0.2, h:1500 kJ/kg)
+0.3 kg/s (X:0.66), -0.3 kg/s
+0.1 kg/s (X:0), -0.1 kg/s
+0.2 kg/s (X:0.5), -0.1377 kg/s
+1.0 kg/s (X:0.7, h:1100 kJ/kg)
-0.1 kg/s
+0.1 kg/s (X:0)
+0.2 kg/s (X:0.5), -0'2 kg/s
+0.2 kg/s (X:0), -0.2 kg/s

8.15

Table 8.1: Summary of state charrges for single block models a t' Columns2-4
give the initial pressure P6 (bar), initial temperature T0 ("c) and initial salt mass
fraction X6. In the 'Action(s)' column a positive flow indicates injection. Numbers in brackets indicate the salinity (X) and enthalpy (h) of the injected fluid.
Negative flows signifi, withdrawal, ancl have no specified salinity or enthalpy. The
column hea{ecl 'states' gives the states through which the fluid passes during the
sirnulation. The final colurnn indicates the figure number showing the evolution

of liquid, gas ancl solid saturations'
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and is cliviclecl into 100 elenrents. The properties of the rock are: permeability
5x10-rb m2, porosity 0.01, heat capacity 1000 JfkglK, thermal conductivity 3
W

/mlK

ancl density 2650

kg/-".

Initially the fluid is in the liquid state with P : 200 bar, T : 350'C and X
: 0.3. The left-hand encl of the domain is helcl at these conditions and fluid
is withrlrawn at the rate of 0.05 kg/s from the right-hand end' The simulation
continues until the pressure is zercl at the right-hand end. This is referred to as
model A in Figures 8'22 to 8.24.

As the pressure <lecreases, fluid in the domain changes from pure liquid (state
1) to two-phase (l+g, state 3), to three phase (l+g+s, state 4) and finally to
two-phase (g+t, state 6). These phase changes result in increasing precipitation
of solid salt. As the mobile fluid at the withdrawal point turns to low density
gas (in state 6) the pressure there falls rapidly. At t:0.48x107 s the pressure
at the withclrawal point has reached almost zero, and it is no longer possible to
maintain the extraction of fluid. Figure 8.22 shows the pressure at that time and
Figrrre 8.23 shows the corresponding solid, liquid and gas saturations. Figure 8.24
sSows the mass fraction of salt along the domain. This shows that the two-phase
(g+r, state 6) 'fluid' is almost completely comprised of solid salt at the end of
the simulation.

In this example there is precipitation of solid salt, which reduces the porosity.
However, in the example just described (model A) the permeability is not reduced, arrd the problem is now repeated with the permeability reduced according
to the Kozeny-carmen expression, equation 7.20. This is 1D horizontal model B.
Figure 8.2b shows the pressure distribution at the time when fluid can no longer
be withdrawn. Because the precipitation of solid salt now reduces the permeabil-

ity, the time to reac[ 'zero pressul'e' at the withdrawal point is shorter, in this
case 0.32x107s. The steeper pressure gradient near the

withdrawal point occurs

because of the reduced permeability there, and rneans that phase changes occur
within a smallel distance. Figure 8.26 shows the corresponding solid, liquid and
gas saturations ancl Figure 8.27 the mass fraction of salt. The factor by which

the penneability is reduced is shown in Figure 8.28'
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8.1.3 lD Vertical

column

In this section NaCI-TOUGH2 is used to calculate the conditions in a vertical
coluntn for concentrated super-critical brines in cases where there is no flow, and
where there is a steady flow through the column. This calculation shows that
NaC1-TOUGH2 can handle the large clensity and viscosity variations which occur
at super-critical conditions in a model with the additional 'feature' of gravity also
being present.

The domain for this example is one kilometre deep and is divided into 100 elements. The cross-sectional area of the column is 100 m2. The properties of the
rock usecl in the simulations are: permeability 5x10-15 m2, porosity 0'01, heat
capacity 1000 J/kg/K, thermal conductivity 3 W/m/K and density 2650 kg/m3'
: 400'C and
Conclitions are fixed at the top of the column at P : 240 bar, T
salt mass fraction X:0.3.
Where there is no flow, the steady state is calculated by simply allowing the brine
to osettle' in the column until there is zero fluicl flow. For the case where there
is a flow of brine, brine is injected into the base of the column at a rate of 0'001

kg/s, with an enthalpy of 1200 kJ/kg, for a total heat flow of 1200 W' The mass
fraction of the injected brine is X : 0.3. The pressure profiles for lloth of these
cases are shown in Figure 8.29.
For the no-flow case the pressure clifference between the top and the base of the
column is about 90 bar, irnplying a steady pressure graclient of 9000 Pa/m' This
is consistent with the gradient P' : prgbecause p; is about 950 kg/m3, as shown
irr Figure 8.32. By comparison, pure water at 240 bar and 400"C has a density
of only 148 kg/rn3, which would give a pressure difference of only 15 bar over a
one kilometre high column.

Where a net flow of brine occurs in the column, the fluid state is more complex.
The sirnulation starts wittr the steady statc discussecl above. As injection of brine
proceeds, the pressure at the base of the column rises, and reaches close to 1000
bar by 1012 s (Figure 8.29). At this tirne the flows of water, heat and salt are all
constant throughout the column, and the sirnulation is stoppecl' The large pressure rise occurs because of the low permeability in the column. which is reduced
to l0-r7m2 over most of the column (above 700 m) due to the high temperatures,
at
as cliscussed in subsection 7.3.10. The discontinuity in the pressure gradient
approxinrately 700 rn clepth occurs because the temperature (Figure 8'30) drops
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below 400"C betwr:en 700 m and the base of the column. The permeability is
therefore not recluced as much in this region, and consequently a smaller pressure
graclient is required to drive the fluid flow.

The temperature rises in the upper part of the column, as shown by curve 'b' in
Figure 8.30. This is a consequence of the heat flow increasing along the column
(from top to bottom) from close to zero to its convective value of 1200 W, ffi shown
in Figure 8.31 (for 108 s). The temperature increases locally because the net heat

flow into the region is greater than the net outflow. Because of this increased
temperarure, a rwo-phase (liquid+gas) region eventually develops between about
b0 m and 380 rn rlepth. The large 'kink' in the temperature occurs at the base
of this two-phase zone.

The two-phase zone is very wet, with the liquid saturation being greater than
0.g8 everywhere. Because there is little salt in vapour phase, the pressure and
temperature in the two-phase zone follow an approximately 'constant mass fraction' trajectory on the two-phase liquid saturated halite surface Xl" (see Table
7.2). Thus, as the temperature decreases from 540"C to 430'C and the pressure decreases from 642 bar to 278 bar upward through the two-phase zone, the
: 0'292
change in mass fractiort of salt in the liquid component is modest, from X
at the base of the column, to X : 0.304 at the top. A further consequence of
pressure and temperature being constrained to lie on a constant mass fraction
trajectory is the reduction in liquicl density, from 956 kg/*t to 875
the two-phase zone (Figure 8.32)'

kg/*t

across

8.L.4 Two-phase 6salt-PiPe'.
Counterflow occurs in a vertical porous domain when two-phase conditions exist
and the pressure gra{ient is intermediate between the liquid and vapour steady
pressure gradierrts p1g and pog. Uncler this condition the liquid phase will flow

dowlwarj ancl the vapour phase will flow upward. In this section counterflow is
examinecl in the context of high salinity brine systems. In this case, the exact
proportions of liquid ancl vapour phases can be adjusted so that the net mass'
energy and salt fluxes rnay be upward, zero, or downward. The examples in this
sectiol deal specifically with the special

cases

fluxes.
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of zero net maws, salt and energy

Lr this section, some theory is first given to explain the special cases where zero
net flrxes of total InaSS, water, salt and energy occur' Then, two examples
of c6unterflow in a two-phase high temperature, hyper-saline brine system are
presented where the 1et fluxes of mass and salt are zero. For these examples, a
ternperature of 600"C and pressure of 600 bar are used. These conditions might be
appropriate for a deep (several kilometres) near-magmatic environment where salt
is fornred, but apart from this the examples have no direct physical interpretation,

and are intended mainly to demonstrate the operation of NaCI-TOUGH2'

For these conditions and a total mass fraction of 0.45, the fluid lies in the twophase liquid+gas state. The properties of each of the liquid and gas brine phases
are listecl in Table 8.2. It should be noted that these are rather extreme fluids
the salt ntass fraction of the liquid phase is over 54T0, and the gas phase has
a clerrsity of 237 kg/*t and salinity of 0.5%. These properties are calculated
from the expressi<lns for p1r, ps", Irts and hs, which are the 'end mernbers' of
the two-phase liqtiid*gas state (Table 7.3). In the developrnent that follows the
subscripts ls and gs have been replaced lry the more generic / and I to keep the
expressions as succinct as possible.
Property

Liquid

Gas

Mass fraction salt

0.5440

0.0051

Density (kg/rn3)
Enthalpy (kJlkg)
Dynamic Viscosity (Pa.s)

1156

236.6

7732

3087

8.40 x 10-a

4.95x 10-5

Table 8.2: Summary of physical properties of brine phases at T:600oC and
P:600 bar for 1D vertical salt-pipe problern.
Using the quantities in Table 8.2 the fluxes of water, heat and salt can be calculated as functiols of the pressure gradient antl the saturation. To simplify
rnatters, the development presente<l here will first deal with 'salt-pipes' with zero
net mass flux. A zero net mass flux implies that the net flux of salt is equal and
opposite to the net water flux. Assuming zero net mass flux allows the pressure
gra6ient to be calculate<l in terms of the saturation alone, through the relative
permeability lirnctions.
The total ma.ss flux

F is the sum of the water and salt fluxes
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:
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(8.1)

pgg)lus.

Setting this expressiott to zero and rearranging gives

P':g(k,tPtlrt+k,epslu)l(k,tlut*k,nf v)'

(8'2)

All quantities in this expression are known for a given ternperature and pressure'
apart from the relative permeability functions k", and ft"r. To proceed, it will
be assumed that the relative permeabilities are expressed in terms of the liquid
saturation ,5r by the linear functions krt : St and /cr, - 1 - '91' Then' equation
8.2 can be evaluated using the quantities in Table 8.2. The result is shown in
Figure 8.33. This shows that the pressure gradient increases smoothly from plg
(2300 Pa/m) to psg (11300 Pa/m) as the liquid saturation increases from 0 to 1'
Using any particular combination of pressure gradient and liquid saturation which
satisfies equation 8.2, the water, salt ancl energy fluxes in equations 7'5, 7'6 and

7.7 can be evaluated. These are written explicitly as
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(8.3)

un,

(8'4)

pog)f

psd lus

-

KT'

'

(8'5)

Even though there is zero net mass flux, there is a maximum in the energy flux,
as shown in Figure 8.34. In the present example this is I.027 W/-' and occurs
at a liquid saturation of about 0.65. The (upward) water and (downward) salt

fluxes show maxima (Figure 8.35), which occur at the same liquid saturation.
The rnaximum (downwarcl) salt flux in this case is 2.83x70-7 kglm2ls.
Other 'zero-flux' special cases are possible. Any of the water, salt or energy fluxes
may be set to zero and the resulting pressure gradients calculated in the same
way as equation 8.2. For zero net water, salt and energy fluxes these pressure
gradients are
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P'tr,o: g(k,tpt(I -
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and

P'un",nu: g(k,tpth1f u1*k,npnhnlu)1ft,1h1f uftk,nhnlu)-KT' f (kk,1h1f u:*kle,nhnf
(8.8)
These are plotted for the same conditions (P:600 bar,

T:600'C) in Figure 8'36'

The curves for water and energy are very similar because the expressions 8.6 and
8.8 have similar form, and the ratios of the quantities which are interchangeable
are similar in magnitude - (l-Xt)lht:4x10-a and (1-d)lhs:3.2x10-a' The
curve for zero salt flux involves higher pressure gradients which increase the proportiol of the relatively salt-poor gas phase. The three curves do not intersect
and no two of the water, salt or energy fluxes can be zero simultaneously. For the
energy curve conduction has been set to zero. However, if conduction is included
in the heat flux the pressure gradient curve is shifted downward unless there is

an inverted temperature profile.
Two 'salt-pipe' examples with the parameters listed in Table 8.2 have been set up
for NaCI-TOUGH2. The first of these has zero net mass flux, and the second zero
net salt flux. In both examples, the model domain consists of a column 100 m
high, {ivi{ed into 100 elements. The rock properties are: porosity 0.01, density

lkglK. The 'low temperature' perrneability is set to 10-14m2, but due to the high temperature in these examples,
the effective permeability is 10-16m2, as explained in subsection 7.3'10.

2650 kg/m3 and specific heat capacity 1000 J

For the zero net mass flux case the liquid saturation is set to 0.5' which implies
from equation 8.2 that the vertical pressure gradient is 4335 Pa/m. Accordingly,
the top of the column is fixed at P:600 bar and T:600'C ancl the base is fixed

at P:004.3 bar and T:600"C. In the bulk of the colurnn the initial conditions
are set to P: 600 bar ancl T : 600'C. This system evolves to close to steady
state i1 lhout 1013 s. Table 8.3 compares the results from this simulation with
those cllculated by cquations 8.1 ancl 8.3 to 8.5. The total mass fraction of salt
is calculatecl from equation 7.13. The steady state ha"s a total salt ntass fraction
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u)'

of 0.452. The nt-'t flow of water is upwartl alrd the net flow of salt clownward'
obtained
and the net upwarcl heat flux is 0.92 W/m2. The analytical results are
variations
assuming thc constant fluid properties given in Table 8.2. The small
of
between the analytical and NaCI-TOUGH2 results are due to the variations
fluid properties with pressure along the finite length of the column.
Property

Analytical

NaCI-TOUGH2

Pressure gradient (Pa/m)

4355

4310

Salt mass fraction

0.452

0.452

Liquid saturation
Liquid Flow (kg/s)
Vapour Flow (kg/s)
Water Flux (kg/s/mz)

0.5

0.5

-0.482 x 10-6
*0.482 x 10-6

-0.483x 10-6

*0.259x 10-6

+0.252 x 10-o

Salt Flux (kg/s/m'?)

-0.259 x 10-6

-0.260x 10-6

+0.941

+0.922

Heat Flux

(W/*t)

-

-

4340

0.506

*0.475 x 10-o

Table 8.3: cornparison of analytical ancl Nacl-TouGH2 calculated quantities
for a lD vertical ,salt-pipe' at T:600"c and P:600 bar. The net mass flux is
zero for this example. A positive sign indicates upward flow.

Property

Analytical

NaCI-TOUGH2

Pressure gradient (Pa/rn)

10890

11060

Salt mass fraction

0.452

0.455

Liquid saturation
Liquid Flow (kg/s)
Vapour Flow (kg/s)
Water Flux (kg/s/mz)

0.5

0.490 -

-0.196x 10-7
*0.209x 10-5

-0.192x 10-7
*0.205x 10-5

*0.207x 10-b
-0.844x 10-tl

*0.203x 10-5

+6.43

+6.29

Salt Flux (kg/s/rn2)
Heat Flux

(W/*')

-

10940

0.443
0.500

+0.286 x 10-ro

Table 8.4: Comparison of analytical and NaCI-TOUGH2 calculated quantities
for a 1D vertical 'salt-pipe'at T:600'C and P:600 bar. The net salt flux is zero
for this example. A positive sign indicates upward flow'
For the zero net salt flux example, the liquicl saturation is again set to 0'5, and
the pressure graclient is calculatecl from equation 8.7 to be 11,056 Palm' The
problem is set up for NaCI-TOUGH2 as explained above for the zero net mass flux
example. The larger pressure change along the column in this example (- 11 bar)
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leads to greater variations in the physical properties of the fluids along the column,

and so, to rnaintain constant fluxes, the pressure gradient will vary significantly
alorrg the colurnn. Further, because equal amounts of salt must be transported in

the liquid and vapour phases, the solution is very sensitive to the total pressure
difference across the colurnn. For these reasons, the pressure gradient above
(11,056 Pa/m) was not used to define the overall pressure difference along the

columtr. Instead an overall pressure gradient of 10,890 Pa/rn was used, as this
was founcl to give a closer approximation to the zero net salt flux salt-pipe. The
two pressure gradients differ by about L5%. Thus, the pressure at the base of the
column is set to 610.89 bar, and the system again reaches steady state in about
1013 s.

The cornparison between analytic and NaCI-TOUGH2 results for this example is
shown in Table 8.4. The analytic values have been calculated using a value of
11,056 Paf m for the pressure gradient and the physical properties

in Table 8.2,

will give a salt flux close to zero. The agreement between the analytic
arrd NaCI-TOUGH2 results is good in all cases. Of interest in this example is
the high heat flow. This occurs because of the greater upward flow of vapour
as this

in this example, which is required to match the downward flux of salt contained
in the liquid phase. The heat flux is approximately seven times larger in this
example than in the zero net mass flux case. The flow of water in this example
is dorninated by the upward flow of the vapour phase, which contains only 0.51%
salt.

The two salt-pipe examples presented here demonstrate different cases of counterflowing fluid flow when there is either zero net mass flux or zero net salt flux.
These examples again show

that NaCI-TOUGH2 can handle the flows of high

temperature and pressure rnulti-phase hyper-saline brines in situations that may
be relevant to deep near-magmatic conditions found in the TYZ or elsewhere.

8.1.5 2D Convection
The first part of this thesis acldressed the problem of large scale heat and mass
flows in the Taupo Vblcanic Zotrt:. The current version of NaCI-TOUGH2 cannot
yet acldress this problem becausc of limitations in the pressure and ternperature
range

in which it can operate (subsection 7.3.5).

However,

in this section

a

problenr which is essentially a 'copy' of the reference problem from Chapter 4 is
presented. The parameters in this nrodel have been adjusted so that the pressures
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and temperatures do rrot exceed the current upper limits of NaCI-TOUGH2 (1000
bar, 620'C). Higher pressures occur because of the increased dynamic viscosity

of the brines, relative to pure water, which mean larger pressure gradients

are

necessary to drive the flows. Also, the density of brines is higher than pure water,
which further increases the deep pressures. Despite the parameter changes, this

model demonstrates that NaCI-TOUGH2 can handle 2D simulations of significant
size and with further development (Chapter 9) will be a useful adjunct to the TVZ

modelling rvhich comprises the bulk of this thesis.
For the model presented here, the model domain, discretisation and initial conditions are identical to the models presented in Chapter 4 and no further description

of these will be given. Similarly, the rock properties are the same as those listed

in Table 4.1 of Chapter

4.

The model inputs which have been adjusted are the permeabilities and the geothermal source of heat ancl mass. The permeabilities adopted are 100/10*1p-15ttt2

in the shallorv infill region and 10/1x19-l5or2 in the exterior region. These
double the values used in the 2D reference exarnple.

are

The geothermal heat source in the central 30 kilometres of the domain has a
strength of 100 W/km. This is one tenth of the value used in the 2D reference
model. In this example, the magmatic fluid consists of a brine with salt mass
fraction of salt 1/11, and injected at a rate of 1.1x 10-5 kg/s/km. The total
inputs of geothermal water, salt and heat are 3x10-4 kg/s, 3x10-5 kg/s and
3000 W respectively. The boundary conditions are shown in Figure 8.37.
Temperatures in the model develop in a different way to the 2D reference modelAt early times (50,000 years) there is no evidence of the separate plumes and only

minor heating has occurred above the heat source (Figure 8.38). By 500,000 years
(Figure 8.39) a rather irregular convective pattern occurs with a single central
hot plume, but by 2,000,000 years there are two separate, but rather unstable
plumes. This behaviour is the result of the smaller total heat flux applied at the
lower boundary and has also been observed in simulations using pure water.
The salt concentrations roughly minric the temperatures, brrt show more clearly
the regions of upflow and downflow because only the upflowing fluid contains

salt. At 50,000 years (Figure 8.41) there is a layer of concentrated brine

across

the base of the nroclel. At 15 knr outside the edge of the heat source, this brine
is hot (255"C) and concentrated (X:0.06) ancl has a clensity of 957 kg/m3. This
is denser than pure water at the same conditions (85a kg/m') uttd is sufficient [o
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cause

it to 'pool' untler gravity at the base of the model. By 500,000 years (Figure

8.42) this layer has been largely disrupted by the flows of cool, low salinity fluid
in the region exterior to the lteat source. At 2,000,000 years two narrow plumes of

concentrated brine occur, surrouncled by diffuse envelopes of lower salinity fluid
(X:0.007) (Figure 8.43). The relatively sharp edges on these cliffuse plumes (on
both Figures 8.42 and 8.43) are caused by the flow of pure water into the regions
of low salinity brines occupied by these plutnes. As the plumes move the salinity
of the fluid can change more rapidly than the temperature, and this resrilts in the
front-like behaviour of the salinity. For example in the left plume of Figure 8.43,
the salinity changes from zero to 0.007 in the space of three grid blocks (750 m).

This example has {emonstrated the simultaneous calculation of the flows of water,
salt ancl heat in a problem of geophysical interest. This application of NaClTouGH2 shows that the code can handle moderately sized (- 5000 elements)
numerical problems robustly, and will be a useful tool in the future for even larger
problems.

8.1.6 Two'phase travelling waves/shocks
The last examples presented in this chapter concern the motion of travelling
saturation waves ancl their accompanying pressure changes in a horizontal twophase hyper-saline system. Understanding the propagation of these lvaves could
find applicltion, for example, in the analysis of well tests in two-phase hyper-

saline geothermal reservoirs. These examples are unrelated to the rest of this
thesis, but provide an interesting examplc of the rich behaviour of highly saline
systems, and the ability of NaCI-TOUGH2 to model them.

Kissling et al. (1992) examined the wave-like behaviour of saturation in horizontal pure water two-phase systems. This work derived a characteristic speed for
the saturation, and showecl that if this varies in space then either shocks or expansion waves in the saturation can occur. In particular the characteristic speed
is an increasing function of the liquid saturation. This means that an increase

i1 saturation applied at the upstream boundary will result in a shock and conversely, a decrease irr saturation will result in an expansion wave. Should a shock
occur, this is governed by the Rankine-Htrgoniot 'jump' conditions, applied to
the equations for conservation of mass and energy.
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In this section some of this analysis is repeated for the two-phase hyper-saline
system. This systenr is different from the pure water case discussed above because
leads to
there are now three components. The aclditional conservation equation
reduces
a richer system but rather complicates the algebra involved. The system
to trvo wave equations (for saturation and temperature) and a pressure diffusion
In
equation. There are thus two characteristic speeds and a pressure diffusivity'
this section these quantities are derived and the existence of both shocks and
expansion waves is demonstrated using NaCI-TOUGH2'
convenient in what follows to use the conservatiott equations
for mass, salt and energy. This choice reduces the labour of algebra considerably'
acldition, for clarity the symbols M, B ancl E will be used for the mass, salt

It has been found
In

for
and energy accumulation terms respectivel$ and Ju,FB and Jn will be used
then
the mass, salt and energy fluxes. The equation for conservation of mass can
be written

W.#:0,

(8.e)

is the accumulation term for total mass (water*salt) defined by the
sum of equations 7.2 and 7'3. The total mass flux is given by

where

M

J*t

: -FT,
or,

(8.10)

where

F -- k(k,tlu1*

k,of

u).

(8'11)

Following Kissling ef al. (1992) the conservation equations for salt and energy
can be written in the form

aB 1JB aE . 1Je ^
at+ ar: at-6r:u'

(8.12)

where the flux terms are

Ju:
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Note that both expressions 8.14 and 8.15 are identical in form, apart from the
exchange of enthalpy for salt rnass fraction. Note also that for simplicity, the
conductive term in the energy flux has been neglected.
To proceed, the flux terms in the conservation equations are written explicitly in
terms of derivatives of the primary variables P,T, and liquid saturation,Sr (o.
this produces 'diffusive'terms in
,9). Because the fluxes are also functions of

#,

the second derivative of pressure
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Eliminating the second derivatives of pressure from these equations and writing
the accumulation terms as functions of P, S and ? yields the two equations
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These equations may be more conveniently expressed in rnatrix forrn as

"#(;).'#(;):(fi)

(8.23)

which is interpretecl as a system of wave equations for the saturation and the
temperature. The elements of the 2x2 matrices A and B can be identified directly from equations 8.19 and 8.20. The eigenvalues of the matrix A-18 are the
characteristic speeds of this systeim. After a great deal of algebra, the element
A-tBzr is found to be zero. This result has been confirmed numerically. This
means that the elements

A-tBrr

and

A-IB

22 a;tl

the characteristic speeds associ-

atecl with the liquid saturation (c") and temperatute

("") respectively. Explicitly'

the expressions for these are

(8.24)

and

t*

(ffin",+ ffi

fu + tnpn,ff1'(8.25)
where Eer is clefined as (he, - hd/(Xt" - Xe,). These are believed to be new
results, and extencl those of Young (1993), who considered the case where salt
is present only in the liquid phase. The present results are therefore applicable
to higher temperatures and pressures where appreciable amounts of salt occur in
the gas phase.

The characteristic speecls c" and cy are now evaluated as functions of liquid
saturation for the particular set of conditions and rock properties listed in Table
8.5. The characteristic speeds are shown in Figure 8.44. This figure shows that c'
is the larger of the two speeds and is an increasing function of the saturation, and
ca is alnrost constant, except at low saturations. In performing this calculation,

the relative perrneability ftrnctions have been set to kr1:

S1

and

krs: Se'

Beeause c" is an increasing function of saturation, the speed associated

with

a

will be higher than that for a'dryer' (lower
51) system. Kissling et al. (1992) showed that under these conditions a saturation
'wetter' (higher

S1) two-phase svstern

25r

Propcrty

Value

Pressure (bar)

46

Tempcrature ('C)

262

Liquid Saturation

0.4

Pressure graclient (bar/m)

-7.22

Temperature gradient ("C/m)
Saturation gradient m-t

-0.294
-0.00223

Permeability (m2)

10-r6

Porosity

0.3

Density (ke/m')

2650

Heat Capacity (J/kg/K)

1000

Conductivity (W/m/K)
Liquid Flux (kg/m2/s)

0

flux (kglnf ls)
Energy flux (W/m2)

9.22x 10-o

Ga^s

3.49x 10-s
65.75

Table 8.5: Con{itiols in model clomain for 1D shock and expansion wave solutions.

shock will forrn whel higher saturation fluid flows into a region occupied by lower
saturation fluid. Conversely, an expamsion wave will form when low saturatiort

fluid flows into a region of higher saturation. An NaCI-TOUGH2 model is now
set up to verify these predictions. The rnodel domain consists of a lD horizontal
column 1 m in length which is divided into 200 elements. Conditions and rock
properties within this dolnain are listed in Table 8.5.

In the first example (A), the saturation at the upstream boundary is raised to
0.6. Saturations are shown as a function of time in Figure 8.45. The figure
shows shock-like waves because the characteristic speed on the upstream side of
the wave front is greater than on the downstream side. The wave front remains

unchanged throughout the simulation. The observed speed of the shock derived
from this diagram is 0.45x10-6 m/s. This is close to the characteristic speed c,

at a saturation of 0.4, of 0.48x 10-6 m/s'
The pressure for this example is shown in Figure 8.46. This shows the characteristic'kinked'pressure profile which occurs in these systems (Kissling et al',
1992). The pressure gradient is discontinuous at the kink.
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(B), the saturation at the upstream boundary is dropped
to 0.2. The Iiquid saturation is shown as a function of time in Figure 8.47. This
Figure shows an expansion fan solution because the characteristic speed on the
upstrearn sicle of the wavefront is slower than that on the downstream side. Thus
the saturation profile tends to become more smeared out with time.

11 the seconcl example

The pressure diffusivity can be derived by returning to equations 8.16 to 8.18'
By expanding the time derivatives of M,B and -B and collecting the first spatial
derivatives of P,T and S together as 'source' terms on the right-hand side, these
equations can be recast as
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(8.28)

Again, this can now be written more succinctly in matrix form
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(8.2e)

Ir )

where the elements of the 3x3 rnatrix G and the source vector may be identified
directly from equations 8.26 to 8.28. The pressure diffusivity is then

Dp

: Fcttt + gFGl; + hrG-J '

(8.30)

This may be written more explicitty by evaluating the appropriate elements of
the matrix G-1. In this case the final result for D, is not expressed in terms of
physical variables as with c" and c7 because the resulting expression is extrernely
lo1g. Holvever D, can be expressed in a sytnmetric form in terms of the quantities
g,lr,,F,M,B,.E and their clerivatives with respect to P,T and ^9,

Dp:

FDt

- gFDz+ \FDI

-

gD2+ ffiDs,

(8.31)

where Dr,,Dz and D3 are defined bY

-ffin,

aMaE aEaM n 7MaB ?BaM
AB aBaE
Dr: AE
OP AS #65,D2:ugdF-##,Dt: aS ar- N ap

(8'32)

Do is now calculated as a function of liquid saturation using the parameters
listed in Table 8.5. The result is shown in Figure 8.48. This shows the pressure
cliffrrsivity is highest only for very small values of saturation and is of the order
of 10-5 mz/s for more typical saturations.

8.2

Chapter summary

In this chapter the use of NaCI-TOUGH2 has been demonstrated with a number
of problems. Firstly, a suite of 'single block' examples show that NaCI-TOUGH2
can handle all the perrnissible phase changes which occur irr the valid region
of the phase cliagram. Simple 1D problerns are also presented to demonstrate
that NaCI-TOUGH2 can handle the transport of hyper-saline brines at supercritical conditions, including the precipitation of solid salt' A 2D 'TVZ-like'
rnodel shows that with further clevelopment, NaCI-TOUGH2 will be applicable
to larger problems of geophysical interest.
Finally', new resllts are presented for the characteristic speeds of travelling waves
and the pressure cliffusivity in two-phase hyper-saline fluids where salt exists in
both liquid and gas phases. This extends the work of Young (1993)' who considered the case where salt is only present in the liquid phase. NaCI-TOUGH2 is
used to verify the existence ofboth shocks and expansion waves in a lD horizontal

{omain when saturation changes are made at the upstream boundary'
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Figue 8.1: Scherrratic indicating phase olanges whicb occur in the 0D msdels in
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stAteS.
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Figure 8.2: Liquid, gffi and solid saturations as funstions of time, to illustrate
phase changes in 0D model a. As the pressure is decreased, the fluid changes
fro,rn pure liquid (1, state 1) to two-phase (l+g, state 3), to three-pha.se (l+B+s'
state 4), and finally to two-pha^se (g*s, state 6),
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phose changes in 0D rnodel o. Ae the preesure decreases, the ffuid changes from
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of timo, to illustrate
phase ehamges'in 0D rnsdel q. As the pressure decreases, the fluid c-hanges from
single-phase liquid (I, state 1), to oingle-phase gas r(Sr state 5), and fioally to
Figure.
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Figure 8.1g: Liquid, gas and solid saturations as functions of tirne, to illustrate
phaSe, changes in 0D model r. As the pressure decreases, the fluid chasges from
two.ph:ase (g+r, state 6), to single-phaoe gaS (g, state 5), and finally to single'
phase liquid (1, s'tate 1),
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Figure 8.20: Liquid, gas and solid saturatione as functions of timeo to illustrate
phase changes in 0D model s. As the system evolves, the fluid changes from
(l+g+s,
single-phase gas (g, state 5), to two-phase (l+g, state 3), to three'phase
state 4), and finally to two-phase (g*s, state 6).
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Figure 8.21: Gas and liquid e,aturations as functioos of tirne, to illustrate phase
charrges in 0D urodel t. As the syctem enolves, the fluid changes from two-phase
(l+g, state 3) to single-phase gas (8, state 5).
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Figure 8.29: Pressure profiles for lD vertical msdels. For curve 'a' therc is zero
mass flow. For curve 'b', the brine flow rate is 0.001 kg/s, with the rnass fraction
of brine 0.3 and the enthalpy 1200 kJ/kg. Curve 'b' shows tbe pressure profile
1.012

s after the start of injection'
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ob' shows the
mass fraction of brine 0.3 and the enthalpy f200 kJ/kg, Curve
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Figure B.3l: Heat flory at 10E s for lD vertical model. The decreaeiog heat flow
from the base to the top of the column results in a local te,rrperature iucrease in
the upper part of tlne cnlumn, a,s shown in Figure 8.30.
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of brine 0.3 aud the enthalpy 1200 kJ/kg. curve 'b' shows the density profile
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Figure 8.BZ: Boundary conditions for the 2D reference model, including the input
of salt in the ,geothermal' source. The symbols M, Q and S refer to water, heat
and salt respectively.
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Figure 8.40: 'fgrnperature distribution in the 2D salt model at 2,000,000 years'
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Chapter

9

F\rture Work
permeable envelope
The 3D TVZ models in this thesis introduced the concept of a
fields. These are exas a mechanism for fixing the locations of the geothermal
across the
plained as boundary effects associated with the permeability contrast
of the features
envelope boundary. However, despite successfully predicting many
important reof the TVZ hydrological system, the model is incomplete in several
are discussed
spects. In this chapter a number of extensions to the current model

which address these shortcomings.

TVZ enveloPe
active
The TVZ envelope is defined as the region including the most recently
In this thesis,
caldera structures within the TVZ and the Taupo Fault Belt.
Soengkono
these features are defined accorcling to maps given by, respectivelS
is how
(1ggb) and Bibby et al. (1995). One issue not addressed in this thesis
positions
uncertainties in the location of the TVZ envelope affect the predicted
and other properties of the geothermal fields'

In addition, the current simulations over periods of 2 Ma do not take into account
rate of
structural evolution of the TVZ envelope during this period' An extension
16 km over
8 mm/year corresponds to a widening of the TVZ envelope by about
period' The
this time, and the depth of the infill region may also change over this
at present'
effect of these changes on the modelled geothermal fields is unknown

Heat source

In the current best TVZ model the heat source is idealised as being steady in
with
time and piecewise constant in space. It lies at 8 krn depth and is coincident
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the TVZ envelope. As described above, there are uncertainties in the location
of this envelope which may affect the modelled geothermal fields' In addition'
in
the division of the TVZ envelope/heat soulce into 16 regions, as described
satisfactory
Chapter 6, is somewhat arbitrary, and is justified only because of the
fields'
predictions the moclel makes concerning the locations of the geothermal
regions
The effect of changing the number and distribution of these heat source
is unknown and should be investigated'

A more realistic approximation to the true TVZ heat

source would include the

the concontribution (perhaps 700 to 1000 MW) from cooling magma bodies in
it contributes
vective region above 8 km. This is an important heat source because
perhaps 20% ofthe total TVZ heat input (chapter 2). An appropriate approach
by avermight be to use an equivalent steady volumetric heat source, obtained
aging the contributions from all the magmatic bodies over time'

In particular'
The Kawerau geothermal field is an anomaly in the present model'
to the active
Kawerau lies outside the presently defined TVZ envelope, but close
in the
volcano Putauaki (Mount Edgecumbe). If Kawerau is to be accommodated
of the
present model, the TVZ envelope would need to be extended to the north
in this
Okataina caldera, implying either unmapped faulting or another caldera
geological
region to provide the enhanced permeability. Further geophysical and
work is needed to resolve this issue'

is that
the faulting or caldera structures are not present, another possibility
To support
Kawerau geothermal field is associated with the Putauaki volcano'
this idea, evidence for a relatively shallow magmatic body is given by Christenson
cannot
(1997). If this is the case, the presence of the Kawerau geothermal field
this thesis'
be explainecl in the context of the hydrological model developed in

If

Geology and PermeabilitY
piecewise
The permeability in the current best 3D TVZ models is assumed to be
vertically'
constant on horizontal length scales of 10 to 15 km, and also constant
It is also assumed to be isotropic in the horizontal plane' This is clearly a crude
approximation, as the TVZ is an actively rifting region where new faults and
which can
calderas are produced at known rates. New geophysical techniques
may
probe the TVZ to depths at least as great as the base of the convective zone
provide better information on the distribution of the deep geological structures

and permeability.
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Belt in a large
The current 3D TVZ model treats the faults in the Taupo Fault
,averaged' sense. The 2D modelling in this thesis showed that downflows of
scale
did not show a clear
cool surface fluid occur in regions of high permeability, but
at wairakei
association between faulting and hot upflows, such as that observed
geothermal
by Grindiey. This apparent inconsistency in the role of faulting in
systems needs to be investigated.

Chemistry
abundant
The TVZ moclels described in this thesis use pure water' The most
COz' The inclusion of
chemical species in the TVZ geothermal fluids are NaCl and
temperature equation
these species in a 3D TVZ model would require a new high
constraints on
of state rnodule for TOUGH2. Such a model would provide further
predicted NaCl
the TVZ heat source and permeability structure by allowing the
be matched with
and coz contents of fluids in the different geothermal fields to
observed values,

by the
More generally, the geothermal fluids in the TYZ ate well characterised
(Ellis and
equilibriun between pure water and either rhyolitic or andesitic rocks
Mahon, 1964; Giggenbach, 1995), together with a small magmatic component'
transThe transport and reaction of such fluids could be described by a chemical
not
port code such as chemToucH2 (White, 1995), although this is probably
yet practical for 3D models of the size presented in this thesis'

Numerical
computations described
Some research is necessary to improve the efficiency of the
by adding
in this thesis so that models can be refined by adding more elements, or

additional chemical comPonents.
take 3The models in this thesis (- 200,000 elements, 2 components) typically
with
6 weeks to comple te a 2 Ma simulation. Models based on this resolution
will take
additional chemical components, or models with increased resolution
of hypotheses
several times longer to complete but would provide better tests
concerning the TVZ.

one possibility is to use inverse modelling to determine the permeability and
would require
heat source structures needed to locate the geothermal fields. This
to
multiple simulations, each lasting several weeks' At present the time required
future
do this would be prohibitive, but it may be practical in the foreseeable
with clusters of fast PCs and parallel implementation of TOUGH2 using mpi'
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Chapter 10
Summary and Conclusions
scale heat
The first part of this thesis is concerned with the modelling of large
is to understand the
and mass flows in the Taupo Volcanic Zone, The aim of this
TVZ geothermal
mechanisms which control the nature and distribution of the
fields.

chapter 2 presents background information on the TVZ. of most importance
have been used to
are the geophysical, geological and geochemical results which
The conceptual
create a 'conceptual model' of the TVZ hydrological system'
geological structure
model has several facets. one major question concerns the
of the
(and resulting permeability) which is required to explain the distribution
geothermal
TVZ geothermal fields. An important observation is that most of the
Belt and the
fields lie on the perimeter of a region defined by the Taupo Fault
This provides
mapped volcanic centres, or caldera structures, within the TVZ'
fields,
a clue to the mechanism which controls the locations of the geotherrnal
and 6' For
rvhich is explored further in the models presented in Chapters 4, 5
the TVZ is
simplicity, in this stridy it is assumed that the geological structure of
considered in the
fixed, and does not evolve over the time periods of up to 2 Ma

simulations.

heat to the
Another key question is the nature of the heat source which supplies
heat
geothermal fields. Three mechanisms are identified which can account for the
intrusions into
flow into the TVZ - conduction from the ductile region, magmatic
these
the convective zone, and magmatic fluid' In this thesis, it is argued that
at the
can be approximated as a source of heat and magmatic water located
of the convective zone, that is the maximum depth to which groundwater
base

of
circulates. This is estimated from earthquake data to occur at a depth
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the
km. This approximation may be thought of as the result of averaging over

from the
contributions from many 'small' magmatic intrusions, heat conduction
region' In
deeper ductile zone, and hot magmatic fluid entering the convective
but is
the most refined 3D models of the Tvz, this heat source is not uniform,
for the variation
defined piecewise spatially. This model is found to best account
of heat output observed across the TVZ'
This
chapter 3 describes a super*critical equation of state module for TouGH2'
This code
is used for all of the large scale modelling of the TVZ in this thesis'
and pressures of
can handle the transport of fluid at temperatures up to 2000"C
is used to
up to 2000 bar. The United Kingdom steam Tables (1970) formulation
this range
calculate the properties ofwater up to 800'C and 1000 bar, and outside
the formulation of Haar, Gallagher and Kell (1934) is used. An interpolation
to ensure that
scheme is used between the two formulations where they overlap
critical point
the water properties are continuous. In the small region close to the
densitv
(22L.2 t 1 bar, 374.15 + 0.005'c) the uKsT formulation fails, and the
accurate
of water is approximated using an interpolation scheme which ensures
performance of the
densities are obtained. The high temperature and pressure
experiments by
code is validated by comparing results with published numerical
simple
Yano and Ishiclo (1998) and Cox and Pruess (1990). A number of other
and two-phase
problems are also presented which illustrate the behaviour of single
systems in the near-critical region'

The models
The first large scale moclelling of the TVZ is described in chapter 4'
incorporate
represent a 2D west to east slice of unit thickness across the TVZ and
of these models show
a variety of permeability structures and heat sources' Many
end
similar behaviour. At early times individual plumes of hot fluid form at each
thousands of
of the heat source, and these reach the surface within a few tens of
fields
years. These plumes are reminiscent of the western and eastern geothermal
in the Tvz,but they typically coalesce on time scales of a few hundred thousand
years. Geophysical evidence suggests that the geothermal fields have persisted
is
for at least several hundred thousand years at the margins of the TVZ, and
therefore in direct contradiction to this picture'

A feature of these 2D TVZ rnodels is that regions of higher permeability

near

the surface act as conduits for the downward flow of cool water from the upper
permeabilboundary of the model. This occurs in examples containing a high
ity shallow infill region, a 15 km wide permeable 'Fault Belt', and in models
some
containing individual narrow (1 km wide) faults. This is consistent with
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water within the
observations from the TVZ, which indicate downward flowing
because it
permeable Taupo Fault Belt, but not outside it. This is important
to depth
provides a mechanism by which shallow groundwatel can be conveyed

in the TVZ.
there is a high
Stable hydrothermal plumes do occur in the 2D models when
permeability'infill' region representing the TvZ, and a lower permeability region
of the infill
exterior to this. In this case, the stable plumes form at the boundaries
water flows downward
region where the permeability contrast occurs. cool surface
low
in the infill region, a1d sweeps the geothermal heat outward at depth to the
due to
permeability barrier formed by the exterior region, where it then ascends
comparable to
buoyancy to the surface. The plumes so formed persist for times
the lifetime of the TVZ, and so this mechanism provides a possible explanation
for the inferred longevity of the geothermal fields'

If the infill permeability is too low, this leads to the formation of a conductive
permeability lessens
region above the heat source. This occurs because the low
of the
the ability of circulating groundwater to remove heat from the vicinity
can result in a
heat source, and so causes the temperature to rise locally' This
as the
further decrease in rock permeability if the temperature rises above 360"C'
(Fournier,
rock will then become plastic and be unable to support permeability

(- 1000'C
1991). Conductive regions can have very high internal temperatures
as
or more) a1d have associated hydrotherrnal plumes which form above them'
to the
groundwater flows across their surfaces, is heated, and rises buoyantly
surface.
systems
Higher infill permeabilities can produce regular, multi-plume convective
within the infill region that are stable for at least 2 Ma, but if the infill permeability is too high, then the convection becomes unstable, with multiple, transient
TVZ'
plumes forming and clecaying in the infill region. These are not seen in the

T\lZ has never
where electrical resistivity measurements suggest that the inner
the heat source
been subjected tcl hydrothermal conditions' The temperature near
formain these models remains below 360'C, and is not high enough to cause the
plumes
tion of conductive regions, as described above. In these models' the stable
at the ipfill/exterior boundary still persist throughout the 2 Ma simulation, but
only if the exterior permeability is not too high'
on the
The permeability of the exterior region in these models has some influence
stability of these convective systems. If this is too high, inflows of fluid from the
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plumes at the infill/exterior
exterior region can preclude the formation of stable
in the exterior
region boundary. However, with a moderate to low permeability
permeregion, this inflow is reduced and stable plumes can form' Moderate/low
there lemain close to
abilities in the exterior region also ensure that temperatures
of 30"C/km'
the ,geophysical' distribution, with a vertical temperature gradient
due
If the exterior permeability is higher' then warm convective plumes can form
in the
to the upward geophysical heat flux of 0.09 w/m2. These are not seen
not occur and imTVZ. Moderate to low exterior permeabilities ensure this does
ply a relatively low coupling between the TVZ and exterior regions is necessary
stability of the hydrothermal plumes at the infill region boundary'

to ensure

The models in
The first 3D hydrological models are presented in chapter 5.
caldera-like
this chapter examine the flows of heat and mass within permeable
are chosen
structures. The dimensions of the calderas, 15 km and 30 km diameter'
are
to be comparable to those of the calderas found in the TVZ' The calderas
and have a high
circular in profile, extend to the depth of the heat source at 8 km,
These
permeability interior region surrounded by lower permeability material'
permeability contrast at
conditions are similar to those in chapter 4, where a
hydrothermal
the infill/exterior region boundary leads to the formation of stable
to the
plumes at this boundary which persist for periods of time comparable

lifetime of the TVZ.

to 'quasiFor 15 km diameter calderas, a heat source beneath the caldera Ieads
perimeter of the caldera'
steady, plumes of hot fluid which move around the inside
In this case, the small diameter of the caldera means the plumes are sufficiently
stable' For larger
close together to influence each other, and so will not be
stable plumes are
calderas, 30 km in diameter, this interaction is reduced and
as those found
possible, but with the same constraints on the caldera permeability
region
in the 2D models. If the caldera permeability is too low, then a conductive
will form above the heat source, and if too high, an unsteady convective systern
will occur in the caldera. For intermediate caldera permeabilities, convective
around the caldera
systems form with a small nurnber of stable plumes located
These results
boundary, and with a single unsteady plume in the caldera interior'
also occurs
confirrn that the 'heat sweep' mechanism proposed for the 2D models
in 3D situations, and suggest its application to the full TVZ models which follow

in this thesis.
in
The 3D caldera models also consider tlte effect of the size of the heat source
(10 km
relation to the 30 krn diameter calcleras. If the heat source is smaller
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plume develops'
diameter) than the caldera, then a single central hydrothermal
than the caldera, an
Conversely, if the heat source is larger (40 km diameter)
boundary' However,
unstable and broken ring of hot fluid forms about the caldera
discrete
if the heat source and caldera are the same size, then a stable system of
heat source and
plumes can develop, as discussed above. This suggests that the
stable plumes to
high permeability region must have very similar dimensions for
presented
form. This is an important result which is used in the 3D TVZ models

in Chapter

6.

TVZ hydrological
The results of Chapters 4 and 5 suggest a possible model for the
geothermal plumes at the
system where a heat sweep mechanism produces stable
permeable inner TVZ
boundary formecl by the permeability contrast between the
basis for the first attempt
and the lower permeability exterior region. This is the
two essential
at a realist icT[Zmodel, which is described in Chapter 6' There are
Firstly' the exterior
elements to this model, as suggested by previous results'
due to the
region must have a low enough permeability to suppless convection
the coupling with the
0.0g W/m2 geophysical heat flux there, and also to reduce
form and persist
inner TVZ sufficiently so that stable hydrothermal plumes can
A second element is that the heat source must

at the permeability boundary.

have the same size as the permeable

infill region of the Tvz.

An important aspect of this model is the description of the TVZ infitl region'
The 'TVZ envelope' is defined as the region containing the known TVZ caldera
fairly
structures and the Taupo Fault Belt. Outside this there is a uniform'
infill
low permeability exterior region. In a model where the heat source and
which divides
region permeability are both uniforln, a convective system forms
by a
the TVZ lengthwise into three large scale convection cells, each separated
water occur
roughly linear plume of hot fluid. In this model downflows of cool
plumes at
inside these cells, and the resulting heat sweep produces geothermal
plumes
the boundary of the TVZ envelope. The shallow temperatures in these
the TVZ geothermal
are typically only 120'C, much cooler than those observed in
the low
fields. The presence of the linear plumes with significant heat output'
plumes and
temperatures ancl the poor corresponclence between the boundary
those observed in the actual TVZ make this model unsatisfactory'

explain the obThis result suggests a further element is necessary in the rnodel to
is to allow
served distribution of the TVZ geothermal fields. A natural extension
distributions
spatial variations in either the permeability and/or the heat source
within the TVZ envelope. To do this, the TVZ is divided into 16 approximately
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are assigned
equal areas, and separate geothermal heat fluxes and permeabilities
heat
for each region. Three models investigate the combinations of a uniform
a uniform permesource with a variable permeability, a variable heat source with
models
ability and lastly a variable heat source with a. variable permeability' In
with a variable heat source, the geothermal heat flow for each region is calcuregions, and for
lated by summing the geothermal heat output for each of the 16
is assigned in
models with variable permeability the permeability for each area
to that heat flow. This is necessary to maintain some flow of fluid in

proportion
regions
regions of high heat flux, where extensive high temperature conductive
would otherwise form if the permeability was low'

permeability,
For a model with a uniform geothermal heat source and variable
the heat
the cool downflows are localised to the highest permeability areas, and
plumes about the TVZ
sweep mechanisrn results in fewer, higher temperature
in this model is the
envelope than in the model described above. A notable feature
area, which actually
absence of geothermal plumes in the waimangu/waiotapu
model
the highest observed heat flow in the TVZ.In contrast to this, in a
has

are
with variable geothermal heat flow and uniform permeability, the downflows
are reduced to
again more widespread and the maximum plume temperatures
area
about 160'C. Increasing the applied heat flux in the Waimangu/Waiotapu
too low because
has increased the heat flow there, but the temperature is now
downflowing
the uniform permeability in the infill region means there is too much

surface water.
and
The best model of the TVZ is obtained where both the infili permeability
cells are still
heat source are heterogeneous. In this case, the large scale convective
the central
present, although more weakly. The downflows are now confined to
In
TVZ, apd geothermal heat flow in the Waimangu/Waiotapu area is strong'
and the
general there is a good correspondence between the modelled plumes
(tuy < 100 \4W)
larger TVZ geothermal fields, but the smaller geothermal fields
upper kilometre
are not predicted by the model. The highest temperature in the
260'c to 310'c
of the geothermal plumes is about 230"c, which is less than the
include increasing
seen in the TVZ. possible means for correcting this discrepancy
TYZ by
tlre model resolution and reclucing the flow of meteoric water into the
decreasing the permeability of the exterior region'

of state
The second part of the thesis deals with the development of an equation
descripmodule for TouGH2 (NaCI-TOUGH2) which incorporates a complete
pressures,
tion of the phase diagram for salt-water mixtures over a wide range of
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thesis because the
temperatures and salt concentrations. This is relevant to this
origiTVZ geothermal fluids contain appreciable amounts of sodium salts which
largely conserved
nate at the rnagmatic heat source. Once formed, the salts are
clues to the
as they are transported to the surface and thus provide important

nature of the large scale TVZ hydrological system'
feature of
In Chapter 7 the NaCI-TOUGH2 code is described in detail. The main
:
bar, T :
this code is its ability to handle the transport of brines up to P 1000
phase diagram,
620.C and high salt concentrations. Because of the form of the
phases, and the
the fluid can variously exist in one or more liquid, vapour or solid

change' There are
code can seamlessly change between these states as conditions
state' The
two single-phase states, three two-phase states and one three-phase
variables which are
changes of state are accompanied by changes in the primary
needed' Generally,
used to describe the fluid state. Three primary variables are
mass fraction
pressure and temperature are two of the primary variables, with salt
third for
single-phase states, and saturation of the mobile phase the

the third for

the liquid and
the two-phase states. For the three phase state, temperature and
dynamic
gas saturations are the primary variables. The densitS enthalpy and
Palliser and
viscosity of the various states are derived from expressions given by
McKibbin (1995 b,c)'

8'

The first examples
that can
demonstrate, using single block models, all of the possible phase changes
withdrawal
occur at 350'C and 550"C. More complicated examples include fluid
pipe',
from horizontal and vertical 1D columns. Of interest here is the vertical'salt
of
where a net transport of heat occurs when equal and opposite counterflows
heat and water
water and salt give zero net mass flow. A further example with net
resembles
flows, but zero net salt flow, is also presented. A 2D problem which
to
the reference example in Chapter 4 shows the application of NaCI-TOUGHZ
,TVZ-like' problem. This clearly shows the interaction between saline fluid

A suite of Nacl-TOUGH2 examples is given in chapter

a

The
originating from the geothermal source and pure water from the surface'
fans in twochapter finishes with examples of horizontal lD shocks and expansion
with
phase hyper-saline fluids. New results for the characteristic speeds associated
from these
temperature and saturation are derived and it is shown that results
simulations are in accord with the theory. This analysis also gives an effective
those
pressure difiusivity for two-phase hyper-saline fluids. These results extend
Young (1993), who considered the less general problem where salt is only

of

present in the liquid Phase.
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